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PREFACE
n Canada's complex marker economy, the
corporation is one of the principal vehicles for riskcaking and one of the major sources of change. The
performance of our corporations is therefore of vital
interest to us all. Well-functioning corporations are a key
agent of wealth creation and social progress. Dull,
underperforming and uncompetitive corporations
represent mismanaged resources and can impede social
progress.
When the economy is booming, these distinctions tend
to become blurred. Instead, it is during recessions - and
often with severe social consequences - chat
underperforming and poorly-managed corporations get
into trouble. The response of the coiporate sector to the
stresses of the 1990-91 recession has been uneven. Investors
and other panies interested in the welfare ofcorporations
which failed or which have been significantly restruetured
have frequently been dissatisfied with the performance of
their boards of directors and managements. They have
asked the question, which we have fearured in the title of
our Report, "Where were the directors?".
We answer this question by taking a prospective look
at the governance of corporations and by making
proposals for restructuring Canada's boards of directors.
These proposals are made in the context of the
challenges that must be met in the turbulent and
competitive world economy of the 21st century.
Our proposals, if accepted, are designed to meet
growing expectations concerning the manner in which
boards of directors are constituted, and the rdacionships
between the board and management and between the
board and shareholders. We propose a sec of guidelines
which focus on the board of directors and the quality of
ics members. A significant challenge for the corporate
seccor arising with the implementation of our
recommendations will be to expand the pool of qualified
directors available to constirute the boards of direccors.
Upon delivery of our proposals co The Toronto Stock
Exchange, our Committee will be disbanded. We
nevertheless believe that a successor comminee should
be appointed within an appropriate time to monitor
developments in corporate governance and to evaluate
the continued relevance of our recommendations. It is
important that the corporate seetor continue to prove to
investors, other stakeholders and the public sector that
the governance of corporations is a top priority.
We hope that the process of the Committee for
devdoping our proposals has enabled us to respond
constructively to the challenge of our mandate.
Although our budget was modest, in the context of the
task at hand, the support of our sponsor, The Toronto
Stock Exchange, has been generous. Its sponsorship of
the project gave credibility to the exercise which it
would not have enjoyed otherwise.

I

Our process involved the release of a Draft Report in
May 1994, receipt of comments on the Draft Report
and the release of this Report. The response to the Draft
Report was generally positive. The Committee is
grateful for the constructive comments on the Draft
Report which were taken into account in preparing this
Report. Although there have not been many changes to
the Draft Report, the changes that have been made are
significant. A swnmary of these changes is included in
Appendix A.
We benefitted from approximately 150 very
thoughtful submissions in response to our initial
invitation for comments and our request for comments
on the Draft Report - submissions from participants in
all aspects of corporate governance in Canada. We also
bene.fitted from numerous conversations with interested
parties, both through the public meetings we conducced
in the fall of 1993, the meetings on the Draft Report
organized by the Conference Board of Canada in June
1994 and through numerous informal meetings. We
wish to express our sincere thanks to all who provided
their views to us. A flavour for these views is provided in
the extracted quotations included throughout the
Report. These extracts are simply a representative sample
of the views received. They are not quoted to reflect or
support the views of the Committee and are not
necessarily endorsed by the Committee.
We also relied upon the breadth and depth of
experience of the Committee members, all of whom are
active in the corporate sector: some as investors; others
as advisers; some as CEOs; some as independent
directors; and two as academics concerned with
corporate governance. Achieving a consensus within this
group was not always easy and required good~spirited
co-operation on the part of all members.
We wish to acknowledge the time volunteered by a
number of members of the Chair's former law furn,
Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt, who undertook the logistical
tasks of inviting and organizing the submissions and of
conducting research into a number of issues raised by
the Committee. The names of these individuals are set
out in Appendix B. The Chair of the Committee would
also like to acknowledge the assistance and support of
his former partner, David W Drinkwater, who was
instrumental in the early development and organization
of the project and of the assistant to the Chair, Karin
Schwan, who managed the logistics of organizing the
Committee and of producing the manuscript.

Peter Dey, Chair
December 20, 1994
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I. SUMMARY
FINAL REPORT

1.1 This is the Final Repon of the C.Ommittee and is being released after reviewing
and considering the comments n:ccivcd on ir.s May 1994 Draft Repon. We sucs.s
the importance of this project as an initiative of the private sector and are
hopeful that the recommendations in this Report will have a higher level of
acceptance because the busin~ and financiaf community has had a full
opportunity to comment on the issues considered and the proposals contained in
die Draft Repon.
1.2 If The Toronto Stock Exchange accepts our recommendation to make the

proposals applicable to listed companies incorporated in Canada or a province
of Canada, we suggest that these listed companies be required to describe their
systems of corporate governance with reference to the guidelines commencing
with companies with year ends as ofJune 30, 1995.
STATE OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE IN CANADA

1.3 Implicit in our willingness to undertake the project was our view at the outset
that the state of corporate governance in Canada should be reviewed and
should be improved.

1.4 While there are numerous Canadian public companies which arc well governed
and provide a high standard of corporate governance, we believe there have
been several instances of corporate breakdown attributable in pan to ineffective
governance. Some of these instances have been extensivdy reponed in the
media. Others have nor. We believe there is a need for improved governance
and, although improved governance would not necessarily have prevented
corporate failures or large writcdowns of assets, had these corporations been
more effectively governed we believe the risk of these failures and the
magnitude of the losses that occurred would have been significantly reduced.
1.5 Shareholders and other investors have experienced cause for concern regarding
the general efficacy of the governance of ow corporations. Although this
C.Ommittec has not been established to judge historic events, we have observed
that these events have contributed to a scepticism in many quaners about
corporate governance in Canada.
1.6 The responsibility for ineffective governance is shared by the board and by the
shareholders. Some boards have not been willing to make governance a high
priority and shareholders have, by and large, been passive on matters of
governance. Although we see increasing signs of shareholder arousal,
shareholders in many instances have received the governance they deserve.
IMPLEMENTING OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

1.7 If The Toronto Stock Exchange adopts our recommendation for a listing
requirement, each listed company incorporated in Canada or a province of
Canada would be required to describe in its annual repon or information
circular its system of corporate governance with reference to the guiddines
which we have proposed. This disclosure would include an explanation of the
differences between the company's system and the guiddines.
1.8 Although the proposals in this Report are intended for public corporations, we
believe that private corporations, many of which affect large sectors of the
public to whom governance of the corporation is imponant, will find a
number of our recommendations
rdevant to their operations.
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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1.9 We are not recommending that the Exchange require listed companies to
comply with the guidelines. The proposal to require disclosure of differences
between the companies' governance systems and the guidelines will, at a
minimum, require all listed companies to examine the adequacy of their
systems of governance. The disclosure approach will allow each company to
develop itS own system of governance, reflecting its own circumstances.
1.10 This flexibility is panicularly important because of the wide range of
corporations which would be subject to these guidelines. The large, widely-held
public company should not generally have difficulty satisfying the governance
guidelines and therefore, as a general rule, may have difficulty explaining major
departures from the guidelines. The smaller company, perhaps led by an
entrepreneur who has recently taken the company public, may have more
difficulty in satisfying the guidelines or may even choose to adopt a system of
governance which materially departs from the guidelines. We accept that the
decision to depart from the guidelines may be made for supportable reasons,
i.e. the board may believe that irs existing system of governance is more
effective in the pursuit of shareholder value or, that adoption of all of the
guidelines would be too costly for a smaller enterprise or, that governance
constraints may result in less risk-taking which m~y translate into less creation
of wealth. Adoption of a system of governance different from the guidelines
should not in irself give rise co liability. Nevertheless, we arc sufficiently
confident of the soundness of our approach that we believe the guidelines
should serve as a baseline against which governance practices can be evaluated.
1.11 We recognize that the principal objective of the direction and management of a
business is to enhance .shareliolder value, which includes balancing gain with risk
in order to enswe che financial viability of the business. A system of corporate
governance is only as good as its contribution to the attainment of these
objectives. We believe chat effective corporate governance will, in the long term,
improve corporate performance and benefit shareholders. Improved corporate
performance is not only in the best interests of shareholders but also serves che
public interest generally. The credibility of the corporate sector depends on,
amongst other things, effective governance. This credibiHty is essential if
business is to make a full contribution to Canadian economic and social life.
PRINCIPAL RECOMMENDATIONS

1.12 The approach we have taken in chis Reeorc is to identify what we regard as the
principal responsibilities of the board of directors. These responsibilities relate
to the stewardship of the corporation; the strategic planning process; the
identification and monitoring of the principal risks of the business; the
appointment, development and succession of senior management; the
implementation of an effective communications policy and the adoption of
relevant and reliable internal systems to enable the board to fulfill these
responsibilities.
1.13 With an undemanding of these responsibilities, we then make our principal
recommendations which focus on increasing the effectiveness of the board. We
do this in two ways. First, we address the constitution of the hoard and propose
chat a majority of directors on each board be unrelated directors. Unrdated
directors are individuals who are free of rdationsh.ips and other interests which
could, or could reasonably be perceived to, materially interfere with the exercise
of judgment in the best interests of the corporation. In this Final Report we
conclude chat a significant shareholder is not a related direaor and a director
who has a relationship with or interest in a significant shareholder, other than
through the corporation, is not a related director. We amended the Draft
Report so that the significant shareholder is not a related director in order co
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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address concerns that the significant shareholder not be constrained in
implementing jcs strategy ror the corporation by the definition of related
director. We propose that each board of directors should apply this standard to
its members and disclose on an annual basis whether the corporation has a
majority of unrelated directors supported by an analysis of the issue. If a
corporation has a significant sharCliolder, the board should, in addition to
having a majority of unrelated directors, include a nwnber of di.recrors who do
not have either a rdationship with or an interest in the corporation or the
significant shareholder and which fairly rdlects the investment in the
corporation of shareholders other than the significant shareholder. A significant
shareholder is the shareholder with the ability to exercise a majority of the votes
for the election of the board of directors.
1.14 Second, we prescribe a number of govemanceprdatcd functions to be carried out
by the board, normally through board committees. These funaions include (i) the
process ofconstituting the board, which would enrail recruiting new directors and
~ the effectiveness of the existing board and the contribution of its
individual members (ii) assessing management, which would entail meeting with
management to establish objectives and meeting independently of management to
monitor management's progr~ in relation to these objectives and (iii) establishing
and administering the corporation's system of governance.
1.15 We have a general concern about the legislation creating the extensive system
of director liability for corporate conduct. We accept that personal liability of
directors is effective in influencing corporate conduct and that directors not
satisfying the relevant standard of conduct should incur liability. However,
because our proposals depend upon the availability of capable individuals of
integrjcy to serve as directors, the extent of individual director liability should
be reasonable and should not discourage qualified individuals from serving as
directors. We have invited federal and provincial governments to review
legislation imposing personal liability upon directors, both as to the
effectiveness of the legislation in influencing corporate conduce and as to the
fairness of the application to indivjdual directors. We have recommended that
in all circwnstances directors must be provided with an effective due diligence
defence.
1.16 We then address the relationship between the board and shareholders.
Although this relationship is less complex than the relationship between the
board and management it is nevertheless important - the corporation is
owned by the shareholders who delegate supervision of management to the
board, who in tum delegate management responsibility to the management of
the corporation.We encourage two-way communication between the
corporation and its shareholders. We recognize the legitimate interest of shareholders in communicating their expectations to the corporation and, in
particular, the interest of holders of significant blocks of shares who may be
forced to make a longer term commitment to a corporation as a result of the
lack of liquidity in the market for the securities of some corporations.
1.17 Our final recommendation concerns the importance of the quality and timeliness
of information published by corporations. We suppon the examination by
Canadian securities administrators of the imposition of civil liability upon boards
ofdirectors fur the accuracy of corporate disclosures concerning material changes
in the business and affairs of corporations. We do not, however, support this
extension of civil liability to directors unless our more general concerns about
personal liability of directors for corporate conduct are also ad.dressed.
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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GUIDELINES FOR
IMPROVED CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
The following are the proposed guidelines fur effective corporate governance:
(1) The board of directors of every corporation should explicitly assume
responsibility fur the stewardship of the corporation and, as part of the
overall stewardship responsibility, should asswne responsibility for the
following matters:

(i)

adoption of a strategic planning process

(ii) the identification of the principal risks of the corporation's business
and ensuring the implementation of appropriate systems to manage
these risks;
(iii) succession planning, including appointing, training and monitoring
senior management;

(iv) a communications policy for the corporation; and
(v) the integrity of the corporation's internal control and management
information systems.
(paragraphs 4.2, 4.3 and 4.6)

(2) The board of directors of every corporation should be constituted with a
majority of individuals who qualify as unrelated directors. An unrelated
director is a director who is independent of management and is free from
any interest and any busines.s or other relationship which could, or could
reasonably be perceived to, materially interfere with the director's ability
to act with a view to the best interests of the corporation, other than
interests and relationships arising from shareholding. A related director is
a director who is not an unrelated director. If the corporation has a
significant shareholder, in addition to a majority of unrelated directors,
the board should include a number of directors who do not have interests
in or relationships with either the corporation or the significant
shareholder and which fairly reflects the investment in the corporation by
shareholders other than the significant shareholder. A significant
shareholder is a shareholder with the ability to exercise a majority of the
votes for the election of the board of directors. (paragraphs 5.7 and 5.8)
(3) The application of the definition of "unrelated director,, to the
circumstances of each individual director should be the responsibility of
the board which will be required to disclose on an annual basis whether
the board has a majority of unrelated directors or, in the case of a
corporation with a significant shareholder, whether the board is
constituted with the appropriate number of directors which are not
related to either the corporation or the significant shareholder.
Management directors arc related directors. The board will also be
required to disclose on an annual basis the analysis of the application of
the principles supporting this conclusion. (paragraph 5.18)

Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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(4) The board of directors of every corporation should appoint a committee
of directors composed exclusively of outside, i.e. non-management,
directors, a majority of whom are unrelated directors, with the
responsibility for proposing to the full board new nominees to the board
and for assessing directors on an ongoing basis. (paragraph 5.25)
(5) Every board of directors should implement a process to be carried out by
the nominating committee or other appropriate committee for assessing
the effectiveness of the board as a whole, the committees of the board
and the contribution of individual directors. (paragraph 5.27)
(6) Every corporation, as an int~ element of the process for appointing
new directors, should provide an orientation and education program for
new recruits to the board. (paragraph 5.36)
(7) Every board of directors should examine its si7.e and, with a view to
determining the impact of the number upon effectiveness, undertake
where appropriate, a program to reduce the number of directors to a
number Which facilitates more effective decision-making. (paragraph
5.42)
(8) The board of directors should review the adequacy and form of the
compensation of directors and ensure the compensation realistically
reflects the responsibilities and risk involved in being an effective
director. (paragraph 5.50}
(9) Committees of the board of directors should generally be composed of
outside directors, a majority of whom are unrelated directors, althotWi
some board committees, such as the executive committee, may include
one or more inside directors. An inside director is a director who is an
officer or employee of the corporation or of any of its affiliates.
(paragraph 6.3)
(IO) Every board of directors should expressly assume responsibility for, or
assign to a committee of directors the general responsibility for,
developing the corporation's approach to governance issues. This
committee would, amongst other things, be responsible for the
corporation's response to these governance guidelines. (paragraph 6.4)

(11} The board of directors, t~eth.er with the CEO, should develop position
descriptions for the boa.rd and for the CEO, involving the de6nition of
the limits to management's responsibilities. In addition, the boa.rd should
approve or develop the corporate objectives which the CEO is
responsible for meeting. (paragraph 6.12)
(12) Every board of directors should have in place appropriate structures and
procedures to ensure that the board can function independently of
management. An appropriate structure would be to (i) appoint a chair of
the board. who is not a member of management with responsibility to
ensure the board discharges its responsibilities or (ii} ad.Opt alternate
means such as assigning this responsibility to a committee of the boa.rd
or to a director, sometimes referred to as the "lead director". Appropriate
procedures may involve the boa.rd meeting on a regular basis without
management present or may involve expressly assigning the responsibility
for administering the board's relationship to management to a committee
of the board.. (paragraph 6.15)
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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(13) The audit committee of every board of directors should be composed
only of outside directors. The roles and responsibilities of the audit
committee should be specifically defined so as to provide appropriate
guidance to audit committee members as to their duties. The audit
c.ommittee should have direct communication channels with the intcmal
and enema! auditors to .discuss and review specific issues as appropriate.
The audit committee duties should include oversight responsibility for
management reponing on internal control. While it is management's
responsibility to design and implement an effective system of internal
control, it is the responsibility of the audit committee to ensure that
management has done so. (paragraphs 6.20 and 6.21)
(14) The board of directors should implement a system which enables an
individual director to engage an outside adviser at the expense of the
corporation in appropriate circumstances. The en~emcnt of the
outside adviser should be subject to the afproval of an appropriate
committee of the board. (paragraph 6.29
OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

The implementation of our proposals is based upon our
recommendation to The Toronto Stock Exchange that the Exchange
adopt, as a listing requirement, the disclosure bY each listed corporation
incorporated in Canada or a province of Canada of its approach to
corporate governance, on an annual basis commencing with c.ompanies
with June 30, 1995 year ends. (paragraphs 8.1and8.2)
In addition, the Report contains recommendations for legislative reform
which are summarized as follows:
(1) We recommend that the governing corporate statutes be revised to

eliminate any possible interpretation of the directors' responsibility as
being to manage the business day~to-day. Rather, the statutes should
describe the responsibility as being to supervise the management of the
business. (paragraph 4.10)
(2) The government departments responsible fur the administration of the

corporate laws in each of the fedetal and provincial jurisdictions should
undertake a review of all legislation enacted in their particular
jurisdiction imposing personal liability upon directors. Following the
review, all legislatures should repeal or mOdify legislation imposing
personal liability on directors which no longer serves the purpose for
which it was enacted and legislation not so repealed should be amended
if necessary, to ensure directors a.re provided with an effective due
diligence defence. (paragraphs 5.60 and 5.62)
(3) We recommend that the issue of legislated civil liability upon directors in
respect of timdy and continuous disclosure by corporations should be
examined by Canada's securities adminisuators and any proposal should
afford the business and financial community with an opportunity to
comment. We would not support any recommendations to legislate civil
liability of directors fur timely and continuous disclosure, unless our
general recommendation concerning civil liability of directors is also
accepted and implemented. (paragraphs 7.16 and 7.17)
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II.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
MEANING OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

2. I What do we mean by corporate governance? The definition of corporate
governance which we developed at the beginning of our exercise has evolved
into rhe following:
"Corporate governance" means the process and structure used co
direct and manage the business and affairs of the corporation with
the objective of enhancing shareholder value, which includes
ensuring the financial viability of che business. The process and
structure define the division of power and establish mechanisms for
achieving accountability among shareholders, the board of directors
and management. The direction and management of the business
should take into account the impact on other stakeholders such as
employees, customers, suppliers and communities.
2.2 The following are the key ingredients in our definition of corporate

governance:
(I)

The definition acknowledges the obvious, i.e.
that the business and affairs of every corporation must be directed and
managed. Direction and management of a business is achieved within a set of
rules which creates a structure and is effected through a process which involves
the parties who have the power to direct and manage the business.

STRUCTURE AND PROCESS -

Ille 111ost 1i1aificut risks lo the vidilily
ar 11anrival of 1 company oft.n ruult fro•
the un1nticip1ted conH11u1nces of
1tntegic d1ci1ions, sue• H entry i1tv
new 1111rkm end other 191pD11ses ta
co111petltive conditiou. The board needs
to be con ti uelly updtttd on c hang Ill in
1111 co111p11y' s en11iroa111e11ts aad ollaer
11rategic i11ues, so th1t it co dee I
promptly wilh actio111 proposed lly
1111Hgemntto addreu new
opportHities Hd threats."

rhe Canadian lnstlt11t1 of Chanered
Accasntants. Norem/Jar 4, fn.t

The structure is created by the legal and administrative framework within
which the corporation functions, including the corporation's governing
corporate statute, the corporation's articles, by-laws, resolutions of the board
and shareholders and other policies and procedures which are adopted by the
corporation, laws of general application and community standards.
The process refers co the system for decision-making by the parties charged
with directing and managing the business of the corporation and for making
these decision-makers accountable.
(2) THE OBJECTIVES - We define the principal objective of directing and
managing the business and affairs of the corporation as enhancing shareholder

value.
Ultimately, the owners of rhe business, the shareholders, expect to receive an
appropriate return on their investment. We amended our initial definition of
corporate governance to de-emphasize the time horizon for enhancing
shareholder value. We neverthdess believe that corporate strategies should be
developed by taking a longer cerm view of the direction of the corporation and
that the legitimate interest of the corporation's owners in shorter cerm returns
are best served by a sound long term Strategy.
We underline che importance of ensuring the financial viability of the business
within the objective of enhancing shareholder value in order to emphasize the
board's obligation to pursue shareholder value responsibly. The board must
balance the implications for the financial viability of the business - a feature
which must exist day in and day ouc - against the opportunities for generating
value by pursuing particular strategies.
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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"Slmplr sttted. 1over11Hce reltlff to
•wtiore a cor,orttlto 11 90119" an~
111111a9e111t1t relatea to "getting•
corpor1tioa tllert". Accordinglr. tllo
tt1dltio111I dtfi•itio111lloul~ b• 1m1aded
to reflect these di1ti1ctio111."
H.6. ScbHfer, Cllai1m111, TraMAh•

Corporation, Soptom/181 Zf.

(4)

tm.

"Tiit primary r11po11ibility of••• Board

ot Directors ia to ahareholdera. Tbat i1 aot
to .., that tlloy ca11 totellr ignore t••
lntorom of other 1takollolde11 in th•
corporation uch 11 omployeH.
customers. creditors. etc. However, it i1
likely that tllo most effective btard would
be one in which tho chairman ltegan tfle
11ee1i19 by 11yin9 "what can we do for
the 1llarebolders today?"
B1t1co S. Mac&-111, Chairman,
Te111ploto1t M11tagameat Limited,

Soptem/181 "· tm.

(3) THE PRINCIPAL PARTIES - The power for governing a corporation is
allocated amongst the shareholders. the board of directors and management.
The shareholders are the owners of the business. The board of directors is
legally and practically charged with the responsibility of directing and
managing the busi.ness of die corporation on behalf of the owners. The board
delegates aspects of this responsibility to management. Each of these parties
has a distinct role in the corporate decision-making process. It is fundamental
that each party discharges its particular responsibilities and not confuse its
responsibilities with those of another party in the process. Good corporate
governance requires an effective system of accountability by management to
the board and by the board to shareholders. Good corporate governance also
requires vigilance by the board in overseeing management and vigilance by the
shareholders in assessing corporate performance, with particular emphasis on
the role of the board of directors. Good corporate governance ensures that the
interests of all shareholders are protected and, in the circumstances where
there is a significant shareholder. ensures that minority shareholder interests
are protected.
-A system of corporate governance also recognizes
the role of other stakeholders. We have already identified the responsibility of
the board to manage the corporation to enhance value for shareholders - in
conuast to managing in order to address the interests of stakeholders.
including employees, the community. suppliers, creditors and customers.
Notwithstanding the primary responsibility of the board, the longer term
interests ofshareholders will not be well served if the interests of other
stakeholders are not addressed. Creating shareholder wealth in a market
economy will usually be in the best interests of stakeholders generally.
OTHER STAKEHOLDERS

DYNAMIC CONCEPT

2.3 Corporate governance is a dynamic concept. In our recommendations, we try
to recognize that the circumstances of each corporation will be different and
that these circumstances will be constantly changing. An effective system of
governance must not inhibit a corporations ability to devdop and to respond
to its circumstances and to change. We were continually reminded in the
course of our process that "one size does not fit all" or that "there is more than
one road to Rome". We were also reminded of the differences between the
more junior or emerging company and the mature public company.
2.4 Corporate governance should not frustrate the legitimate pressures for growth
and development within the corporation. Each corporation should be
encow-aged to develop its own approach to corporate governance, within a
broad set of general principles. although, as is apparent from our
recommendations, each corporation should also be required to explain.
interpret and justify its particular approach to corporate governance to its
shareholders.
2.5 In the course of this Repon, we will develop one of our central themes, i.e.
each publicly-held corporation should undertake an ongoing assessment and
enhancement of its approach to governance.
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LIMITATIONS OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

2.6 Having said this, we also recognize the limitations of corporate governance.
First, corporate governance is not an end in itself. Corporate boards and
managers cannot become preoccupied with the concept to the detriment of
the operation of the business. Instead, corporations must pursue the objective
of enhancing shareholder value.

2.7 While good corporate governance will not, in and of itself. guarantee good
corporate performance, we are convinced that effective corporate governance
docs make an important contribution to corporate success and co enhancing
shareholder value. An enlightened approach to corporate governance is
recognized in the investment community and facilitates many aspects of the
d.ireaion and management of the business of a corporation. On a praaical
level, good corporate governance contributes to the effective funaioning of
hoards of directors, e.g. attracting and retaining good directors and good
corporate officers, establishing a due diligence defence, obtaining directors'
and officers' insurance at improved races, etc. We also are confident that over
time poor corporate governance will lead to poor corporate performance.
2.8 Not only is good corporate governance recognized out.side the corporation, we
also believe that the approach taken by a board of directors to corporate
governance will set a tone which can permeate the entire organization and
enhance the decision-making processes employed at all levels in the
organization.

"Jmplicit in ro11r report Is a lo•t·t•rm
aueciatiDll ".tw•H st111n9 corporate
l•ftfaaaca ..tl cerporate portamianca.
You •rtU tllat ia tll• aorMal c..•.
corporatiotlS lll1t coafo,. ta tlia
studards of 90Hmaaca tllat yell flan set
will parform more •ffactiHly owar tl•
lon1er term la ll11 interest of
sharefloldert•...Whllo I concur la yo11r
jud1ement. I •alloH it is lair t• say that
th ...piriul HldHca ud other
, ....,ell findings In support of this point.
porticalarly i11 Ute Cattetlian context, 1r1
Hl'Y SCllCI. C1u4a llaa 111fferad fro• I
pHclty of resaarcJI oa co"...ata
oonmnce. corporate law. co"orata
finance. anti co"orat• performance.... I
IJ•li•we it ia i111t1ortent that 11 we move
terwartl in tile area of co1po111te
1avernanc•.
increHe aur iHHtm•'1
ill reuarcll that will, ower time, collfi1111.
roli•• •• rafeta tM •asic 0111pirlcal
as111•pliDAa tllot itlfer111 yHr r1po11. •

w•

J. Robott S. l'rlcbard,

11nile11t,
U1ti..,,ity llf Tore11t11,

s.,,...., '*·
1.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.9 The recommendations in this Report focus primarily upon making a board of
directors more effeaive, particularly in the manner in which it is constituted
but also in it.s relationships, both to management and to shareholders.
2.10 We have identified a set of guidelines intended to assist corporations in
designing their approach to corporate governance. Even if we had the
authority, we would not mandate compliance with these guidelines. & we said
above, every corporation is unique and every corporation should design its
own approach to corporate governance. We are, however, recommending to
our sponsor, The Toronto Stock Exchange, that it require listed companies
incorporated in Canada or a province of Canada to disclose, on an annual
~js, their approach to corporate governance with reference to the guidelines
and an explanation of the differences becween the companies' approach and
the guidelines. We arc making this recommendation because we believe it will
require each corporation to review its own approach to governance, which
should result in improved governance and hopefully improved performance.

"We 1 lso lleliawe tflere is a tfirect

relation1hip "•IWHI corporate
f-HllCe and inwester collfid11ce in
capitll 111ubts.•
N"'111•fll Talat1ffl Limited, Sa1t•mlHlr .10,

1"1.

"h1tli•idaals who 111ight ot••rwiH •ecli••
a directorship on ICCOH1 of CIHIClnll of
part1nel li1llillty may be mor• willing tu
Hrve if tbere i1 1 prescribed proc111 1nd
m1ctare 1f reverHnce. •
Tass G. Grlratn.

O.C~

Aqnt 4, 1193.

2.11 We want to underscore the importance for those who design corporate
governance systems of going beyond ow guidelines and understanding the
principles reflecced by the guidelines. We also emphasize the importance to
the corporation of the process for designing its own approach to governance.
In some respects the end product is secondary.
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GUIDELINES SHOULD NOT BE LEGISLATED

2.12 We have received some inquiries foe our views on the desirability of legislating
our guidelines. We would regret embarking on this exercise if our guidelines
ended up being legislated. Guidelines by their nature are not appropriate for
legislation. Guidelines accommodate the flexibility of approach to governance
which we think is critical foe our proposals to have the desired impact.
ISSUES NOT ADDRESSED

"lllet me close lly 1tatin9 my strona
agreemut that these 9aidtlinu not lie
le9i$lated or eitferced lty a re111latory
decrH. A vof11ntary, co11aci11111ae&1·
raising procna is appropriate and
adeqHt1."
Da~id R.

St.rans,

l'r•sidHI "'"' Cbl•f E11.1c111ive Offint,
D•pn•rl A11i11111I Hlf•llll l11c.

J.,,,,u,

'*

"h1101rel. we do Ht *'91ieve ia the nHd
for the enactntent of new fews or
re911lations to Ht new and hi9~1r
minimum studard• far corporate
gowemuce. Tiie werld ia cllDfi1tt1
r111idlr and change 1ff1ct1 corparatio11a
ia different wars at diflerent times.·
Can.dian lmp11fi1l 81nk of Commerce,
Oclobar 15, 1!1'3.

2.13 We have chosen to focus on board performance and decided nor to deal
directly with certain specific aspects of our corporate system. These include
the use of subordinate or restricted voting shares, the adoption of shareholder
eights plans, the use of confidential voting procedures, the format for annual
shareholders meetings, the procedures for electing directors, the content of a
corporation's annual disclosures to shareholders and rhe system for
corporations communicating with their shareholders. These are important
issues relating primarily to shareholder involvement in corporate governance
which raise broad questions of policy which are not capable of an easy or
instant answer in the Canadian environment. We note however that increasing
involvement of shareholders in the governance process should mean that
certain of these structural features of governance systems will only be adopted
in circumstances where there is a stronger consensus amongst shareholders,
directors and management as to the appropriateness of the measure for the
particular corporation.
2.14 In addition, to deal with some of these issues would have greatly excended the
work of the Committee without producing crisp answers, to the detriment of
the utility of our Report. To the extent these issues relate to barriers ro
shareholder participation in the governance process, we commend them for
further review and examination but note chat their answers may involve
working out difficult issues over an extended period of rime.
2.15 Although this may be of limited solace to those who have invited us to address
these issues, we do believe chat the concerns about how these Structures
impact, in particular on shareholders, are reduced significantly if the board of
directors of a company which has adopted one of these structwes is
strengthened and made more effective - the principal objective of our recommendations.
2.16 It also perhaps goes without saying that., apart from two recommendations
concerning changes to corporate legislation affecting directors, we have
accepted the basic provisions of our business corporations legislation.
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III. BACKGROUND
FINANCIAL STRESS

3.1 The Canadian economy, as with many others, is in a period of transition. It is
adjusting to such devdopments as the increased globalization of business, the
removal of trade barriers, rapid changes in technology, the shock of the
dramatic decline in real estate values, and the other stresses created by the
recent economic recession. These developments have conuibuced to the f.Ulure
of some significant companies, panicularly in the financial industry. These
failures have given rise to public concerns and have raised questions about the
roles of directors and management. The question has often been asked: "Where
were the directors?" These public concerns were in pan responsible for the
formation of this Committee.
3.2 We are in an era of openness and accountability. A current example is the
enactment of the Ontario rules requiring disclosure of executive
compensation. These rules are intended to enable shareholders to better relate
executive and corporate performance to compensation. The amount of
executive compensation and the process for determining the amount are high
profile aspects of corporate governance studied with interest by many who
have no direct stake in the subject.
3.3 We have also observed the plight of the corporation under severe financial
stress, and in desperate need of the leadership of a qualified board of directors,
but instead having to sustain che resignation of members of the board because
of concerns about personal exposure co liabilities imposed upon directors.

"When insolvency threaten1.1h1
tfl dition1 I prot1ction1 for di rectors
unlsh ••. 11 is little wondu that directors'
rHctioa is ahu lo abudon ship, inn
r1co9ni1in9 that br doing so. ther may

3.4 These developments have led to increased media coverage and public focus on
how corporations function and contribute to a perception thac the
performance of businesses generally is not as good as it could be. This, in turn,
leads to the conclusion that one way of improving performance would be to
improve governance of the corporations or, at the very least, to establish
standards for governance against which companies can measure themselves
and be measured.
PRIVATE SECTOR INITIATIVE

3.5 The TSE, being acutely aware of the importance of investor perception and
confidence to efficient capital markets, supported the undertaking of this
project to, in part, address this issue of perception.
3.6 The project was also inspired in part by a desire for the private sector to
initiate and to lead a review and to establish any reforms of standards of
corporate governance. There has been some recent public sector involvement
in the development of certain aspects of corporate governance. The securities
regulators have been active in devdoping these standards with the adoption of
such policies as the comprehensive and detailed Ontario Securities
Commission Policy 9.1 dealing with transactions bccwecn related parties and
the judgment of the OSC in the Standard Trustco case in which the
Commission examines and comments upon board practices concerning board
reliance upon management and the publication of information on a timely
basis. The administrators of some of our Canadian federal and provincial
corporate statutes are also aware of many of the weaknesses in our system and
have undertaken reviews of their respective statutes to determine whether
statutory amendments are necessary.

nat escape liability entirely. It Is saf1 to
assume that th1 l19isl1ton who created
sucl1 a v11t arr1y of dlrecton· liability did
not intend to create the "bo1rd
owerboard" ,hanomaH.11 cle111y serves

110 ou'1 i111ere11$; shareholders,
creditors, employees or 9ovem111ent1."

Tll• Board of rred• of Metropolitan
roronto, lept••ller 21, rm

"In short. the ciueation ta ask i1 not jHt
"Wlle11 were the directors?" Al i111pertent
u1

questi111s uch 11;

• Are th HllCliHs aad 1aforn1M11t

procedares relating to th• faih1re of
directors to act ia a propef Miiiner
effectiwe and appropriate?

• wt..re were tor u•} tll• shareholder1?
• Wher• were t~e regulators?
• Are the rulet of llehnior and le91I

stndanls for directors cl Hr no111•?
• Wu the law enforced, and if not, wily

llOt?•
R.J. Wrigltt,

Octoller S, 1"4.
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3.7 This is not to say that the securities and corporate regulators and courts do
not have an important role in developing corporate governance standards.
However, many submissions advocated, and the Committee agreed, that selfregulation is preferable and chat standards developed by those involved may be
more acceptable to the private sector and therefore more enduring. In
addition, the sense of the Committee is that a private sector examination of
corporate governance practices and development of guidelines can produce a
more constructive and flexible corporate response than the more black and
white response engendered by statute or regulation. Many of the submissions
to the Committee expressed dismay at the current level of regulation of
business in Gtnada and advocated measures to enhance our corporate
governance only if the measures did not involve more regulation.

corporations, perllaps by volulary
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3.8 The central role of the board of directors underlines the importance of there
being a pool of qualified individuals available to serve as corporate direcrors.
The Committee heard anecdotal evidence as to the increasing unwillingness of
individuals to sit as directors because of the potential exposure to personal
liability for corporate conduct. The laws exposing individual directors to
liability for corporate conduct have developed incrementally. This is not
surprising in view of the extent of regulation and the multiplicity of
jurisdictions in which corporations conduct business. While the Committee
accepts that imposing personal liability on directors can be an effective tool for
influencing corporate conduce, the Committee is nevertheless concerned with
the impact of excessive personal liability on the constitution of effective boards
of directors and, ultimately, with the impact upon effective corporate
governance.
RESPONSIVE SHAREHOLDER COMMUNITY

3.9 An effective system of corporate governance depends upon an informed and
responsive shareholder community. The information provided to shareholders
must be timely and must be reliable. Our sense is that the investor community
wants to be more responsive to corporate initiatives. Large shareholders in
particular recognize that liquidating a stock position comes at a price which
they are often not willing to incur. Shareholders increasingly want to behave
more like owners and to influence corporate performance by having a larger
say in the governance of the corporation. Institutional shareholders, because
of, amongst other things, their substantial resources and influence, are in a
particularly good position to contribute to the corporate governance process.
A more active shareholder comrnWlity is essential to an enhanced level of
corporate governance.
3.10 The relationship between the board of directors and the corporation's owners is
an important aspect of corporate governance addressed in our Report.
Notwithstanding the spate of fairly recent secondary offerings by significant
shareholders, a distinguishing feature of the Canadian corporate landscape is
the number of public companies which have a significant shareholder - a
shareholder whose holdings are such that it can exercise or influence the control
of the company. Control is ultimately exercised by electing or influencing the
election of the board of directors. Many Canadian companies are members of
groups of companies under the common influence of one shareholder or group
of shareholders. A frequent result is "'related-party transactions» within these
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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groups of companies. We detect a healthy degree of scepticism within the
shareholder community about the ability of directors to represent the interests
of all shareholders in the context of a related-party cransaction. We also detect
an extension of this scepticism to the abilicy of boards co effectively represent
the interests of all shareholders in other circumstances. One of the objectives of
this exercise is to address the perceptions that give rise to chis skepticism and to
improve the contribution ofdirectors to the governance of corporations.
"It has Ileen utim1ted that oHr 75 per

RESPONSES TO THE COMMITTEE

3.11 These were some of the concerns which provided the basis for the original
formation of the Committee. With the benefit of the experience gained in the
course of this exercise, we note cwo further reasons which might have been
used co support the establishment of the Committee. First, it is apparent from
the excellent response to the Committee's initial invitation for comments and
the comments on the Draft Report, that our project provided an opportunity
for those concerned with corporate governance to pause and reflect upon their
particular approach to the issue. This process of self-analysis in itself has
increased awareness of the issue, raised the level of the debate and has already
produced improvements in approaches to governance.
3.12 Second, the pause and reflection has produced some very thoughtful
submissions to the Committee which are on public file at The Toronto Stock
Exchange and available to students ofcorporate governance. With the benefit
of these views, we have had the opportunity to consider and d.evdop
guidelines for effective corporate governance. These guidelines can be used as
standards against which companies, their shareholders and other stakeholders
can judge the adequacy of their particular approach to corporate governance.

cent of lite corporatio111 wllase securities

art listed a11d tr1ded en tile TSE ere
legally •r eflectiYely colltrolled by 1
1111 jority s llarellel4er •.. TII• ••-
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Ille perfonn111ce of management ot 1
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l'•irnsr Se~atltiH Corporation,

s.,,,,,,,,.., za. rm.

"It must bl 1cknowled9ed that Ille
holdings of luge iastitutiontl i11v.stors

FURTHER COMMENT ON
THE STATE OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

3.13 Our views on the current state of corporate governance in Canada are set ouc
in Part I, the Summary. We have identified some serious concerns raised by
thoughtful participants in our capital markets which deserve an answer. In
some instances we found corporate governance practices in a very advanced
and enlightened form. On the other band, we believe there have been several
notable failures and these failures have shaken public faith in our system.
3.14 We have described above some of the strains to which our corporate
governance system has been exposed. It is also apparent to us that there is a
fairly broad range of corporate governance practices - not surprising, in view
of the diversicy in the nature of the businesses, the si2.e and ownership of
companies, and the range of maturity of companies. In our recommendations
we hope to provide guidance for improving governance, whether the company
is large and widely-held or small and emerging.

ere tone tenn, ind ca a not•• sold Hsity.
Therefore investment criteria should

includ1 10119 ter11 saitthility, r1tber tllu
quick share price appr1ciatio11. In other
w•rds. this m11ns 1lttri119 tile criteria
tr1ditio11lly 11Sed to assess innstmuts.

la llf1fitiotl. the 111111 term n1tare ol
holdings requires tllat i11stit•1io11al
illY41StDfl f9HHSS

tbe way they lllHS•r•

tllelr own investmeat parformuce.·

Dt. Joll11 T. Por
Cottex Applie4 llH11td1 l.c.
J11...

1m.

3.15 We note with interest the strong response of CEOs co a survey conducted by
the Business Council on National Issues. The result of this survey would give
corporate governance in Canada a mere passing grade. We think this reflects a
mutual assessment by management and boards that management can make
better use of directors and directors should provide more direction to
management. We also have the impression that the "sacking" of some highprofile CEOs has made CEOs acutely aware of the need for management to
be completely in touch with the board, to understand board concerns and to
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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respond constructively to these concerns. These events also reflect an
improved awareness by direcrors of their responsibilities.
COMMlTTEE PROCESS

3.16 The process undertaken by the Committee to obtain input and to inform
itself on the issues of corporate governance in Canada was quite informal. A
more detailed discussion of the process is included in Appendix 3.16 which
also contains a list of submissions made to the Committee, a Hst of the
presenters at the public meetings and a list of the submissions on the Draft
Repon.
RELATIONSHIP TO THE TSE
"Governuce practic11 end aff•ctiVHHI
v1ry C0111ldertt/y tllrH1ll•llf 1111
cor,orat1Hctor,1v1n 1mong idu1ifi11l/1
segment& nch H publicly tt1d1d
compeni1&, privarely held compeniH 111d
.on· prefit carpontioH. C•Hd• Inks
c/Hr ralos Hd, 111011 lmportaarly, clearly

defined ex119ct1llOAS of corporate

3.17 By way of background, we should also clarify our relationship to The Toronto
Stock Exchange. The Exchange has been a supportive sponsor for the project
and has requested the Committee to express its views on corporate governance
in Canada and make recommendations for improvement. The Exchange has
not participated in the Committee proce~ or ddiberations and any aetion it
takes in respect of the Committee recommendations will result from a process
independent of the Committee process.

directors 1ad officen. This lick ot clarity
ud die nnH111111t canflicts i•
1ccH•l1lliJity of corpo11t1 l111lers to
widely divervent iater1st groups is
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Tb 6111,..ntl• Comp1ny of Nort/J

A1Nric1, S1111111161r 30.

rm.

THE CADBURY REPORT

3.18 An imponant introduetory note relates to the value we derived from The
Repon of the Cadbury Committee, the Report on the Financial Aspects of
Corporate Governance in the United Kingdom. The reader may find it useful
to compare the exercise which we undertook and our recommendations with
the process and recommendations of the Cadbury Committee. The
comparison will assist in the understanding of our recommendations.
3.19 However, it should be understood that the Cadbury Committee was convened
to study the financial aspects of corporate governance ofU.K. public
companies. It should also be borne in mind chat the central recommendation
of the Cadbury Committee was that public companies have at least three
independent directors and that the boards of these companies appoint an
audit committee comprised of independent directors. These recommendations
reflect the tradition that boards of U.K. public companies have a majority of
management, or executive directors and the absence of a statutory requirement
for the appointment of an audit committee with responsibility to review
financial statements.
3.20 The Canadian tradition reflects the North American approach which is for
public companies to have a majority of non-executive directors. In addition,
Canadian corporate legislation generally requires the appointment of an audit
committee of the board of directors, the majority of whom must not be
officers or employees of the company. Notwithstanding these different
traditions, there are a number of useful parallels which can be drawn between
U.K. and Canadian public companies in the constitution and funetioning of
their respective boards of directors. One, in particular, is the need in both
jurisdictions for truly independent directors.
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THE TREADWAY REPORT

3.21 Another report considered by us was the Report of the National Commission
on Fraudulent Financial Reporting dated October 1987 (sometimes referred
to as the Treadway Report), which focused on factors associated with
fraudulent financial reporting in the United States and made
recommendations to reduce incidents of that type of reporting by U.S. public
companies.
3.22 The Treadway Commission made recommendations for both public
companies and independent public accountants. The central recommendation
for public companies was the requirement that they have audit committees
composed entirely of independent directors whose duties and responsibilities
are set forth in a written charter. One of me audit committee's responsibilities
should be an annual review of management's ability co monitor the company's
compliance with a written code of corporate conduce.

"Corporate goverunce in Canada is at
beat mediocl9. While this Nust In the
t i111I enalrsis

It•• subjective 1nlualio11,

the landscape is litte19d with com1ranies
who nidence 10 real 1tret11ic dl19ctioa,

3.23 The written code would relate to the company's internal accounting controls
and policies designed to avoid fraudulent financial reporting. The Treadway
Report also emphasized the need for top management to "set the right tone"
in the company to encourage employees to avoid fraudulent financial
reporting.

little 1111$ilivity 10 111111rgi11g
oppo"unitiH. and real mropia wllen it
comes 10 111anegemtnl campete11ce Htl
sue cession planning."

SIH M. Stew•rf,
MH•gi11g Di,.ctor,

THE MACDONALD REPORT

3.24 In Canada, the MacDonald Commission reported in 1988 to The Canadian
Institute of Chartered Accountants with recommendations for improving the
role of auditors and the flow of financial information to directors and
shareholders of Canadian public companies. The impetus for creating the
MacDonald Commission was the failure of several Canadian financial
institutions. Flowing from its mandate, the MacDonald Committee
recognized the need for Canadian public companies to improve the quality of
financial disclosure made available co their directors and shareholders.

$t1111gic AS1oai1tt1s /11aorpo1at1d,
J11/y 22, UJ3.

3.25 The Report of the Commission to Study the Public's Expectations ofAudits
prepared by che MacDonald Commission agreed with the Treadway Report
that all public companies should be required by law to have an audit
committee composed entirdy of independent directors. The MacDonald
Commission added that it would be useful for an inside director to be
designated as an advisor to the audit committee for consulting on
management's financial practices. Again, while the objectives of the
MacDonald Report and the Treadway Report are different from our focus, the
reader may find it useful to review them in light of the corporate governance
issues associated with financial reporting.
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IV. BOARD RESPONSIBILITIES
4. 1 Our analysis of the role of the board of directors involves a discussion of the
responsibilities of the board, the process for constituting the board and some
suggestions as to the functioning of the board. Parts IY, V and VI of the
Report address these issues.
STEWARDSHIP OF THE CORPORATION
AND OTHER PRINCIPAL RESPONSIBILITIES

4.2 Before discussing the technical legal obligations of the board. we want to
identify the principal responsibilities of the board. We propose at ()UT firrt
guideline to improved corporate govmumce the explicit assumption by the board
ofthese responsibilities.
4.3 In our view the board has five specific responsibilities which facilitate the discharge
ofthe board's stewardship responsibilities. By stewardship we mean the
responsibility of the board to oversee the conduct of the business and to
supervise management which is responsible for the day-to-day conduct of the
business. In addition, as stewards of the business, the directors function as the
catchall to ensure no issue affecting the business and affairs of the company
"falls bccwcen the cracks".

"Tiie focus of 111• Celltfe's a11tt111iasi1111 ts
tlle concept of ••• due I uture of the
modun •uaiaeaa corporation. H lloth en
ocOH•lc in1tit1tion .nd •social
institution. As en 1cona111ic hlstit11tiH, it
is• b1alc pre111iae tllet the obloctive of 1
bualatH corpomioa is to conduct it•
1ctivitiu witll • •i•w to •11llHci111 profit
fortlle benefit of its shareholders. This
premise is well anderstead and widely
accepted. Mow1vor. it shoald lie oqHllr
fmndHIHtal tllot, .. I social iHtit11tiH. I
corporation in 111• i:ondact of its baainH•
octlritiH t1h i1to 1ccou1t thalO ethical
princi,lts ••II coasiderttiOllS t ..t .,,
,.HoHbly regarded H oppropri1t. to Uie

4.4 In supervising the conduct of the business, the board, through the CEO, sets
standards of conduct for the enterprise. These standards include the general
moral and ethical tone for the conduct of the business, the corporation's
compliance with applicable laws, standards for financial practices and
reporting, qualitative standards for produas of the business and so on. These
standards should reflect the view of the board of directors as to conduct in the
best interests of the corporation.

4.5 Stewardship also requires the board to ;wess and manage the risks of the
corporation's business with the objective of preserving the corporation's assets.
While the creation of shareholder value is the fundamental objective of the
b.oard, equally important is the protection of the value of the enterprise
against significant erosion.

r11po111ibl1 conduct of basineu. •

4.6 Five specific responsibilities which we regard as the principal responsibilities to
be discharged as part of the board's overall stewardship responsibility, are as
follows:

C1ttadiH C.otn for Etllli:• & Cor,,oroto

folii:y, Oi:tober 2f, 1113.

·Most cowip1nios, p1nicul•rly thoae lllM

(1) ADOPTION OF A STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS - The CEO, with

are diwersifiell, do 1101edopt•1in9le
corporate strategy. Tiiey uo more likely
to ltawe 1 variety of 1tret19ios besod 011
oval1t1tiOR1 of tllo COll~titi"HllHI ud
poaltionl•g oft.. camp1nr's bHinH• or
..sh1essea. Fartllem1ore, through 111• ase
of tile term "pluni111·. empll•sis would
lie placed oa tho dewelop111eat of
11r1t•1ies 11 en ongoing, not periodic,
procen. This 1ives proper reca911itian lo
tit• h11ponance of keepiq strategic pl111
cmrrnt ud of co.atndy reviewin9
import1nt iHuos."

the active involvement of the board, is responsible for leading the
company into the future and therefore must ensure that there are long
term goals and a strategic planning process in plac.c. The leadership for
this process must come from management. The board should bring an
objectivity and a breadth of judgement to the strategic planning process
because the board is not involved in the day·to-day management of the
business. The board must ultimately approve the strategy as it evolves.
The board is also responsible for monitoring management's succcs.s in
implementing the strategy.
(2)

MANAGING RISK - The board must understand the principal risks of all
aspects of the business in which the corporation is engaged and,

lnrasi:o Limittd, Octolter 3, 19U
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"Cenadia• corpor•t• la1111 assigas to
directon the priiaary responsibility for
lloftl tll• fi1111ciel repertia1 11roces1 Hd
tba product. la practice, tha board of
diractors delegates d1y-to-tl1y

-•to••nt.

respaHillility ta
It is •itally
iiaportuc lh1t boch groups - the board and
man19emant - untleratand Ille extul of
lfleir responsibilitiH. Rosp11asibility tor
the product is 9eaer1lly w1ll 1ccopt1d
and undarstoolf; im Hr j1d.... nt. tltera is
leas recognitioa of the direct
responsibility for the process.·

Pric• Wat11rl111111e,
$11te•M JI, 1993.

• 'Internal control i1 broadly d1fined as a
process, 1ffect1d by u entity's bo1rtl of
direciors, ma1g1111e11t end other
persoanol, designed co provide
rnson1bl1 H s •r111ce re11rdi1t1 tlto
achleveP1enl of abj1ctives in the
following catogorios:
•

Ettectiven1n end 1tticiency of
operetivns.

•

R1li1bility of firtancial raporting.

•

Collljlliance with applicable laws and
regu letions.' •

• ... la Ce1u1da, clle •Hd to defiae best
pr1ctice with rupect to corporace
90V1rnuc1 llas become 1 preu ing iasae,
es111ci11ly ai•c• tb• acuomic race11io11
bas exposed certain shortcomings in
C•aadi•11 businenH and fiaa1tci1 I
reporting practices, p1rtic11larly i111h1
financiel i11stitutio111 sectio•. The nod or
ole111111d tor MHat•Mal r1PQrtia1 u
intemel cen"ol has net been a ai911ificen1
inH i11 Caned• up util now, largely 1111e
•eliHa du to coiaplanncy H1a.1 tbe
various insti1utional 9roups, i.e.
re1ulators, shareholders. i11w1st1n.
tuditors a11d IHders.·
Coop1rs A Lybr1nd,
October 19, 1m, qaot11d lronr tb1 Report

of

r•• Tr••flW•Y CJJ-

luio11 .,,fl fr11111

sub111issi11n.

recognizing that business decisions require the incurrence of risk, achieve
a proper balance bccwecn the risks incurred and the potential returns to
shareholders. This requires the board to ensure that there are in place
systems which effectivdy monitor and manage these risks with a view to
the long term viability of the corporation.
(3) APPOINTING, TRAINING AND MONITORING SENIOR MANAGEMENT
- The third principal responsibility of the board reflects the fact that the
board functions through ddegation to management. The board muse
ensure management ot the highest calibre in appointing, training,
assessing and providing for succession. The key to the effective discharge
of this responsibility is to appoint the best CEO for the job. The CEO
will be the corporation's business leader. The board will assess the CEO's
performance against objectives established by the board in cooperation
with the CEO and will assess his or her contribution to the achievement
of the corporate strategy. The process for determining the CEO's
remuneration should be a formal process using established criteria
including the assessment referred to above.
The board must ensure that objectives are in place against which
management's performance can be measured. Nor only is this a sensible
management approach but the rdationship between management
performance and compensation must be reasonable. This relationship is
being closdy monitored by the investment community as a result of the
fairly recent executive compensation disclosure requirements.
The board must also be satisfied that the corporation has in place
programs to train and develop management and must also provide foe
the orderly succession of management.
(4) COMM UNICATION POLICY - The fourth principal responsibility of the
board is to ensure the corporation has in place a policy to enable the
corporation to communicate effectively with its shareholders, other
stakeholders and the public generally. This policy must effectively
interpret the operations of the corporation to shareholders and must
accommodate feedback from shareholders, which should be fact0red into
the corporation's business decisions.
We also note the cdtical role of the media in publishing and interpreting
corporate information.
(5) T HE INTEGRITY OF CORPORATE INTERNAL CONTROL AND
MANAGEMENT INFO RMATION SYSTEMS - Implicit in the effective
discharge of the responsibilities we have identified is the implementation
of control and infurmation systems which ensure the effective discharge
of these responsibilities. For example, in approving a corporate strategy,
the board will identify various criteria for measuring the strategy. The
board will have to ensure that there are effective systems in place for
tracking these criteria so that it can monitor the implementation of the
strategy. Similarly, in reviewing and approving financial information, the
board will want to ensure the corporation has an audit system which can
inform the board on the integrity of the data and the compliance of the
financial information with appropriate accounting principles. The board's
management of other important areas of corporate conduct, such as the
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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commitment of the corporation's assets to different businesses or action
affecting the environment, should also be supported by effective control
and information systems.
Even though the existence of such systems is implicit in che discharge of
the board's responsibilities, we believe it is important that the board be
required to focus on the machinery upon which the board mu.st rely to
discharge its other responsibilities.

4.7 We agree with the position taken in both the Cadbury Report and the Report
of the Treadway Com.mission that all public companies should be required to
report on the adequacy of internal controls on financial reporting and
regulatory compliance as part of their annual report. However, before this
proposal can be implemented a satisfactory framework of reporting on
internal financial control and regulatory compliance has to be developed. The
definition and the form of management reporting and the nature of the
auditor's involvement in the reporting will have to be developed by
appropriate management, investor, accountant and regulatory representatives.
We support the process which is being led by the Canadian Institute of
Chartered Accountants to address these reporting requirements.

4.8 It is apparent from this list that today's board of directors should be less
concerned with transactions and more concerned with the systems which
support the board's direction of the corporation's business. This may be less
true for smaller companies where individual transactions still loom large in
relative importance.
4.9 We also wane to emphasize the desirability for the board to cake a forwardlooking approach to decision-making rather than focussing on past results.
The board needs to be less dependent upon historic financial information and
instead should demand information which provides a broader base for
measuring the performance and assessing the future prospects of the business.

"Th• trditio•al defillitioa (of bHrll
duties} is, in our vi-. iujlpropri•te
••nus. it is inconsistent with tHlity Hd

creates for Ille uninstructed a
111isanderst111di19 as to haw boards can
be reneHbly expected to lu11ction.·

Ogilvy llHa111t October 16. 1993.

"The d1ti11 of directors should be
redefi11ed. Tiie 11aer1l 1llrmst &hould be
110111 tit• lines of• daty ·10supervise1he
111a11a9ement vi tire busi11es1 ud affairs et
Ille corpemlon Hll to establish sach
,oliciu ud pideli11es t• fOV•r• tit•
corpor1tion u di• directors coui'8r
appro,rieta to th• llusimess of the
corporation.·

JobR II. Moffat. $11ptelllber 311, 1ff1.

"Tit• C•-ittff lits indiceted th11 one
up•ct of corporate 90Yenia11ce r•41Uir8$
1

board to ensare the finHciel viellility of

1111 business. We •1ree tllat. In reviewing
critical 1tretegic and other decisio111, a
board 111ust 11ke inlo accout die potutial
i111pect s11ch decisions wm have an a
co•paay's fi11uciat viability u pan of i11
stewardship role. Nawner. we 4e HI
believe that 1 board un or slraald lie
required to "ensure· linuci1I vi11lility
given the fact t111t competition and many
other extem1I f1ctors oatsid• the cantl'QI
eftll• lloerd can and as ua Ry da IIHe

m1jar Impacts Oii •IV hsi1ea1.

LEGAL DEFINITION OF BOARD DUTIES

Accordingly, we wo1ld prop111 tllM

4.10 The definition of the responsibilities of the board of directors in modern
business corporations statutes requires the board to "manage the business and
affairs of a corporation". Many have suggested that this description is out of
date. Today a board may supervise, direct or oversee but it cannot manage, at
least not in the day-to-day sense. Day-to-day management must be delegated
to others. Some statutes, recognizing the inability of the board to literally
manage the business and affairs of the corporation, have been revised to define
the general duty of the board to "manage or supervise the management of the
business and affairs of a corporation'' (Ontario Business Corporations Act,
section 115(1)). We think the revised language accommodates a more realistic
definition of the duties of today's board of directors. We received other
interesting expressions of the board's responsibility, e.g. "development of the
overall strategic direction, and policy framework for the enterprise". Some
commentators, on the other hand, have said chat directors ultimately do
manage the business and that day-to-day management is simply delegated by
the board to the officers. To eliminate this confosion, we recommend that

fin1nci1I viability be "t1ke11 into
account,• ratller tllBll Hsurad, 11 part of
the I0119·tarm goal al enhancing
sltuehahler value ... •
S(;ott M. Hand,

lnco Limitod,
Onobor 11,

I~.

governing corporate statutes be revised to eliminate any possible interpretation of
the directors' responsibility as being to m4nage the business day~to-day and to
describe the responsibility as being to supervise the m4nagemmt ofthe business.
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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THE INTERESYS REPRESENYED BY THE BOARD

-o•.,.,,,..c. i• 1ot •d•••c•d by ltHlnt
dirtctllt'S wtio reflect

•i•w• of p1rticul1r

interelt 1raap1. Ewry director 11111t 1ct et

111 ti11" in tlle !test interests of 1
~rporatlon

i1cl1di119 111 lta

11-.reholden.•
H.,. SdHflr, Clninftll.
T11R1At11 Corporetioo.

S1plemb11 Z4, tm.

"Altllou9h we r1c:o91lze tltat ataklltolden

ot1aer than shueholdera may ha'lt
iatereata which tney be 1ff1ct1d •v ..,,.,
dec:iaiona, w1 take iuu with the ne1ioa
th1t 1 hard bas dntiea to such
1t1kehelde r1 ether tf11n •• nt•r lie
111111d1tell lty c:ontr1ct or lly exlstint
legialotion. Directors h1v. • clear llety to
11n•t• tlle lt1ai11.. Hd eff1ir1 ol 111•
corporation. While directors m•r. ii
dHmed 1ppropriat1, coHider the
illt.e rnta of otller st• keholdert in meki •II
deciaions. tlte Report shout~ emphasize
tit at the ovorridi n1 dlltin ere
nevertll1lo11 owed to ttle corpc111tion Hll
its shareholders and tllllt theH dutiea
. ... et •II tltHS prev1il.•
11.D. Sllllthnr,
CIJ1i11Nn ATCO LTll.
Dctohr 4. ffH.

4.11 We want to clarify the definition of the interests which the board must
represent. The business corporations statutes require directors to act "with a
view to the best interests of the corporation". The expression of the interests
which must be reflected in a board's decisions is often extended from the
interests of the corporation to the interests of the shareholders generally on the
theory that the ultimate responsibility of the board is to create value for the
shareholders and therefore what is in the best interests of the corporation
should generally also be in the best interests of the owners. The obligations of
a board do not change whether the duty is expressed in terms of acting in the
best interests of the corporation or in terms of acting in the best interests of
shareholders generally. We note that officers of the corporation are, in
addition to the directors, also obligated to act with a view to the best interests
of the corporation.
4.12 We wish to emphasize that if the extension is made from the "corporation" to
"shareholders generally'', the board cannot use this extension to define its
obligations in terms of the best interests of any single shareholder or any
shareholder group. It is not unheard of for some directors to reflect the best
interests of a significant shareholder rather than the best interests of the
corporation in a corporate decision. Directors must be scrupulous in
identifying what they regard as the best interests of the corporation or of
shareholders generally, whether this interest conflicts with or coincides with
the best interests of a particular shareholder. A board of directors is not a
parliament where elected members represent the best interests of their
constituency. Directors have only one constituency and that is the corporation
and its shareholders generally. Although this should not have to be said, there
are some directors who erroneously believe that if a particular shareholder is
responsible for their election, the director should represent the best interests of
that shareholder in his or her corporate decision-making.
4.13 In some circumstances, the interests of shareholders may not coincide with the
interests of the corporation. For ex.ample, suppose the shareholders of a
corporation receive an offer to purchase their shares at a very attractive price
from a bidder who intends to sell pans of the corporation's business and to
integrate other pans with the business of the bidder. The consequences of the
proposed disposition by the shareholders may be negative for the long term
viability and growth of the corporation although it could represent a very
attractive opportunity for the shareholders to realize on their personal
investments. In these circumstances, if a disposition is reasonably certain, the
board's responsibilities may be construed by the courts to place specific
emphasis on the best interests of the shareholders.
4.14 The obligation of directors and officers of a corporation to act with a view to
the best interests of the corporation is included in what is generally referred to
as the "statutory duty of care" of directors and officers which reads as follows:
"Every director and officer of a corporation in exercising his powers and
discharging his duties shall
(a) act honestly and in good faith with a view to the best interests ofthe
corporation; and
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·w11•11 movl111 f,.11a111trsi1111d
dHcriptiH to reco. . .11d1liM1 utl

(b) exercise the care, diligence and skill that a reasonably prudent person
would exercise in comparable circumstances."

11idtlh1H It is"'"' 11onaativo
Hs•,ti•H wllicll
critiul. Tllo
coalllct w• percaln in th• dr1ft 11port
OriHI fUll llero. Tllo report rolln an die
111adal of 1tocltllold1r dleory for •uch of
ilS 1urwsis.1Hrt rollocta • di11ati1f1cti1111
witli t•o HrmttiH HHMJliea1 If 1tlal
..ode\ and 1ttempt1 to i1co'1'or111 the
val1e1 If at1llalleldar tlteory. Tlr1

ltoc•-

(Canada Business Corporations Act, s.122(1) emphasis added.)
Our discussion has focussed on the interests which must be reflected in
decisions of the board because it appears to be an area of confusion in the
definition of directors' responsibilities. The other aspects of directors' duties,
i.e. the duties to act honestly and in good faith and to exercise due care and
diligence, are not so confused and are therefore addressed only peripherally in
our recommendations. Effective governance facilitates the discharge of these
duties of care and good faith.

pred••inut economic t•eorv Hd
i deot
i a • p• rticuler society or culture

•n

••we 1 profoamd inll ..ac1111 lepl,

4.15 We should note a distinct feature of Canadian business corporations statutes
and that is the existence of the oppression remedy. Under corporate law
directors can be sued by disgruntled shareholders if they have exercised their
powers in a manner " ... that unfairly disregards the interests of any
securityholder ... ". While a director cannot act in the best interests of a
particular shareholder, in order to avoid an oppression action, the board
should be sensitive to the adverse impact of a corporate action on particular
groups of shareholders.

1eo11amic end market systems. In C.nada
MUI tile U.S. 1tockll.t41rtllHry IM
ideol19y h1v1 resulted in whit cH It•
called "atockllold1r c1pit11li1m·. W1
mainllin tlllt this ls !lelng ropl1c1d Illy·
"1t1ll.1llold1r capi11li1m", and dun
succeuf1I ctrf11r11i011 are i1 l1ct
•an1g1d in order 10 satisfy, Hd rDUin th•
farticip1tio11 of, tlteir pri1111ry stakeholder
group$."

4.16 The policy considerations underlying the definition of the board's
responsibility to act with a view to the best interests of shareholders generally,
rather than with a view to the best interests of other stakeholders, is
fundamental to capital formation and the financing of business corporations.
Investors will only commit funds to the corporation if they know that the
board will make decisions reflecting the best interests of the corporation and
its owners. Other stakeholders, of course, also make significant commitments.
Their interests are generally protected in the terms of the contract establishing
their rdationship with the corporation and, in many instances, by
"stakeholder statutes", such as environmental laws, which impose specific
duties upon boards of directors in relation to the interestS of the particular
stakeholder. We have already noted that the board will consider the position of
other stakeholders in determining the best interests of the corporation. But we
also noted that a definition of board responsibilities to act in the best interests
of a broader group than the corporation's shareholders would confuse the
board's responsibilities and significantly undermine the accountability of the
board of directors.

Max B.E. Cl1tlrso1t,
Mit:lrHI C, Dttcli.
Uninnity of T01011tn,
F111111tr 111 M1naf{J-1tt,
J11Jr rf!U.

"W• thim• it comfu1ing, in any oHnt, to
equ1t. dles1 '1t•••ll•l4en' wit• tit•
1haroholtlers, who own the corpor1tion to
wlliclt thl directors owo 1 liduci1ry duty.
We do not believe tlllt Heh • duty should
lie iinpoud in l1vour of these otllar
1r111ps. To th• Htlat tht specific olllit•tiou In favou of any of theaa groups
uould, ia •• 11i1w of 1overa111...t. ••
imposed on die carpor1tion, tlli1 sllould
aot lie a fiduci1ry oltli11tion impoaad on
1111directorsas1 matter af corpor1t1 law.
It is difficult eaou9h in th• fid1ci1ry
contellt to 1dequt1ly servo OH 1111ster."

4 .17 Having said that directors have no corporate law duty to act in the best
interests of any particular stakeholder group, it is obvious that a board cannot
make a decision without understanding the implications of its decision for this
broader group of stakeholders. In making decisions to enhance shareholder
value the board must take into account the interests of other stakeholders. In
today's environment it is difficult for a corporation to prosper if it is not "on
side" with all of its stakeholders.

Fn!rllf C.mphfl Godfr•r.
Octribr5. rm.
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V.CONSTITUTING THE BOARD
5.1 Part V of the Report proposes guidelines concerning the constitution of the
board and the corporate process for constituting the board. The so-called
nomination process together with certain governance-related processes or
functions of the board identified in Part VI are also central to an effective
governance system.
ESTABLISHING CRITERIA FOR BOARD DIRECTORS

5.2 There are many criteria which are applied by those responsible for recruiting
new directors. For example, Texaco Inc. spells out ten criteria which it uses in
considering a candidate for election to its board. These criteria relate to ethics,
education, experience, personality, time availability, involvement in activities
which don't conflict with the company's business and so on. Each board
should have its own set of criteria for identifying board candidates. These
criteria will change from time to time and will vary somewhat from board to
board and do not need to be spelled out in a corporate governance guideline.
5.3 There is, however, one feature of the board composition, a constitutional
feature, which we think is important and should be spelled out in our
governance guiddines. This feature relates to the constitution of a board
which is both capable of exercising independent judgment and which is
perceived as being capable of exercising independent judgment.
APPLICATION OF GUIDELINES

5.4 Below, we have proposed as a governance guideline that a majority of each
board of directors should be unrelated directors. In examining this proposal, it
should be remembered that the proposal is expressed as a guideline because we
do not believe it is appropriate for all corporations. For example, the
entrepreneurially-driven emerging corporation may not comply with the
guideline in many instances and likely for good reasons. The entrepreneur,
who may also be the controlling shareholder, will want to constitute a board
which may include a number of the individuals who have contributed to his
or her success and with whom he or she, and the investment community, may
be comfortable. The entrepreneur may also be concerned that complying with
governance guidelines will result in less risk-taking which may translate into
less wealth creation.
5.5 We nevertheless believe the guideline should represent an objective which all
corporations should ultimatdy seek to satisfy. Even those corporations which
do not currently satisfy the guideline should have a group of unrelated
directors to ensure there exists within the board a point of view independent
of management.

•11 has to bt acknowledged that public
perceptions ut imponant and tllat a
board of directon with 1 majority of
indtptndant diracton it vi-•d as 1
stroager/better board thaa one without an
iadapeadenl majority. Credibility cu best
be 111h1nced by dofiniag "iadepeadent" ia
a way wlJicll exeludin anr involvements
wlllc• would gnerally be co11strv11i H
impeiring objectlwitr. A d1fi1itio11 ol
indep11denn !bat reflects 1111 pulllic's
9ea1r1l ir11derst1ndin1 of indepandeace is
aecassary to enhanc• th• credibility of
boards of directors.·

,Ill proposition tllat all co111orations

shoald develop end report to 1h1reholcl1rs
their appro1cll to corporate 9owam11ce is
reasonable. However, each corpor1tion
shoald ha.a the room to develop en
appro1cll tllat is in its, and there hr its
shereaohlers', beet internts.
Sm•ller companies and/or companiea
with 1 ce11trolling sh1rehalder are not
intriHically 11ited to t•e guidelines i11
Ille draft repon. The guidelines
contemplll• a boud of directors c•pable
al riranine a compHr witlloat senior
MH19emea1 ull implicitly poatullles
that such 1 bo1rd i$ preferred. For sa11ler
esp•cially closely IJeld companies ... it is
appropriate that management be well
represented on the ba ard. h el.o is
appropriate ttlat Ille co11trallin1
sllarellolder, which may be syno11y111on
with m111ag1111an1 lie represented on Ille
board and on committaes of tis• board. By
being representad on th board a
contrelling &ha11llolder is protecting
slllreholders' interests so tlllt a proper
balance between mua9em111t nd
shareholder interests can be maintained.·
Mertia Goldl11rll. C,,.irman,
Goldf1tll Con$llltants, Jufy JI, 1994.

THE LAW REQUIRES INDEPENDENT JUDGMENT
REGARDLESS OF RELATIONSHIPS

5.6 In Part IV we discussed the obligation of the directors to act with a view to the
best interests of the corporation. In the cpntext of the discussion in this Part,
relating to the constitution of the board, we refer to this obligation as the
obligation to exercise independent judgment. The law requires directors to
exercise independent judgment, regardless of the existence of relationships or
interests which could interfere with the exercise of independent judgment.
Accordingly, by recommending that each board have a majority of unrelated
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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·11 is 1 jijHltlo• ot dllolr {di retton')
nl1oa. noegtt at cba111etor aad
wlllillp- to 111118llH1• ...., ....1 all4
fell- dlrecttira wllff ttia i• 1pptoprioto.
Tech1ic:el rtjij•i•-•lt do Ht•-•
effective iadopendeace of vie1111a.•

directors, we are not suggesting that those directors who do have a relationship
can allow that relationship to influence their judgment.
MAJORITY OF UNRELATED DIRECTORS -

No

GUARANTEE OF INDEPENDENT JUDGMENT

5.7 We recogniu that the cristence of a relationship which would characterize a
director as a related director does not mean that the director will not exercise
independent judgment. Indeed, we are aware of many circumstances where
individuals who do have a rdarionship with the company, other than as a
director, are more committed to the corporation because of the relationship
and therefore discharge their director obligations more effectively. Similarly,
we recognize that the absence of any such relationship is no guarantee of
independent judgment. Nn1ndNkss, wt propose as a guideline that every board
shoul.d be constitukd with a mlljority ofindividuals who qualify as "nrelateti.

c.,,.,;.. ,,,,,.,;.1'""' of c-•n:•.
Ot:tet.r 15, 1ta.

"All dirHton 0111 n•joct ta tll1 H••
duty of c:ero to tbo corporatio11. At i•H• la
1ot wtiotllor • director la 11l1tod 11
uareletld. Tk root iaauo ia whither di•
director i1 porfo191i111 • i1 ltf lier e1111oroto
1ovorHneo rel• effectively. Moa·
roletednon, i11 .., 1i1w, it Ht • IHd
pro)('( for tllo uisteoco af i11dopoadont
jull..-nt. R1thor, 1ttnet111 i1divid111la
witll int19rlty. 90114 j1d91mont. 111d
ai1111fic111t ...in•.. llljllOIBCI to •
Boord ia the boat woy to en.are that a
ce..11..(• dirocton will oxorcisa
iridopelldont j11d11mont end pravldo

DEFINITION OF UNRELATED DIRECTOR

5.8 We defi11e an un~lated t.lirtctor IZS '"a dirtctur who is indepmdant of1111lNlgtmmt
and is.freefrom any interest and any business or other relationship which could, fJ1'
could rtaso11tlbly bt perceived to, 11UlkriaJ/y interfere with the dirtctur sability to act
with a view to the best interests ofthe anporalWn, other than interests and
relationships arisingfonn shareholding. A relatd dim:tor is a dirtctor who iJ not an
unrelated director." The c.adbury Report defines independent directors as
directors who a,rc "free from any business or other relationship which could
materially interfere with the exercise of their independent judgment, apart &om
their fees and shareholding".

affectivw cotporllll 1owera11c1 " tllo
iM1oa foci119 tho conpaay.·

c....,;.. S.nbrs Asuci111io11.

s.,_.,.., '" '"'

INDEPENDENCE

·wo Hli1n tll11 l1wy1f& " ' 1111 pnirio11

5.9 What do we mean by independent? Independent ofwhat? Independent of
management? Independent of a major shareholder? Independent of a major
stakeholder? Independence is based upon the absence of relationships and
interests which could compromise, or could be perceived to compromise, the
ability of a director to exercise judgment with a vi~ to the best interests of
the corporation. In this guideline we arc responding to a concern that the
board be able to bring objective judgment to the assessment of management
and to the 3$SCSSment of the merits of management initiatives. Therefore,
when we ask: "Independent of what?", we mean independent of management.
The board should be constituted so that it can bring, and be perceived to
bring, judgment independent of the particular interest at issue - in all
circumstances. Simply because the particular interest of a director is not
apparently at issue in a specified circumstance docs not mean the director is
not related. The characterization of the director as related or unrelated is a
general characterization which exists for all purposes.

to 1111k1 • Hluablo CHtrilllltio• oa
dlroctoH, tin 1 tllo nature et tlloir
troi1in111111 prot111ionol proctice.
l1dHd. a lowyor wllo ia cou"I co tflo
co11p11y may lie oap•cially well
pnitlo11elf to •• u effoctk1 11111
ind1pend1Dt veice, giv.n tll• dHper
1111derat.11dl111 ot ... COlljllll(I efl1i11
thot ia detolopod lly 1dvisi19 on a
co1ti1ui111 lloaia. Wo d1 llfl lloliov1 tl11t
tho lewy11/diroctor'1 1ffectivH111 i11 tlli1

re9ard 1ll111ld 111 Hdo111i11e4 lly ••
inf.,e111:1 tllet tlle lawy1r is• puppet at
- H. .111nt. Wllife 011e •itllt say tll1t
tllis 1xe111er1t11 th• potnti1l 1ffect1 of
111• ltoport, we llelin1 it i1 the ianltallle
fflllfl ot HY 1u19estion tllll • dirntor i1
,.,so11elly Hlloldo11 to IHllll•-•t."

5.10 An easy example is the director who provides services to the company, for
example legal or financial services. He or she would generally not be reganled
as an unrelated director because the dependence of the advisor/director upon
management of the company as a client could, or could be perceived to,
interfere with the director's ability to objectively assess, for example, the
performance of management. Similarly, an officer of one of the company's
lenders who sits on the board might not be regarded as an unrelated director.
The officer would be perceived to have a prior duty to protect his or her
employer's loan to the company. It is common for a former CEO to remain as
a director. The former CEO might not be regarded as an unrelated director,

Arth11r R• .t. Scue, MeC.tfh, Tltraalt

••,,_,,., tZ. 1"4.
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although it is possible he or she could acquire this status after the expiration of
an appropriate period of time.
SHAREHOLDlNG DOES NOT MAKE A DlRECTOR RELATED

5.11 In the Draft Report we proposed that a shareholder in a position to control or
influence the control of the company be treated as a related director because
he or she is different from an ordinary shareholder. For example the
substantial shareholder often sits on the board. We were concerned that this
relationship could give rise to the perception that the shareholder/director
might exercise judgment that would not reflect the interests of shareholders
generally but would reflect his or her interests as a significant shareholder. We
were also concerned that in addition to sitting at the hoard cable and
participating in board decisions, the significant shareholder/director can
potentially have an intimidating influence on other directors who realize that
their election to the board is dependent upon the vote support of the
significant shareholder/director.
5.12 We have reconsidered this position and concluded that a director who is a
significant shareholder or a director with interests in or relationships with the
significant shareholder should not be considered a related direccor for our
purposes. We received a number of persuasive comments on the Draft Report
to the effect that treating such a director as a related director would
compromise the ability of the significant shareholder to exercise control and
that the ability to control through the election to the hoard of individuals
related to the significant shareholder is the right of the significant shareholder.
It was also argued that investors acquire shares in corporations with a
significant shareholder generally aware of the shareholding, and relying in
many cases on the significant shareholder to exercise control and execute his or
her strategy for the corporation. It was further argued that there are well
established procedures to enable the board to address issues where the interests
of the corporation conflict with the interest of the significant shareholder. We
concluded that these considerations should outweigh our concerns about
directors who are significant shareholders or are interested in or otherwise
related to significant shareholders acting in the best interests ofthe significant
shareholder in priority to the corporation. In doing so we again emphasize the
obligation of all directors to act only in the best interest of the corporation.
Accordingly, subject to the constraint in paragraph 5.13, the significant
shareholder should be able to elect individuals "related" to the significant
shareholder, as directors of the corporation and have such individuals count in
the majority of unrelated directors.
REFLECTION OF MINORITY SHAREHOLDERS
IN BOARD COMPOSITION

5.13 For purposes ofthis guideline we define a significant sharehollkr as a shareholder

with the ability to exercise a majority ofthe votes for the ekction ofdiremm
att4ehed to the outrtanding sham ofthe corporati.on. In the circumstances where
the corporation has a significant shareholder, in addition to a majority ofunrelaud
directors, the board should include a number ofdirectors who do not have intn-ests
in or relationshps with either tht corporation or the sif'lificant shareholder and
which fairly rejlects the investment in the corporation by shareholdm other than the
significant shareholder.

• ... thr• ia a gap In th• govem•nce
stn1ct1111. Wllile tile dir.ctors cleerly '"''
a duty 10 all 1herehold9'a, tlle cntrolling
1!11reholder. as shareholder, owes no
duty to minority 1 hareholden. Dire ctors
may be faced with a slluellolder that will
IOI 1ccad1 to iloard requub coHideretl
to 1111 in the interests of all sharehold.rs,
leMi•g direct&rs with the option of
resigning or disanting.·
Rlcll11rd S. Sutln. M1igllea 0Httrs,
1993.

s.,,.,,,,,., "'·

lh• l'lllH howeY1r 1re•'t 1ppJ1111riate
where • mjority sh•re•ollfer is still active
in di• business and hH tile larw•st vetted
Interest in the -H•re of the co11111any.... No
oubide board GI directors cnW possibly
care more about the wellare tJf die cOllljlany
dlan Ill• majority shareholder who is 1110 a
director or who h11 appointed nomi..os to
the lloanl. Practic1lly ljlHking. - •II
kn- • - busy people are and it is foolisll
lo think th&t oatside diraotars. IO m1tnr
• - will c1t11pe111at1d. spend anywll•••
nHr tho amount of time dlln«in1 and
dreaml11g 111011 the flltUre af th• co111111ny 11
wo1ld such 1 "'1jority sh1rellolder. I, H 1
•haraholdlf, would be much more
cmortable 011tr1a1iag tM flftllHS GI Ille
company to tllos. wllose l11t111sts 111 the
•-nllliH."

Sail bp•t, C11po11r. Secret1ry,
C111w.st 6/obal Co-11nieatio111 Corp.,

Oct11ll•r ZS.11'!U.

"Carre11t or fom•r direerors or officers of
a publicly·ll•ld majority theroholder •fa
TSE c11mpa11y, which is ••t•t•d ia li11es
of •usines1that1r1the111111 es or
c-•••1111t1U1ry to tlll bni11n1 of tlle
majority sllareholcl.,, h1Yt a
"relatio111bip" lo the TSE conipany throagh
its ntejotity aha re•ol der, It it precisely
becauae of this rtlBtio11llip tht thlir
intertsts are 1litHd with ti!• 1bj1ctfn of
creating 1ltar11holder value anil oxercising
ftr1191111..t i11 the llest inlerestl of the TSE
company.·
S1ymo111 B. Tt1cllimonlty,
S111tarel C.a11iutl .,,, Corpor1t1 Snrst11ry,
011p11Rt C1Hda l11c. Oct11w 14, 1M.

5.14 The pwpose of this constraint on the significant shareholder's ability to elect the
board is to ensure in general terms that there is a component of the board, at
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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"I have, tllen, HIM difficulty witll the

least in numbers, generally reflecting the investment of the public or minority
shareholders in the corporation which is not related to either the significant
shareholder or the corporation. Satisfying this guideline should not be difficult.
For example, if the significant shareholder holds shares representing 2/3 of the
equity and 213 of the votes for the deccion of directors of a corporation which
has a board of 9 directors and which wishes to satisfy this guideline, the holder
can decc up to 6 directors who have inrerests in or relationships with the
significant shareholder provided that no more than 4 of the 6 are related to the
corporation. The remaining 3 directocs would not have any such interests or
relationships. In Canada, it is not unusual to have a significant shareholder, i.e. a
holder of more than 50% of the votes, which has an equity interest which is less
than the voting interest. In these circumstances, judgement will have to be
exercised as to what is the appropriate number of directors which fairly refleas
the investment in the corporation by the remaining holders of shares. Ultimately
the market will judge the composition and effectiveness of the board.

.,ullet propo11I tllat a ••jerity et
d irect1rs be un 1elated to man111111eat 11
111y co11tTollin1 1hreholller. The
1r9 u••nt can lie Made llllt 110 0111 llH 1
great9f interest in furtheri11 the
objectire1 of th• 1h1reh1lder1 tllen the
repruentatina ol Ille lll'IHI
stakeholders. Why then should they b9
re11rd1d H secolld·clesa directore?
As a practical m1n1r, th1 directoni,
"unrol.ied" or otherwise, mill tlllle into
acco..1 the ollfectivea - if not Ille view•
- of the controlliag 1h1rehold1rs; if they
de HI do 110 there can be no HSlfllCe of
cominuity of boud membership which is
111ca11ary for Ille development and
evaniifllt of IHt·lll'lll 1trate9ie1.·

N.B.Kenil,
CIJa/,.,,,.,, .,,, PtHidHI.

Tau Car,aratia•. July 14. Jf.H.

"lite Board should act indepudently
whenever it quellio111 the ability or
i11t19rity ot 1111&11mem1. nd wh111ver
tllere ia 1 conflict of intuast betw1111
ma11111111eat oa an issue facing it. The
Board's llitt•st job is ka-i•e wlr111 to

re11l1u 1 CEO. I• th1t rol•. it c1111111
sllould u11 outaida adviaoni. probably
euctttiwa rocraillrs, te fiad 1 aew CEO. If
there's an integrity issue, then e 801rd
slleuld ase spacial c:o11nHI and the
outside aadltore (or a sec:Hd 111 et
Hlaide 111ditors) to dellrml111 the lactl. •
,_.,,, 1.

c.1• .,,,

Culnu11 .,,, Cbiat Elflt:llliH Olflc•t,

Eclt• s • ., MioH, Allflnt 31, tm.

"We are eapec:MIUy encoura..d by the

..,art's ........ oa bnnf illd.,...ace.
Wt llelieve a llo1nl whicll operinaa

5.15 A holder of shares may hold less than a majority of shares and still elect the
board. However, in these circumstances, because of the way we have defined
significant shareholder, the requirement for proportionate representation
discussed in the previous paragraph docs not apply. To apply the proportionate
representation requirement in this circumsrance would not address the
concerns discussed in paragraph 5.12 about compromising the ability of the
holder of the large block of shares to control the corporation. For example, if
the proportionate representation requirement applied, the holder of 113 of the
voting shares of a corporation with a 9 director board could dea only 3
directors not related to the holder or the corporation. Although we do nor
propose a guideline, we do expect corporations in these cir:cwnsrances to have a
meaningful nwnber of directors on the board not related to either the
corporation or the holder, i.e. a sufficient number to establish a balance with
the directors rdated to the corporation or the holder.
INSIDE/OUTSIDE DIRECTORS

5.16 The definition of a director as unrelated or related should not be confused
with the informal definition of a director as an inside director or an outside
director. An inside director is a director who is an officer or employee of the
corporation or of any of its affiliates. The inside/outside director definition is
often used in defining the composition of board committees. The corporate
law, for example, generally requires the audit committee to have a majority of
members who are not officers or employees of the corporation, i.e. a majority
of outside directors.

iadapendently of ma119em1111 is crucial ao

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

that ••11a1•MI 11 always 11i11Mlll flmt th

m1ximlntit11 of lon1 l8ml sherellolder velue
is a pani1aeu111 olljKtiwe. Tlla inte1rily of the

••rbt ""'"' ii jnMl'Vld wt1111
ahareholders lluow lllat dt1ir repra11ntlli111

- dearly Jiwi119 llirecti01 a11d 911iduce to
1D1na181M11t. JllM1 lllla being c1ntn1lled by
h. Tiie raport'1 reco11111111dell- with
dinctMtud

,..,..c1 ................

tlleir tluliea also cl11rtv iupport dlit
independence olliectin.•
Catradia11 COlltrcil 11/ Fl11aircial Aoalyais,
Oct11l111 "· '!ISlf.

5.17 The issue of the direaor with a conflia of interest should not be confused with
the related/unrelated director issue. As noted above, corporate and securities law
prescribes a code of conduct to be followed when a director is asked to approve a
transaction in which he or she has an interest, e.g. the director must disclose the
interest and refrain from panicipating in the board discussion and voting on the
matter. A director may be related and never encounter a situation where he or
she has to declare a conflict of interest as contemplated by these laws. For
c:xa.mple, an advisor to the corporation who sits on the board may be related but
may never enter into a uansact.ion requiring board approval. Therefore the
advisor/director:, although a related director, will never have to declare a conflict
of interest. Similarly, a clirector may be unrelated buc have an interest in a
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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specific transaction which obligates him or her to refrain from panicipating in
the board's d..iscussion of the transaction. For example, the director may also be a
director of a company which is engaging in a one-time transaction with the first
company. The existence of a conflict ofinterest on a specific matter will not
necessarily define whether a director is related or unrelated.
BOARD DETERMINES WHO IS UNRELATED

5.18 We have proposed a definition of who should qualify as an unrelated director.
The definition is very general. The principles underlying tht definition will have
to be applied to the circumstances ofeach individual director. Jn our view, this
exercise should be the responsibility ofthe board, which shouU be required to
discwse on an annual basis whether tht board has a majority ofunrelated
directors, and in the circumstances ofa corporation with a significant shareholder,
whether the corporation satisfies the requiremmt to fairly reflect the investmmt of
minority shareholtkrs in the corporation. Management directors art related
directors. The board should also be required to disclose its analysis ofthe
application ofthe principles to the circumstances ofthe board.
5.19 We expect most boards would state that virtually all members, regardless of
the existence of relationships to the corporation, exercise judgment with a
view to the best interests of the corporation. The exercise we are proposing is
not designed to elicit such a statement but is designed to require each board to
understand the relationship which exists between each director and the
corporation, and to make a determination whether the director is related.

·we aln fi1HI a1111ecenuily intrusive
(llolll to tll• individUll director ind ta the

lloanl) lhe guideline tllat reqalrH tlle
•em to disclose en111111ly not anly ita
"umrelated" directors but alu Ille
"enalysis" that led to such 1
ch1racteriZ1tia11. How, for exa111ple, is tile
flnr4 to cllaracterize s0111ean1 who is
quite la dependent In his or her wiews end
who is not afraid to ciballenge
IHllafHIHI, if SllCh persoa ..1,1rt 1111
perceiwed lly outsiders u "ralatri" clee le
some hsi1111s or other relationship?"

Slllt Ul1 IUB111Hc11 Com,ally of CHeda.
Octobar 11, ffff.

"AFFILIATED" DIRECTORS THE BANK ACT DEFJNJTJON

5.20 The is.me ofa board's ability to exercise independent judgment has also concerned
those responsible for regulating banks. The Bank Actuses the concept of directors
"affiliated with the bank". & of the 1995 annual meeting ofa bank. no more than
two thirds of the directors of a bank may be persons affiliated with the bank. The
Regulations to the Bank Act contain an extensive definition of the circ:umstances
in which a di.rector is affiliated with a bank. These provisions addres.s, amo~
other circumstances, che practice of banks to recruit individuals to be directors of a
bank who are in a position to direct busin~ to the bank. For example, CEOs of
c.orporations which borrow from banks constitute an important source of bank
directors. Whether the CEO is affiliated with the bank, for purposes of the Bank
M depen~ upon the amount ofthe indebtedness of the corporation to the bank.

"Accepting as we clo that it ia .beneficial
tor,. . barcl to !tan "illdependent•
clirectors. Hd 9iven precedents for
boards to fie comprised of 1 majority of
aach "independent" directors, we lleliewe
tllet a mollified 111ideli11e (to •• reflected
in a revised definition of "unrelated") far
ulecti111 such indlvicluals sbnld:
• permit greater flllliflility i11 choosi111
tft• directara flest sailed to the post.
incl1din1 representatives of 1

co11trollint allarellold9'; and

5.21 Compliance with our guidelines will not put the banks in conflict with the
Bank Act; It is possible for a direcror of a bank to be a related director, for
example a recently retired CEO ofthe bank, and yet not be an affiliated director
for purposes of the Batik Act. On the other hand, it is also quite possible that an
affiliated director for purposes of the Bank Act could be an unrelated director for
purposes of our governance guiddines. For example, the CEO of a corporation
which has significant indebtedness to the bank might nevertheless be judged as
unrelated for purposes of our guidelines because the corporation may be able to
demonstrate the absence of reliance on the particular bank for it.s borrowings.

• avoid pOHiltle dislncentins to
inHstm•nts in shres arlsi111 due to
tlle prehi•;1ie11 n significut
tepreHntation 011 the BHnl lty
Controlling Sllarellolders·

G.C. Wilki11$. Pre1id1nt.

1111, Hars"'"' cor,oratloa.
October fl. fnt.

5.22 Those responsible for regulating the banks no doubt factored the public interest
into their rules for the composition of bank boards. Our guidelines are based
upon an assessment of the public interest in good governance. Ifour guidelines
are adhered to by the banks, the number of affiliated directors would probably
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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"Wear• •1110 concern1d aboul Ille 1anview tit• TSE co111mit1H llH •dopled oa
board r.presentatio11 by majority or
sigaificut shuellolders.... Anyone who
owns 51 % or more of lh1 she res of a
comp1ny has every rightto atlempt to
•omin1te 1 boud lllrough th1 nonnml
sh1rehold1r election process.
Ftrt11ermore, sucb e 1h1reboldlr ltu tbe
rlghtto r1presantation on any board
committe•. widl tlte uception ol the 1udlt
committee.... Our 1yttH1 ol capitalism,
wllich the TSE 1hould aurely 1uppon
vigorouslr. recogniiu th1t those who
- • ••• sherH own ttle vote• -· and the
uerciu of those votH dete1111i11ea ltoard
representetion. •
Mervi• G. MenbU,
Prttsidant & Chittt tncutive Dlficttr,
.,,,,,.,.. LiJJlit.t,

July 21. 19'4.

·111dividu.I dirtctor anessiunt is an
ietallectually elefHI etRcept bat
polilicallr impractical."
Matthew B111rert.
Cb•innn Hd Clllaf Ex11:11ti111 Officer,

B1111t ol llontre1I, S1pte111611 19S3.

"We leel that independent directon af8
evam mora important to cloHly-llald
public corpor'1ioas eft•ctinly controlled
br 011t or very law i11dlvid111l1 or
corpor1lioas •cling in conc•n. 11

corporations ue allowed to go to the
e~ulty 111arlcet1 in order to raise ca11itel,
thea they have a responsibility to en1ure
t~at Ille interHts ot ttleir 11inority
alla1'9holdera are protected. They
t~eretore shoul• b• req1irtd to pro•i•• •
boerd ol directora roacle up ol 11118jority
of directors who are not only i11lfe111e111feat
ot meugemanl, but 1lso indepandent of
the 1HI ority sh 1re~old1r1. •

Bfllce S. Macli•waa, CbirmH

be reduced co I~ than the number permitted by the Bank Act. The banks
should consider compliance with our guideline concerning rdated directors - of
course, only in addition to compliance with their stannory obligations.
THE NoM I NATI NG COMMITTEE

5.23 Having established a board constituted with a majority of unrelated directors
as the desired objective for board composition, we now turn to a governance
function which is at least as important as board composition - the director
nominating function.
5.24 We have expressed our belief that corporate performance should be improved
by an enhanced approach to governance, and that the improvement occurs as
a result, not only of the enhanced approach to governance, but also as a result
of the public's perception of chis enhanced approach. The board's process for
assessing existing directors and identifying, recruiting, nominating, appointing
and orienting new directors is central to enhanced governance. This function
can be performed by the board as a whole, absent inside directors, but most
boards will prefer this responsibility co be ddegated to a committee, a
committee which we refer to as the no.minating committee.
5.25 In Part VI we discuss certain aspects of the functioning of the board, including the
composition of board committees. We propose as a guideline that board
committees should generally be composed ofoutside directors, a majority of
whom are unrelated, although we rccogniz.e chat some board committees, such as
the executive committee, may include one or more inside directors. This guideline
will nor be achievable by all corporations. But what is achievable by all
corporations is the appoinanent of a nominating committee composed exclusively
ofoutside directors. We therefore propose as our next governance guitkline that the

board ofevery coporation appoint a ctm1mittee ofdirect<m composed exclusively of
outside directors, a majDrity ofwhom are unrelakd di,reaors, with the responsibili.tyfor
proposing new rwminees to the boardandfor assessing di,recttm on an ongoing basis.
The actual decisWn as to who should be nominated should be the mponsibiHty ofthe
faU board after considering the recommendations ofthe nominating committee.

5.26 The nominating committee removes from the CEO the general responsibility for
constituting the board. The committee seeks co ensure the ttue independence of
those recruited and an appropriate separation from management. A director who
is "beholden" to the CEO will have difficulty acting independently, ac least in
ass~ing management. The nominating committee is designed to apply criteria,
recommend board composition, and establish inter-director relationships which
fucilitate board decisions. Although inside directors will not sit on the nominating
committee, the nominating conunittee will want to consult fully with the CEO
in its process of recruiting new directors. The nominating committee should not
have che delegated power from the board to implement its recommendations but
should be obliged to report its recommendations back to the full board for its
consideration and implementation.

Tampl•tPll M11111g1m1"'t Li111it•d.
ASSESSING BOARD PERFORMANCE

Sept1tr1hr 14. 1m

5.27 Every board of directors will have in place some mechanism for, at least annually,
~g the perfonnance of the CEO. Good governance requires the board to
also have in place a mechanism for ~ing its own dfcccivencss as a board and
for assessing the contribution ofindividual directors. In a survey conducted by
che Business Council on National mues, almoot 90% of CEOs supported the
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assessment process, but also said virtually no board is doing so, at least on any
formal basis. The assessment of the board should relate generally to the ongoing
governance and operation of the board and more specifically its effectiveness in
discharging the responsibilities of the board set out in Pan N of this Repon.
.Assessing the contribution of individual direccors is not an assessment related to
the performance of the company nor is it an assessment designed to relate
director compensation to company performance. The assessment of directors is
an examination of each individual director's ability to contribute to the effective
decision-making of a board. Acc<Jrdingly, rmr next governance guideline is that each
board should impkmmt a process, to be camed out by tht rwminati.ng committee or
other appropriate committee, for assessing the effecti.veness oftht board as a whole, the
committees ofthe board andfor assessing tht contributi.on ofeach individual. director.
Each board will have its own approach to assessing its effectiveness and the
contribution of its members. In the latter respect corporations should identify
criteria for individual contributions and should be willing to provide feedback to
directors in respect of their individual performance.
5.28 The assessment exercise should be undertaken periodically by the hoard,
probably most effectivdy by the nominating committee. How the committee
acrually implements the process will vary from board to board. It might
simply take the form of a retreat during which the board addresses its
effectiveness with input from management. In addition, it might take the
form of an interview of each director by the nominating committee and the
application by the committee of standard criteria such as meeting attendance,
understanding of issues, contribution to discussion, etc.
5.29 The assessment process can be more elaborate. Some large corporations require
each d.irectot to complete a comprehensive questionnaire. The process is rimeconsuming but can generate many useful ideas for the governance of the
corporation. The exercise of completing the questionnaire can also function as a
process of self-assessment, which assists the individual direcror in reaching his or
her own conclusion as to the adequacy of his or her contribution as a director.
5.30 The assessment of the effectiveness of the board as a whole will likdy involve a
discussion by the full board and should include a review with management.
5.31 The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants in its submission to the
Committee makes the following useful suggestion as to the questions which
should be asked by directors as part of a process of self-assessment:

"A herd 1ho11ld prefenllly •• con9eniel,
lleaed on mutHI respect wor•in1 iA

is ••tt•r than workin1 et
lo91erlle1ds. All directors 1~ould feel th1t

1ni1111

U1ey c111 lie cndid end voie1 concerns in
•direct 11111oor."

St•,t•11 A. J•ri1lowsky, Jeris/ows/ry,
Fnser & Co•p••Y Ltd.. AQ•st 11, 1m.

"Tlle 111itl1liH• ••HHI thn • co111..1ttee
of directors (compriseit exclolively e1

oatside dir1ctorsl •• re1po111ible lor
prepasing new nomineff to the board and
for 111e11in11 director-. on 111 on9oin9
llasis. We do Ht 19111 with this
rtc•mmendetion. Wllil• it
II•
d11ir•bl1 In SOlllO CIHI to .... lllW
ne111ineea proposed lly only outside
directors, ia 1Hny olfter cases t•is is
totally 111realislic. Nor do wo believe it is
rHlistic or practical to ex111ct tllat •
committ•• of• boud cen 1nlu1t11tlltr
111emllers of the laoard in • co11structiwe
aienaer. W• concar tf11t it woald ••most
llel11f11l to C8"0fetio111 if this could be
done, 111d W• believe that i11
instHCH corporatio111 wlll try to address

••Y

••llY

tMs 11•11tio11 aioro often tllen in

t•• p1st.

However, HCh will hevo to do it in •way
Utat llHt fits 1tleir overall
circ1ai1t1nces. •

• "Am I meeting the expectations of the shareholders? Am I satisfied with
the steps management is taking to discharge the company's
responsibilities to ocher stakeholders such as investors and lenders,
customers, suppliers, employees, competitors, regulators, government and
the community generally?

6.J. Meier, tlreirrt1e11,

r,•••c...u l'i,,.Li•••,
September :Zt, UM.

• What suggestions can I make to improve the way the board and
management communicates and demonstrates values related to integrity
and the importance of open communications?
• What suggestions can I make to improve the quality and timdiness of the
information which I receive? Is management forthright in providing
information and answering questions?
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• What suggestions can I make to improve the diligence demonstrated by
board committees and the quality of the reports provided to the board?
Have I been reluctant to ask pointed questions in relation to such reports?
• What suggestions can I make co improve the way the board is meeting its
responsibilities in relation to strategic planning and management of risk?"
This list is not exhaustive. Another question the director should ask himself or
herself. "ls my levd of understanding of the business such chat I can make a
useful contribution as a director?".
• ... it Is Power's view thet whil e boanl1
ud MaH91111uts hne sep1rate
ra1pon1ibiliti111, the forme r for 1pprovi111
11d on rsH i119, tlte I 1tt1r tor i • ltiatin1
end exe cuting, i n the u d they must work
totether within 1 •\'$1. .1 ol cIteeks ud
balenc11 tu pru1rve and 111hance
shueltol d er n h 11. It hn been our
experi ence th.i bDerds ol directo rs
functio11 most 11f1ctively if 1h1y are
lolthright end colle gi1 I. rather th111
aec relive end conlrontationa I, 1ith er in
the ir di1eHsi on1 between themsa lve 1 or
i 1 th 1 ir dlscuni o as with m1111gem1nt.•
J amas W.

Bum•, D1p11ty Cltai1maa,

,...,,.,. c.,,.,.ti.. "'C.11rl•.
October

JZ.

IJS4.

5.32 Changes in boaid composition should be effected in an orderly manner-in the
absenCX' of unusual circumstances. The process of assessing performance of
directors should not resu:lt in frequent terminations and replacements if the board
is properly constituted in the first place. We do, however, believe that the process
of assessment will make directors aware that their performance is being reviewed
by their fellow directors and should enhance each director's contribution. The
process may also provide constructive input to each individual direccor as to how
he or she can better contribute to the functioning of the board.
BOARD FUNCTIONS AS A

UNIT

5.33 We would like to note the importance of the chemistry within the board. It is
important that the board be able to function as a unit. The board should
probably be constituted with individuals of diverse background and
experience. Neverthdess, personal chemistry matters in the way a board is
constituted and in the way it functions. Personal skills of individual directors
should be an important criterion applied by the nominating committee.
5.34 We reject the notion of a board comprised of directors representing particular
constituencies such as certain shareholders, employees, suppliers,
environmentalists, etc. As we seated in Part IV, the board should ensure that
the implications of its decisions for various constituencies are factored into its
decision-making processes, however, we believe that each director should
approach each decision with an open mind and not be accountable to any
constituency, other than the shareholders generally. Each director must be
confident that each other director brings the same open mind to each issue.
5.35 Although we reject the notion of directors representing constituencies, we do
support the constitution of boards of directors with a variety of backgrounds
reflective of the functions of the business. Our experience is that diversity has
many advantages in the board decision·malcing process. Board decisions are
neverthdess collective decisions; all directors participate in the decisions and
all directors should accept responsibility for the decisions.
ORIENTING

NEW DIRECTORS

5.36 Our nextgwemana ~line is that as an integral ekment ofthe process ofappointing

new dinc«Jrs, each corporatibn sMuldprow.k an orimtation and «lucatWn program
for new recruits to ~ board The program could be a one or two day event which
would involve educating the director as to the nature ofthe busin~, current~
within the company and the corporate strategy, the expectations of the company
concerning input &om directors, and the general responsibilities of directors. Some
companies have devdoped orientation manuals. However, the manual is just a
beginning. The program should include the opportunity to discuss with experts the
responsibilities ofa director and ofthe board ~ a whole as well as the opportunity
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to visit fu:ilities and to meet with corporate officen to discuss and better understand
the business which will allow the director to contribute effcctivdy &om the outset
ofthe appoinanent.
EXTERNAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

5.37 We also support the devdopment of external courses to educate directors on their
responsibilities, on how to function as an effeccive director, and on issues of
corporate governance generally. These courses would also be available to others,
such as members ofsenior management and investment officers and others
involved. in the corporate governance process, to facilitate their understanding of
the roles and responsibilities of the board. Over time we bdieve that such courses
will raise the general knowledge and understanding of governance issues, and
individuals who take a course on director responsibilities will be more attractive
recruits and should ultimately be more effective c.onuibutors in the boardroom.
We :tlso support the introduction ofsuch courses in the business schools in order
that graduates have a better understanding ofcorporate governance at the outset
of their business careers.
SIZE OF THE BOARD

5.38 We think the number of directors constituting a board is an important factor
in determining the effectiveness of the board. Generally, the submissions we
received support a board size of between 10 co 16 directors. We do not think
there is any one number that suits all circumstances. Each board must be
constituted to deal effectively with the circumstances of the corporation.
5.39 The issue of board size is that some boards are too big to facilitate effective
decision making. If the board is too big, the individual director risks losing a
sense of responsibility; may feel constrained about actively participating in
board deliberations and may have little sense of personal accountability for
board decisions.
5.40 The largest boards in Canad.a appear to be the boards of the six major chartered
banks and other major financial institutions, many of which have boards
numbering in excess of 30 directors. One may wonder why we are concerned
about numbers when so few public corporations in Canada have a large
number of directors. We are pursuing this is.me because these corporations have
such a significant role in the community and for many members of the public
represent their principal basis for assessing corporate Canada.

"Wo btli•n 1h1ttllrn9ll p1llllic

ed11c1tion, co"1pa11y 11rnidents "1ay lie
persu..Std that truly indtp..dent
directors' tdrice will usist lfltm and
thtif co111pHies. By pu.,ic eduution,
directors 1111y lleco111• 11or1 awtre of ltow
tl1ty un co11tribute te thir c-p111ln . ty
p11blic educatiu, more prospective
directors may IHI capable of the 11111,
and by p11blic tduutio11. shareholders
will become ewer• af wht tlley can
lllpect f1'011 llOI nls."

r.11co11Hr Stock E1tdan11,
tm.

01110"8111.

"111 our ca11, the bOBrd of CT Fiunci•l
Servlcn Inc. c11rre11tly consists of 28

members and we haH 1lre1dy
Hta•llshell plH• to redact that nu11b&r
lly 1pproJ1imtt1ly 20% owor tho 111J1t • y11rs. We wisb to point ut tlltt '""'
bo1rd1, iach1din9 ours, ire Hllj1ct to
1i9nific1nt cominittoe olllig•llona
m1ndned lly legisl1tlan governing th1lr
activiti"... M1ny of thHe commilteH
lln•fit fre• spec ielltelf IJ1p1rtist 111d
experience Hd require 1 si111fic1111 tl1111
CDmmitm1nt a. that baerd members 111y
bl rel11ctant or un1lll• to strn on more
tbln 0110 commltt11 •.• We saggHt t111t 111•
Co111a1itt11 1chowled9• in Its final report
tile special circomatuces of hithly
regulated coa,Hin ••ell ea CT th1t
frequ 111tly roqui re ,.,.,., bnrdt i• or4or
to act 1!11ctiv1ly."

Oi•t1• E. W1/lc1T, Viet ,rnid#rt.
Gaural Co1111..1••" S.Cr.tary,
C.nad• T111•t

s.,,_"'

ff, '"" .

5.41 The effectiveness of a board of this size has been debated within the
Committee. There is a general view within the Committee (not shared by all
members) that as the number of directors on a board increases beyond a
particular threshold (approximately 20), the effectiveness of the board
decreases. Defenders of large boards point to the diversity of view and
experience that is available at the board level, the opportunity for broad
geographic representation, and the extensive director resources available for
constituting board comminees, where, within these smaller groups of directors,
much of the real work is done. We think that the public is not convinced. The
public wonders how any group of 30 individuals functioning within time
constraints can make effective decisions.
5.42 We think more imagination and energy could be expended by corporations with
large boards to reduce their numbers. We have no doubt that over rime large
boards can be pared down, and the corporation will still be able to develop a
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perspective on all regions in which it carries on business, from directors and from
other sources. For example, many corporations operating in a global context have
created international advisoty committees and other advisory mechanisms, which
are designed to integrate a broader perspective into the corporation's decision
making. We expect that similar types ofcommittees could operate nationally. We
stop short of a guiddine capping the number ofdirectors at a specific number
but do support the objective of reduced numbers on large boards. We therefore
propose as our next guitkline that every board should examine its sia and, with a
view fQ determining the impact ofthe number upon effectiveness, untkrtakt, where
appropriak, aprop-am to reduce the number ofdirectors to a number which
facilitates more effective decision making.
"Optimel size represents a llal1nce

5.43 Committee member Mingo does not agree with the Committee's views on
board size. His views are set out in Appendix 5.43.

betwee n two i111pon.nt Bo•rd
effectinffn C011sider1tion$. On th• 11ne
hind there is a clear llusin.ss need to

5.44 Although we have chara.cterii:ed the issue of board size as relating to boards
which are too big, we should also note that some boards may be too small. We
discll$ in the Repon the principal responsibilities of the board of directors and
we identify a number of board functions. Each board should ensure that it has
enough directors to discharge these responsibilities and perform these functions.

ensure that a broad range of perspecti ves,
e x11 erience, np•rtis• enlf re 9ion1I
Cu • lliH H d i•ttraatioHI ktlowl1d9e
are re1uesn ted OD the Boerd. Do the
other h1nd, when the siie ol the lou d
becom11 too lar91, t~e ab ility af, and
oppof'lanity for, oaclt Director 10
cootrillute tend to be imp•ired."

P ARTIC I PAT I ON OF M A NA G E M E NT ON TH E B OA R D

5.45 Management will participate on the board. V utually every chief executive officer is
a member of the board of directors. A number of boards also include a second
member of management. This practice is criticized, in part, because of the natural
restraints upon the second member of the management team which prevent
exercising judgment different from that ofthe chiefexecutive officer. We do not
Wee a hard position pro -0r con this practice. We prefer a limited nwnber of
members of management on the board but recognize the desirability of including
at least a second member of management in order to addn:ss a variety of matters,
including succession.

Royal IHlt of~,,.,,.

Rt1plll'l 11f It• Corporal• Gowm1aac:e
CommlttH , July 6, .1fH.

5.46 We also encourage interaction between other members of senior management
and board members, both inside and outside of the board meeting. This access
has to be managed by the CEO to ensure that the board is not receiving mixed
signals &om management. Nevertheless, members of the management team
are potential CEOs and will have a lot to contribute to the board's discharge
of its responsibilities.
M AX I MUM T ERM FOR DIR E C TO RS

5.47 Some commentators to the Co.m.mittee recommended that each director hold
office fur a period of not more than a specified nwnber of years. The period these
commentators had in mind was approximately six or seven years. The basis for the
proposal fur a maximum term is that it would ensure an ongoing supply offresh
thinking to the board. Our view is that a guideline to this effect is artificial and
unnecessary. We believe that the nominating committee, which will be ~ the
pecfonnance of the board, can propose changes to the board composition which
can result in the injection of a fresh approach to board decisions where appropriate.
L I M IT I N G

NUMB E R O F DI R E C T OR S HIPS

5.48 We also received suggestions that a guiddine be adopted limiting the number
of board appointments an individual can hold. While we agree there must be a
limit to the number of appointments, we have c.onduded that a specific
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guiddine is unnec.essary. The nominating committee, in assessing the suitability
of an individual to be dected to a board, will take into account the individual's
other commitments, resources and rime available for input to the board.

·1 do not ' " how a perso11 catt II• •
director of o corporation Withoot 0W11h1• o
signlfic•nt 111miler of 11taras. To 110110
or only • tow indie1te1 locli: of iatornt er

eonfldHco In tho compny. Eitllor re11M
is cau11 to be disqualified. It seoms 10 mo

REMUNERATION OF DIRECTORS

5.49 Board remuneration is an important aspect of effective corporate governance.
The remuneration of directors should be appreciable and should reflect the
responsibility and commitment which goes with a board membership. If
directors are paid a token amount there may be a tendency to think the job is
not important. On the other hand, if the remuneration is excessive, the
director may lose his or her independence. He or she will be perceived as
someone who can't afford to put his or her director's position on the line.
5.50 The risk associated with being a director is much higher today where corporate
and director accountability are treated much more seriously by the investing
public. In addition, more time is involved and the public's expectations of
directors are increasing. Our ntxt governance guideline is that each board review

lhl directors s•ould own sharH whoae

vol1e 11lvuld at least ••••I Ill• grust
amount of their anaaal comiaensatl•n es
dirntors. Nat much tv Hk. is it?"

•As 1 stutinl point, an 1111im1te shHld
bo 1111d1 of th• time 1 directlf is likely to
spe•d oa the corporetio11'1 llff1irs Dffr
dle c...rso of 0111 yoar - m"ting1.
pro111roti1111 an• tr1nl. Whit i• tllo

•ntue· of t.l lis ti111l1Tho11ino ll1i\y r1te

the atkquacy andform ofthe cqmpmsatiort ofdir«tlm and msure the compensation
realistically reflects the responsibilities and rok involved in being an effective director.

es 1 CED? Rotes cll•rv•d lly s. .ior
profonion1I dvisers7 T11111 ,,.

Changes will be fully disclosed in the corporation's information circular.

ruaon1bl1 llenchm1rkl. Hawowor. Mlrbt
pr1ctic11 unnDt bo Ignored end th

5.51 We favour directors owning shares. The ownership of shares will facilitate the
directors' identification with the interests of shareholders. Indeed, we think
corporations can assist direcrors in acquiring shares by, for example,
remunerating directors wholly or partly in shares. The shares could be made to
vest over a specified period of time. The director would have to pay income
tax on the value of the shares.
5.52 We do not object to the use of stock options as a form of director
compensation. However, the options should be valued and the value of the
options plus the amount of other compensation should not exceed the
amount of the compensation which the board believes is reasonable in the
circumstances. In addition, the conditions attached to the options should
discourage shon term exercise and holding.
PERSONAL LIABIL.ITY OF DIRECTORS

5.53 Perhaps the most frequent theme in the submissions received by the
Committee is the concern about the impact on corporate governance of the
exposure to personal liability of corporate directors. We have already accepted
in general terms the principle that imposing personal liability on directors is
an acceptable and effective technique for influencing corporate conduct. In
view of the role of the board in the corporation, this conclusion is not
surprising. The concern, of course, is that there be an appropriate balance
between the need to influence corporate conduct to achieve public policy
objectives and the need for effective boards of directors.
5.54 The liability of directors is not to be confused with the liability of the
corporation. What we are focussing on in this discussion is the personal
liability of directors for actions of the corporation in which the director may
have had some role - although some statutes impose liability on directors even
where the director has had no involvement. The concern for corporate
governance is that incr~ing personal liability of directors compounds the
difficulty of recruiting qualified individuals to serve as directotl. The prestige

intangi•I• vtlue of natworlli119 must llo
recagnized ... Co111pani11shoald11t1•ti1ll
1 policy coHring Ille percenta11 of the

total pack19e ta be p•id i11 cash ond the
percont191 to be paid 111 common •hares
ind/or 1tock options. h may bo
1ppropri1to to raquire 1director10 hold•

111inimum number of common •hares in
ord11 te b• oligilllo for f1ture option
9ro11ts or to ox1rcis1 previously grHt•d
optiOlls.·

William M. M1m:11r Llmir•d.
J#ly1n4.

"lnllopendonco i• tlle u.iext 1tt11 you
describe must 1lw1yt lncludo
intell1ctu11. fin111cial 1ad palitical
indapudence, ROt just one er two of
these e1togori111 an their owm. Practlc:ally
the only suction dt111 0119ctor hos if. io
tllo ultimate, he f81ls he mmst re1lster tlto
strongest po11ible protest. is to 111ign
from th• Board. He mast bo 1111010 do lflis
without w111rying abolt tho 1011 of his
Dir1ctor's fees, or of co111promi1in9 his

.......·

integrity i11 the othor ways referred to

Bri•11 LG. Lacllem. Pr11id111t.

Boardroom Advisory S•rrit:H,

s.,,.,.,,.,

2'. ' " '·
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and the modest director's fee may not be enough to entice individuals to
expose their personal assets to liability arising ftom their position as a director.

"Our cHCBm with the trend towards
expHde• penonal lie•ility is

t•••

ealervi•t tlle circumste11c" i1 which
directors are penonelly at risk puts
u11d111 emph..i1 on the proc111 fer the
' ' " ' ' " crf Hoilli11 ,.naul li..ility, it
tlle npenH of the 1pplication of the

proper man111riel lu11ctlu of th• bo.,d. •
CH$els Brack & Blet:kweU.
October i , t!lfJ.

"Whil1 r1co9ni1i119 tll1 pelicy cowce1111
wllicll liewe led to dte legialetive chn9H
iocreasine p1raoul li11tllity and
respensiltllities of dlrecton. it is clear
tll1t 11me ..'"'" MllSt Ir• 1tn1cll i• order
le 11111111 compHiH to attnict comp1te11t
independent directors. 0111 lirm hH

reuotly completed 1 review al tflre
v•rien legisl1ti. . .,,1icabl1 in the
Province al Quebec imposing statutory
liability n directors and the 111tent of tllh1
li1lrility is 11191eri11. Altlt...tll •
complete rev.rs1l 1I tllis tread is
unlihly. a11d perhaps unwarra11tad In HY
9eoeral unsa. it i1 nidant tllet it 111nt Ire
te•pered with reality if we ue to ltave
eny liope al attracting and retaiaing
co111p1lant independent directors ta tile
bouds of oer p•lrlie ca•pHin. 011
m1tha d of doi •I 1111s would be to reali911
the duties and corra1pudin1 liebilitiH of
Dflicen end di rectors to ltring theM i11
liH witlt wllM ectully lekH ph•ce 111d.
i11 lh1 cHe ol 1tat1tory liabiliti11, I•
introdUCI 1 dae dili1em:e defuce wlt•r•
it llo•s Ht alru4y exiat.•

C.R. S11er:tof, Byers C•••t•io,

s."•""'•' a , 1w.
"Over tit• Ieng term, thi1 [le9isl1lio•
imposing directors' liability] will
lnnit11tlr lead to 1111 lfimiaution of

•••lltid buiaen 1dvie1 and coun&el,
tller1lly raduc Ing Ba ards to lega I fora
wllich olt&1rw1 die letter reth1r tltn th
spirit of the l1w.•

Tit• Molson Com11a11iea Lilflited,
01:t.tM 5, JffJ.

5.55 There is also a concern that the exposure of individual directors will mean that
risk averse di.rectors will follow conservative strategies in circumstances where
bolder strategies might be more appropriate.
5.56 We are also concerned with the manner in which, and the extent to which, the
law imposing personal liability on directors has developed. The legislatures
responsible for enacting the laws have only focussed on the need to make
directors accountable for corporate activity and not on the broader
implications. For example, some environmental laws provide that directors may
be personally liable fur the wrongdoing of the corporation if they directed,
authorized, assented to, acquiesced in or participated in the commission of the
offence and can face fines of up to $100,000 per day plus terms of imprisonment; the income cax laws provide that directors can be hdd personally liable
for the full amount of certain mes owing. where the corporation fails to
deduct or remit the prescribed amounts from certain payments made by it; the
health and safety laws provide that directors may be personally liable if they fa.ii
to take all reasonable care to ensure that the corporation complies with
applicable legislation and can f.i.ce fines of up to $25,000 plus possible
imprisonment; the securities laws provide that any director who authorized,
permitted or acquiesced in the filing of on-going disclosure documents that are
not in compliance with legislative requirements commits an offence and may
be subject to a fine of $1 million and up to two years in prison; and so on.
These statutory liabilities are discussed more fully in Appendix 5.56.
5.57 One aspect of personal director liability, which has resulted in resignations of
entire boards of directors, arises when a corporation is in financial distress. In
addition to concerns about securityholders scouring the corporation in seaoch
of deep pockets, directors have personal liability, on a joint and several basis, for
certain corporate obligations, i.e. an individual director can be liable for the
entire debt to employees, in an amount up to six months' wages for work
performed while they were directors. In these circumstances, the impact of the
law is counter-productive. While seeking to protect employee wages in the
short term, the law accually has the effect of seriously reducing the prospectS for
the corporation being led through a restructuring and its financial health being
restored. The corporation requires the leadership of a board, particularly in
times of financial distress.
5.58 In large corporations with extended operations in a complex environment, it is
virtually impossible for any director to obtain direct, continuing confirmation
of the observance by the corporation of a host of regulatory requirements. We
believe it is appropriate ro require the director co take reasonable steps to fulfil
statutory obligations, buc it is inappropriate to face directors with personal
liabilities in respect of circumstances which the director, of necessity, cannot
absolutely control. The imprecision, ambiguity and difficulty of interpreting
certain regulatory requirements add to the problem and the unfairness.
5.59 The legislatures no doubt felt that the public interest demanded that, in
addition to corporate liability, directors must be exposed to personal liability
as an additional means of ensuring compliance by the corporation with the
relevant law. In a particular context there may have been a need; the difficulty
is the collective impact.
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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5.60 The construction of this corporate regulatory scheme has been achieved on an
incremental basis. No single body has taken a global view of the exposure of
individual directors to personal liability and attempted to consider whether
there should be some limitation upon the extent of the exposure. It is a
corporate fact oflife that corporations and their directors will be exposed to
liability under numerous statutes and that the number will increase with the
number of jurisdictions in which the corporation carries on business. We do,
however, believe that the departments responsible for the administration ofthe
corporate law in each ofthe federal and provincial jurisdictions should undertake
a review ofall legislation enacted in their jurisdiction imposingpersonal liability
upon directors. This review should be undertaken with the following
objectives:
(I) In respect of each piece oflegislation imposing liability upon directors, a

judgment should be made as to whether or not the imposition of this
liability is effective in influencing the corporate conduct in question;
obviously if the concern underlying the legislation is not materially
advanced by the provision, at least insofar as it relates to directors, the
provision should be modified. or repealed..
(2) Each piece of legislation should be examined to determine what defences, if
any, are available to the directots to defend against allegations of Jiabilicy.
Legislation which does not provide any defence imposes absolute liability
on directors. Other legislation may provide a safe harbour for directors
enabling them to defend against allegations of liability if the director is able
to demonsuate chat he or she has acted carefully and with due diligence.

The Draft Report was forwarded to the appropriate ministries in the Federal
and Provincial Governments, drawing their attencion to che recommended.
review of legislation. A list of responses is set out in Appendix S.60

"Directors ire a convenlanl targ9f tbse
d1ys. Thay are tll• sultj1ct of 1tt1ntio1
ind 1ulr1is 1tr RD incnui119ly
demanding cadre of sllareJlohlera.
institution iav1ston, retuletors ind
1over..nc1 adwocatH. Utitation lawyers
to l•rll around every lligfl rise office
tower in C1nada. It Is seldom easy to do
111 effective job wb811 0111 ls
1i111ult1neausly undu a spotli1flt 111d 1
microscop1 ..• Wa f111iev. ii would 111
h•lpf•I to directon in 1d1flh1g to this
..w reality if they 11u,.rstoad 111ore 1bout
wf11t is lteins expected 1f 111111 111d die

te••

llll!d of ch•lll" ill board structure and
proc•n that f111e lt1en 1llawn to lte
llln.ticlal in Hst1inl111 public and
in.,11tor confidence."
J. Ricll1rd Fi11l1y and P1rtnen,
S1pt1m61r 1SH.

"Tllere is too mnch l19i1latio11 in Canida,
fed1rellr a11d prowineiatly. which se1kl to
re91late the same kind of condact. and
mach af it is sufficiaatlr inco111ist11t that
it is counterprod1ctiv1. W• reca111111911d
th1t 1fforts It• t1kea to si911ifica11tly
r1duc1 re91lat111y coas11'11illts and 1111
r1sultin1 costs ol compliance puticularlr
w1tere ttler• are overleps and inco111ist111cies."
C1111di1n t111p1ri1t 811111 •I Cotn-rco,

5.61 The Committee had the benefit of a Report of a Federal Government
Interdepartmental Working Group on che issue of directors' liability, a federal
project which anticipated our recommendation relating to directors' liability at
approximately the cime our Committee was being established. We quote
extensively from che conclusions:
"Statutory liability faced by directors has expanded during the last
20 years, particularly with respect to source deductions, taxes,
unpaid wages, severance and termination pay, and environmental
and corporate law. Stronger enforcement and broader court
interpretations have increased the exposure of directors to liability.
Also, there is significant uncertainty present surrounding the
potential interpretation of certain statutes. This has raised
concerns in rhe business community. Those concerns have been
exacerbated by the financial difficulty that many companies have
found themselves in during the recent recession.

Oct•ber fS, fffJ.

·1 11rH that carpar1te law shauld bl
1•0111l1d to remove per1on1l liallility fro11
el1acllint to Directors lor oper1ti11g
issuH. A Board is rupo11sibl1 for tho
broad poller co11cer111 of the co'Joratlon
and should lie sanctiDRad if they fill in
tlleir dutiu to at1llellolders irt these
broad area1. It urns 110 parpose at all to
11t1elt lflece Directen witll individual
liability for d11y-ta·d1y oper1tin9
1111tt111:
Alll•tt D. C•ll•n.
C#f1innH 11td CIJi"' Eucariv• Officer,

GENDIS 11111., June 14, 1f!U.

Despite these concerns, the working group did not find sufficient
evidence to conclude chat directors' liability has become so severe
that it could not be handled by the market. A rrnew of statute-based liability and che enforcement record of federal regulators
indicates that the practical exposure of outside directors to
liability is limited. Some members of che working group remain
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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concerned that directors of small businesses might have difficulty
meeting the liabilities that have been placed on them. However,
the working group did not find sufficient evidence to conclude
that directors are resigning in significant numbers to avoid the
liabilities that they face. The resignations of directors that
received publicity have been isolated to a handful of companies
that were in severe financial difficulty and that did not carry
enough insurance to adequatdy protect their directors."

"In British Columbia, tha concarn ovar
"liability chill" was brought to the fora
with the resignation of tbe outside
directors of Westar Mining in the midst of
its final financial problems, in order to
avoid potential personal liability for
employee claims. It is bard to see bow it
is in the public interest to construct a
legal fra111awork which encourages
directors to resign, rather than to apply

This analysis is disappointing. The view that director resignations in
corporations in financial difficulty can be avoided through insurance is not
justified. In addition, our concerns extend beyond resignations to "liability
chill", i.e. the difficulties in recruiting and the conservatism in corporate
decision-making induced by extensive liability - director dynamics which are
more difficult to measure.

their business judgment and experience
in resolving tbe problems facing the
corporation.·
BC TEL, October 18, 1993.

"Witb respact to liability, tha currant
exposure by directors to 1 myriad of
responsibilities has re1ched the point
where it is absurd and dysfunctioHI. My
underst1nding (is) that legislation holding
directors personally li1ble tor w1ges was
origin1lly developed to [protect)
employees of private companies from
unscrupulous owners/directors. It has
virtually no applicability to public
companies where independent directors
representing the interests of shareholders
can no longer accept the risk, especially
given the restructuring that our economy
is under-going and the plethora of new
environmental legi1l1tion. In this regard,
my particular experience as a director of
PWA Corp, [was tbat) a potential wage
liability forced all directors to resign fro111
the subsidiary airline board. Had there not
been the good fortune of a holding
company which could become the sole
director of the operating sub, we could
have bad a disastrous situation. Directors
resigning, together with the additional
uncertainty, would not have been in the
interest of the corporation, its
sharaholders, employees, or any other
stakeholders.·
Herb Pinder, Jr., September 1993.

5.62 We are aware of only one circumstance where federal and provincial statutes
impose absolute liability on directors, i.e. the directors have no defence to liability,
regardless of fault. We are referring to liability for unpaid employee wages. We
believe that the imposition of liability upon directors without providing directors
with a due diligence defence is unfair and counter-productive to good corporate
governance. The existence of a due diligence defence will motivate a board to
establish a system within a corporation to ensure that the corporate conduct which
is the concern of the relevant law does not occur. The existence of the system is no
guarantee that the conduct will not occur but the system should substantially
reduce the risk. We also believe that the possibility of establishing a successful due
diligence defence in a claim against directors is a stronger incentive to implement
an appropriate risk management system than the prospect of the all or nothing
scenario created by an absolute liability offence. We recommend thatfoUowing the

review described above aO kgisl.atures should repeal kgisl.ation imposingpersonal
liability on directors which no longer serves the purposefor which it was enacted and
that legisl.ation not so repealed be amended, ifnecessary, to ensure directors are
provided an effecti.ve due diligence defence. The Committee has written to the
appropriate officials within each of the federal and provincial governments to draw
this recommendation to their attention with the hope of achieving a fairer and
more constructive system of personal director liability in respect of corporate
conduct.
5.63 We did receive a suggestion that a cap be imposed upon the personal liability
of a director. We do not think a cap could be effectively implemented simply
through amendments to a corporation's governing statute. A cap would
require coordination amongst the jurisdictions imposing personal liability on
directors of a particular corporation - a practical impossibility. In any event,
we do not think a cap is necessary if the system is subject to examination and
reform as suggested above.
INDEMNIFICATION OF DIRECTORS

5.64 All directors should have a lively interest in enhancing the functioning of the
board. A board made up of committed individuals making judgments in the
corporation's best interests will, in addition to giving directors a better sense of
well-being, reduce the risk of personal liability.
5.65 To help minimize risk associated with potential personal liabilities of corporate
directors, Canadian companies often provide their directors with indemnities
and purchase insurance for their directors (typically called directors' & officers'
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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insurance, or "D&O insurance"). Canadian corporate statutes provide that
companies may indemnify their directors agajnst all costs, charges and
expenses reasonably incurred in respect of any civil, criminal or administrative
action. Unfonunately for Canadian directors, corporate indemnities and
directors' and officers' insurance will not shelter them from all personal risk
associated with their directorship. The cost of D&O insurance is rising. many
risks are excluded from the insurance coverage and the maximum amount of
coverage is limited. However, we note that the view was expressed to us by one
company which arranges D&O insurance that the effectiveness of a
corporation's system of governance will significantly influence the availability
and cost of insurance.

·11 is timt to rtwlsit dtt c.we11t tf Ult
professional director and a "9f-io11al
stand11d •f ca11 r1istd in tbt Lawroac•
R•11•n in 1917. It is I CHCo!'I wlliclt q
co111istan1 with tlle calls for 1ctiwe,
infomied. inllependut directors dewotinQ
their efforts to 110 more tllan 2 or 3
co'lJorations at 1 time ... Taking tho
soc11rities laws as e modol, a higher
profNsional studard of care (ind
co11st111tntly 1 lower tllrnllold of
1011eral liability) c..ld Ito cemlaintd with
1 ••• •ili..11co dete11ca.

5.66 Corporations cannot indemnify, and typically insurance companies will not
cover, corporate directors against costs incurred as a result of the director not
acting honestly and in _good faith with a view to the best interests of the
company and, in the case of criminal or administrative action that is enforced
by a monetary penalty, costs incurred as a result of the director not having
reasonable grounds for believing that his or her conduct was lawful. Also, it is
typical for directors' and officers' insurance to exclude coverage when costs are
associated with fines, imprisonment, dishonest behaviour by the director,
willful breach of faith, derivative actions or insolvency of the company.

In 1•i1 way it

w ..ld '''"°'s It• 11ossillle fll eliminate
dilfaratt 1tlt•• statatory ll11tilities which

may wtry wilt hawe uisH i11 tho W1ca11m
creat1d by die .xtr.-ly • - co-DI
law staadard of can.·

1'raf1uor Cally Jotdan. Faulty of Law,
MtSill lllfiwrsiry, Je"e ZZ. 19'4.

5.67 It is also critical to point out that an indemnity from a company is only as
good as the financial solvency of that company. While corporate indemnities
and directors' and officers' insurance help to reduce the increasing risk of
directors incurring personal liability, they are not complete solutions to the
problem.
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VI. CERTAIN GOVERNANCE
RELATED ASPECTS OF THE
FUNCTIONING OF THE BOARD
6.1 In this part we identify two additional functions of the board of directors
which contribute to effective governance. These functions are in addition to
the nominating function, described in Pan V.
6.2 The two additional board functions which we think contribute to effective
governance are the board's administration of governance issues within the
corporation and the board's administration of its relationship to management.
We believe that these functions can effecrivdy be performed by committees of
the board, or, in the case of a small board of directors, by the fu11 board,
absent members of management.

6.3 As we indicated earlier, our guitkline on the composition ofboard committees is
that they gmeraUy be matk up ofoutsitk directors, a majority ofwhom are
unreiaud directors. Requiring a majority of unrelated directors on board
committees simply carries forward the recommendation for a majority of
unrelated directors on the board. The inclusion of management on board
committees should be the exception rather than the rule reflecting our belief,
as discussed below, of the importance of the board being able to function
independently of management. Some corporations still have an executive
committee, which is a committee of the board which generally includes more
management or inside directors.
THE GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

6.4 We propose as our next governance guideline that each board expressly assume
responsibility far, or assign to a committee ofdirectors the general responsibility far,
developing the corporations approach to grwmumce is~s. For example, if a
committee is appointed or the responsibility is assigned to an existing
committee, the committee would be responsible for the corporation's response
to the governance guidelines set out in this Report. This function can be
readily assumed by the Nominating Committee whose role is central to good
governance.
6.5 This commictee would propose changes co the board of directors necessary to
respond to the governance guiddines. This committee would also he
responsible for the explanation to the investment community of the
differences between the corporation's governance system and the guidelines.
6.6 If the chair of the board is separate from the CEO, he or she might be an
appropriate person to chair the governance commitcee or the committee
responsible for governance matters.
6.7 The governance committee will not only be responsible for the approach of the
corporation to governance issues, but will also function as a forum for concerns
of individual directors about matters that are not readily or easily discussed in a
full board meeting. These matters could include the performance of
management or individual members of managemenc or the performance of the
board or individual members of the board. As an example, we are aware of at
least one corporation which regularly circulates a questionnaire amongst
members of the board seeking comment on the adequacy of the corporation's

-Ylle perf11r111aac;e of meny public
cotpora1io111 in Cen1d1 is alntady being
rovi•-d 1ot 1111ly by bo1rcl1 ud
n'8n•9amont. b111 by 11tltor HphiS1icated
coalTDI 1roup11ucb es llubn,
llondho lder1 1nd o1htr creditors.
sapplier1, 9ovar1mt111t r111l11or1, u1ion1,
1119enrzed special int81Hl 9roup1. 111d
sllarellolders wi111 de fai:to control.
nereforw, w1 would re·efflna our opinion
that eclclitienel le9i1l.tio1 or regulation is
11ot llKl&Hry. We elso emphasize 111•
rHpoasi~ility of 1ho Corporete Secretary
10 lie well lraioed •1111 infoflll•• Hd to
keep diract1111 well vetted on coiporate
voornance issue&.•
Tile l11sCitute of Ctl•rt•1ed Sec10C•riH
Hd Adlfli•istreton ;,, Ce11•d•,
Septemllet ZI, 1!1!13.

·A mea.gemell1 director is en i111111ortant
so1nc• of lnpat 111d perspective to ewery
co111mittee. Ta e111.1111 effry committee's
Independence It altoul4 at IH&I ~·
balanced or ovorwoi9llted by Hts.id•
directors. Thero is 1n implicetiu ift tile
Draft Rep on tllat managemut tllr1ct11rs
so111ellow taiat • committee whn, ill fact,
they shnld •dd to tlle committee's
stre11gtti..• A m111a9omem director's input
ahoulcl ba viewed u en lllSlt, not a
liullity. If it ia tlle latt1r, then 1111 boucl
11111t qaestion wllether it is effactivelr
co Htillrted."
Ro••ld G. Gr..ne, Chairman,
Rensi$SHC8 Ensrg, Ltd,.
Deco111ter 7, ftf4.

"Tiie Corporate Governance Committee Is
not a type of Executive Committee with
doci1io11-111akin9 111tllority, It is
exclusively a tool of 1"1 Boerd, •tl•i1in9
end aupponi119 Directon i11 tll1 effecti•e
epplie11iom of Histing corpora1e
govemonca principles. In coav..in1
spacial sesaions of Directors to review
t111 Board Agenda and such othlr matters
as Diroclors •HY deem approprlete, in
tocilita1i11g arr1n90111en11 for Directors'
illfermation nuds. ind in bHchm1rlting
1ed adaptin1 best practices, 11
1p11roprt1to to tlle 111od1 1tnd i11tere11& 11f
the B111k and i1s st•keholdera:
Ro,al B•nlc of C•nad11,
Re,ort of lll• Cotpot•te Sor•rnHu
Com111itffe, Jaly 6,

Jnt.
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approach to governance. The questionnaire identifies concerns from lack of
timeliness of distribution of board materials to concerns about the composition
of the board. Any concerns are fielded by the chair who is responsible for
devdoping the response. We recognize that assessment of management may be
the responsibility of the Human Resources Committee and the as~ment of
individual directors may be the responsibility of the Nominating Committee.
The important principle, of course, is that these responsibilities be assumed by
one or more committees of the board.
"If they [the directon) believe th•t the
CEO, or his depertment heds, are
SUHHliD9 COUfHS of •ctiOll th1t 1re
detrimental to the interests ol the

6.8 Any concern that the governance committee or the nominating committee has
the real power of the board and therefore creates two classes of directors can be
addressed by providing for rotation of membership through the committees.

sbereholders, titer 11to11ld pretest 18d.
evH ii tbe vete goes against tire protnt.
sboul d I 11 ist 011 being recorded in the
miR11tes 11 1 contre nte. So111eti1111s 1111
prestige and 9oodies ol being a director
everco•e personal coucience i 1 th1se
matters. sometimes tbe member does not
anderst.ad tbe implicatio11s in the
figures, sometimes he has been so busy or
i1dilferent that he hid not reed the
111in11te1 ud his vote is a nothiDI in ter..a
ol intelligent decision makieg."
Doralllen B. Smart.

RELA'TIONSHIP OF 'THE BOARD 'TO MANAGEMENT

6.9 Many of the responsibilities of the board are delegated by the board to
management. We noted earlier the importance of the key participants in the
corporate governance process, i.e. management, the board and the
shareholders, not confusing their respective responsibilities. At the board level,
it is important that the board not participate in the day-to--day management of
the business of the corporation. Involvement in day-to-day management may
be required in exceptional circumstances but as a general matter it is
inefficient, destructive of good management, and precludes the board from
discharging its obligation co take a longer term view of the direction of the
corporation.

Aufa$1, f"3.

"A good board abould fuacrion aa the

CEO's so11ndi119 board eitd counnl, tit•
critic•I role being 111 raise the red flag
ab out anr uoforesan probI 1111,
opportunity. risk or "what ii." The

6.10 On the other hand, the board must not be passive and simply react to
management proposals. A.board must question, scrutinize and be active in
fulfilling its role of monitoring management. One of the problems in the past
was that some boards were too accepting of the views of management. There
must exist a healthy tension between the board and management that ensures
that management views are questioned and tested.

es1111tial 1bility tor eny 1xcel11nt director
is to have wot 111ipt b• described as.
well developed "quarterback complex."
lh 1 attitude of t1kin1 u1tim1t1
responsibility for spotting and correcting
probI ems or taking advantage of
opportunities tbet are not picked 11p by
oth11s. To ggvera mHns ta take

rupo11s ibflity for tit• lrit issues 111~
problems ud to lead in takiAg d1clsigns
and i11iti1tives."

OaHld Tbi•, B11sineu O••nerly,
Aulumn Jnf.

6.11 A key principle to the effective functioning of a board of directors is that it be
able to function independently of management - and fed comfortable doing
so. There should be an adequate degree of independence and a process or
practice in place to allow directors to meet and actively exchange views. In the
absence of this ability, a board cannot effectively assess the direction of the
company and the performance of management - one of the board's principal
responsibilities.
6.12 We r«ommmd as our next governance guideline that the board, together with the

CEO, develop position tkscriptions for the board andfor the CEO, involving the
definition ofthe limitr to management's responsibilities. In addition, the board
should approve, or develop with the CEO, the corporate objecti.ves which the CEO
is responsible for meeting. This function could be performed by a committee of
the board with subsequent board approval. We believe that it is important for
the board and management to undertake the exercise. The allocation should
recognize the dynamic nature of the relationship necessary for the corporation
to adapt to changing circumstances. There will be no one correct prescription
for the allocation of responsibilities; it will depend upon the circumstances of
each corporation. The allocation of responsibility can be expressed by defining
the limits to management's authority on the assumption that corporate action
beyond this authority is the responsibility of the board.
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BOARD MUST BE ABLE TO FUNCTION
INDEPENDENTLY OF MANAGEMENT
SEPARATE CHAIR AND CEO

6.13 Many believe that the principal measure of the nature of the rdarionship
which exists between the board and management is whether there is a chair of
the board who is not a member of management. This issue was widely
debated in the submissions made to the Committee. Those arguing for
separation identify the inherent conflict of interest in having one person act as
chair and CEO. How can a board chaired by the most senior member of
management function independently of management and monitor and assess
management performance? On the other hand, it is argued that if one person
performs both roles, the chair/CEO has, in the words of one chair/CEO,
"nowhere to hide". Others argue that vesting the two positions in one person
may simply be a condition to recruiting the best CEO.
6.14 In our view, the board should be able to function independently of
management. This ability of the board is cencral to effective governance,
which requires the board to appoint and monitor management and which
creates the public perception that the board functions independently of
management. Perhaps the simplest means for implementing this guideline is
for the board to appoint a strong non--execurive chair of the board whose
principal responsibility is managing the board of directors. Although
appointing a non-aecutive chair is no guarantee of the board being able to
function independently of management we want to express a preference for
the board appointing a non-executive ch.air. We recognize that other means are
also available to achieve this objective. Therefore, we stop shon of mandating
a firm guiddine that the board appoint a non-executive chair. What is
important however, is that some strucrure be in place to facilitate the board in
functioning effectively independent of management.
6.15 STRUCTURES AND PROCEDURES TO ENSURE INDEPENDENT FUNCTIONING O F
THE. BOARD - We propose as our next ~line that every board shou/J have in
place appropria.te structures and procedures to ensure that the board can fonction
intkpmdmtly ofmanagemmt. An appropriate structurt would be to (i) appoint a
chair ofthe board who is not a member ofmanagement with responsibility to
ensure that the board discharges its responsibilities or (ii) adopt alternate means
such as assigning this rtsp<msibility to a committee ofthe board, such as the
governance committee, or to a director, sometimes referred to as the "lead director".
The chair, or the committee or other director assigned the responsibility, is
responsible for managing the processes ofthe board andfor msuring that the board
discharges the responsibilities we have previously defiMd for it. Appropriate
procttiures may involve the board m«ting on a regular basis without management
pmmt or may involve expressly assigning the responsibility fer administmng the
board's relationship to management to a committee ofthe board. The governance
committee, if one has been appointed by the board, would be an appropriate
committee to perform th.is function. Public perception of independence is
based both on the absence of rdationships between individual directors and
the corporation and the ability of the board to function independently of
management. One practice, which can improve the effectiveness of board
meetings, is for the board to meet with the CEO alone at the conclusion of
each meeting at which rime views can be exchanged as to what was good and
what was bad about the meeting. For example, we have heard the complaint
that directors fed constrained in their decision-making on a management

•Directors -st see 1heir role H more
lllH o 11Hrtorly visit to tM e_,HY for 1
11olito luoch H.i apd1to.•

Willi- J. Alfhrsu,

l'rf•i'o•t ,., C.E.O••
lnv.mou l'otrolHlfl Ltd••
Septembot 21. 1"3.

"Th• Alcon Boord bu i.koa tl1• •i•w thot
this monor should b•
under poriotlic
rew1w 01111 should not. therelore. be
Nendaf9d once and fer all. no pros llld
cons ef Hp•rati111 hove to be lllH•ured in
tho li1llt ef tll• u11111011f1 bu1inH1, tllo

••pt

1111••·••

co111tlt111.i oa 8lMI
ef tlle !turd ••
woll H . most critlc1lly, tit• ,.,....1;cy

•nd bac•1rnnd of th• lncumbHt CEO. All
tltsse molters will vary from time to time
ond it 11111t b• one of the prim• d1tiH of
111y ltOlrd to decide far Itself - a11d for die
cH1,aay it ,.,.....,. - whotller or not
Hp1rflJ01 is otlv-1•••1 t• its
shareholders.•

P. K. Pal, Vice Pro•i'nt
A/carr Alo•i•i• U.itll4, Aflfnt 29, 1'94.

·n1s l1oven1011cel cen1mittee'1 m111d.was nry MM4 Ht1 l11ci.t1et1 tile alllilority
to 11111•e reco....eallatiu1 tHc•nii•1:

ii Bem Dp•rlltions, incl1dl119 tn.11111ncy
of . .otinp a11tl

ce-itt•• stroct1ro;

ii) 8ear4 cet11p1itto1, size, Hlection ond
teHH of 4iroei.n:

Uil IMN asHHllellt. incllltling an
ol1me11t of iadivid1111 . .ia11er

Hl8Hll10nt;Hd

l\rl ovaluotien of tlto porfer• Hto of tllo
cllief executive officer:

Oonld J. O.Gt.,,di._ Sec,.r.ty,
Northem Telot:om Li111itff.
0$ttlrl,1t!lf.
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"In our experience, tile sep1r1tio11 of th
respoa.ibilitiu ef Culr•111 11111 Chief
Eucllti" Officer is more important tlt111
the •ppoi111111u1 of a ch•ir wlto ia not e
m1mher of man111me11t. We belien it is
more imporlant for the two offices of tile
ChinH1111d CEO te 01ent1 Ha closew11ki11 p1rt11111hi p where the
Ch1irmu·s primuy responsibility is for
el((ernal co11stit11ucit1, while equipped
with 1 day to day ew1re11u1 of i11t•r1111I
m11119e1we11t ull ib ope11tieH, aad tht
tiltn twe sniu officers worlt to1eth11
hni111 regard to tltei r differut primary
respa111illilitias. Thi separ1tion halpa
reinforce tlte distiaction bt1wu11 tlle role
of tll• boud nd tflat of MHate. .11, Htl
ltri111a1111ter SHH of 1ccout1bility
•f mangement to its boud a nd ol tile
llaiml to its shareholders.·

J.. Trt1vr1r ErtH. Cb1it1J1a11,
Brescan Limited. Sepremb•r 3D. 1994.

"The committee (1 goveruac• committee]
pr•posed would 90 a long way towerda
solving 1 m1jor proltlem in Caaedi•n
pubic corpo11tions whero tkr1 is 110
fer•at far 011tsida .iract1111 to precipit1t1
ch111oe om hi9hly se111itive issues widlout
appearing to conspire e9ei11st

management ... 11 is trae lllat Ille proposed
co111111in.1 woaflf hue e very lltavy
res,oailtifity ltecan1 it woalll be
expected to bead off din1ter when tlto
man in cberge ia either unwilling or
unable to do so. Bat it is also true tht
i1V1stors npect 11atshle directors to
1ccopttlris responsillilil)'."

Briao P. 0111111mo11tl. Vlca-Cilailflfarr,
ltidanlto11 GrH1t•llielh of C.uda
U.it11i,
1"3.

presentation if members of management remain in the boardroom during all
of the board deliberations.
6.16 As pan of the process of defining board and management responsibilities, a
job description should also be prepared for the chair of the board. A director
would not, simply by virtue of his or her appointment as non-executive chair,
be characterized as a related director.
6.17 The corporation will be required to discuss its manner for handling the
board's relationship to management in its annual disclosure concerning
corporate governance.
USE OF BOARD COMMITTEES

6.18 When the board appoints a committee it has to spell out the authority of the
committee, and in particular, whether the committee has the authority to aet
on behalf of the board or simply has authority to examine a particular issue
and report back to the board with a recommendarion. Authority to act on
behalf of the board should be the exception rather than the rule. Use of a
committee does not absolve the board &om responsibility for the committee's
work or decisions. The Committee will function primarily as a means for
examining an issue and for preparing a recommendation for full board action.
In circumstances where the board appoints the committee to provide a
focussed response to issues raised by acrivicy of the corporation, e.g. the
environmental committee, the committee may have authority to make some
decisions which bind the board. In circumstances where the committee is
constituted with independent directors for a specific reason, e.g. to review a
related pacey transaction, the committee will normally have the power to make
the decision whether the uansaetion is in the corporadon's best interests, and
will simply report its decision to the full board.
6.19 This Report has identified particular functions to be performed by the board
rather than proposing specific committees of the board. Most boards will
delegate many of these functions co committees of the board. In addition to
the audit committee which is required. to be established by law, typical issues
to be ddegated to committees of larger public companies will include:
(j)

nominating directors, assessing the effectiveness of the board and the
contribution of individual directors - nominating committee;

s.,,.,.,,,, '·

"801rll1ofdirecten1111111 llave tha 1bility
to H.arcisa all supervisory

resp1111$lbilitin indajlandent ol any unlfH
influence by m..•91111111 ud while tll•

(ii) corporate objectives, assessment of management, compensation of
management- human resources and compensation committee;
(iii) governance of the corporation - corporate governance committee or
nominating committee; and

Institute 19rus witfl the aepar8tio11 iw
,rl•cifill, 0111 ltac to realize th1l
sa,.retion of the two rolt1 is by 110 mean

e guarantee of board indep81ldanca."

7111 lutilm et Co1porate Di,..ctors,
Sept1mller 1"4.

(iv) internal control and management information systems - audit
committee.
A number of corporations have achieved efficiencies in the application of
board resources by renaming the nomination c.ommittee,' the governance
committee which retains the responsibilities of the nomination committee,
assumes the responsibilities of the governance committee and the
·
responsibility described in paragraph 6.15 of ensuring that the boa.rd is
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functioning effectively. The board may also appoint other committees
depending upon the nature of its business, e.g. environmental committee,
occupational health and safety committee, executive committee, etc. The
board will also appoint ad hoc committees as circumstances require, e.g.
independent committee to assess a rdated party transaction or a financing
committee to settle the final terms of a proposed financing.
The number of board committees will be a function of the size of the
corporation and the board. Smaller corporations will have fewer committees
with some
. of
, them
. ..having responsibility fur more than one area of the
corporanons actrvmes.

• ••• co111or1to 9ovorH11c1 is lleadotl in
tho dir1cti1n of tlll c"ation ud

0111powormont of a str1to9ii; 1aan111mont
.udit committH of outsitl• directors dlat

THE AUDIT COMMITTEE

-aid ovaluate and report on comp111y

6.20 We will add our suppon for the widdy-held view that the audit committee
should be composed of exclusively outside directors. We therefore propose as
our next guideline that the audit committee ofevery corporation should be
compo1ed only ofoutiide directors.

roa•lts ntl tllo ptrfon11uce of tlle CED
and Ills or Iler tt1111 in !he sam• mann.r
!hat tit• eudil co.. mitt. . ova lu1te1 ud
reports om lbe i •fogrity of tlte Ii nanci•I

6.21 We also endorse the Coopers & qbrand recommendations concerning the
audit committee:

Donald Th•in, Sawin••• a.an.rty,

The roles and responsibilities of the audit committee should be
specifically defined so as to provide appropriate guidance to audit
committee members as to their duties. The audit committee should
have direct communication channels with the internal and extunal
auditors to discuss and review specific isme1 as appropriak. The audit
committee duties rhould include oversight responsibility for
management reporting on internal control. While it is managements
responsibility to design and implemmt an effective system ofinternal
control it woul.d be the responsibility ofthe audit committee ro ensure
that management has done so.

attte111en1s. •

A11tam1r 1994.

"Given the co11plexity of gover11i119 major
co..,orllliG11s, the ability of Ilea,.
memlltrs to 1:011ceotTale in ant or two
areas helps to auare lht enlire IJ01rd
!hit deqmafl lllOftitoriDI is t8kiRg place,
This it accomplished throagh tho
functioain1 of boanl co-iu..a
compoaocl of ou11ide directors. Periodic
rotatio11 of .......,. lletwHll CD-iltHS
helps to t1Hf8 fresh ideu incl
objectivity and else helps to brHden the
tx11orlence of 1111 members.·

THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

6.22 Boards of directors have ·become much less rdiant upon executive committees.
Executive committees arc generally delegated all the powers of the board,
except for powers which can effect a fundamental change to the corporation.
The historical model of the executive committee comprised of the real
decision-makers within the board has virrually disappeared. We support this
trend. Executive committees tend to create two classes of directors, those on
the inside and those on the outside, with che result that those directors on the
outside may lose interest and feel little sense of accountability for corporate
decisions. In those corporations that do retain the executive committee, it is
not uncommon to automatically rotate membership on the committee so that
all directors know that they will be involved at some rime in the decisions of
the executive committee. As noted earlier, the composition of an executive
committee should satisfy our guideline concerning a majority of unrdated
directors on the committee.

Tha Socl•tr of Ma1raga111Ht Acco11ntanta
ofCanad•, Ocro6'1 15. 1113.

DIRECTOR LIABILITY FOR COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

6.23 We did hear a comment to the dfea that some directors refuse to sit on particular
committees, such as the audit or environment committees, because of a fear of.
heightened personal liability. If the committee has ~on-making authority (as
opposed co authority to examine and recommend) the members of the committee
Copyright © 1994 TSX Inc. All rights reserved.
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"Wltat has ID ba con1iderad is what bettor
i.1 tfor•1ti111 rHlly •Hna. 11 doH not
nece11arily mean 111ora
informati811 ... Wh1t l1 need•d is clur and
peninant i11fo1metlon. •

Tlur Y01lrM0111 PanHr•.
Limitu, Septemhr 11, 19f3.

"The re••irament of ensuring th1t
adeqv.te and proper i1fo1metion is made
aweilabla to th1 board is OH of thl Nost
important processes for effective
corpor1t.e govemanu. Thi rHlity of the
situation for 1 largo, diva11ifi1d
corpor1tio11 is th1t it needs 1 ch1ir1111
who has intiNate knowled11 of the
co•peny. H1 or she bas to knGw whit
iDfonution tho lloard needs to 1Hka
•iaality decisions and llow to 1et it. Tllis
would almost certainly be 111ore diffiult
tor a cbai naan who i• not tlta CE 0. An
independent chair1111D would havo to
HtaltIi111 and me intai 1 his or her own
lines ol communication in tbe comp1ny,
r.ep11at1and1part from t~• CEO. In the

real world, this would be excHdingly
difficult te do tor a p11son comi11 iato a
conlpuy from the o utaide. •

Ridard M. Tlio-011,
Cl/airman & Chief EJtOcuti110 Offitlff.

Thi Torotrto-DOM/11io11 Bent.
Octohr 3, fgH,

·11 eddition to the 111pon1ibilitl11 in
relation to corpor1t1 governance ariaiag
lro11 th• Committn rapon. it ia to b1
expected that tlte Cllai1 will in so1H
can• as111m1 • lilaited ran11 of
responsi bit ities to complement the CEO'•
locus. The incree11d scop1 of activities
ot the Cllair llowin1 term the Cammittee's
r•commend•tions 1nd tlte fMrther
development of the rel• nn b1 expected
to reH h in comp1ria1tion Hd afli ce
11ren11111111t1 that are d iflerent tro• tllHe
presently cu1to11111ily associated witlt a
director or comm itte• cllei r. and that are
co1111111nsu1te wit~ the commitNent
which will ba required tor tbe Cllair
positlom.·
lmoaco Limited, Octob1t 3,

rm.

will have increased exposure t0 liability under the corporate law for decisions made
by the oonunittee. Directors who are not members of the committee may not be
directly liable for decisions of the conunittee although the full board could also be
held liable for the decision to appoint the committee and the decision establishing
the tenns of the relationship between the committee and the full board and for che
manner in which they monitor the activities ofthe oonunittee. Personal liability
under partirular stakeholder statutes will often depend upon the director's ability to
establish his or her due diligence defence. Directors who are members of
c.ommiccees will be measured against a different standard than will directors who are
nor members ofcommittees in establishing their due diligence defence in respect of
corporate action falling wichin the authority of a board conunittee.
6.24 In today's environment, it is necessary for many companies to operate through
committees. While there may, as a practical matter, be some heightened
exposure, ir should be offset by procedures and systems which establish a due
diligence defence. A refusal by a director to sit on a committee because of fear
of increased personal liability should be viewed negatively in the assessment of
the contribution of the director to a board.
BOARD DEPENDENCE UPON INFORMATION

6.25 Nowhere is it truer than in the context of a board of directors that "information
is power". Individual directors do not have the time or resources to obtain
information from the corporation relevant to proposed board decisions. Further,
they cannot be certain of the information they do need or should ask for. The
directors are totally dependent upon others for information.
QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE INFORMATION

6.26 We also want to underline the importance of boards receiving information
that is not just historical or bottom line and financial oriented. The effective
board of directors will seek information that goes beyond assessing the
quantitative performance of the enterprise and looks at other performance
factors such as customer satisfaction, product and service quality, market
share, market reaction, environmental performance and so on.
6.27 The responsibility for meeting this need will generally fall to the chair of the
board. The chair will also have responsibility for setting the agenda for
directors' meetings. The chair will have primary responsibility for organizing
the information necessary for the board to deal with the agenda and for
providing this information to the directors on a timely basis. If the chair is also
the CEO, the board should have in place a procedure to ensure that its agenda
items are placed on the agenda. For example, the chair may be required to
review the agenda of each meeting with the chair of the governance committee
prior to settling the agenda.
6.28 We recommend that all boards specifically allocate the responsibility for
setting the board agenda and for organizing and circulating the information
relevant to the agenda on a timely basis. Although this responsibility appears
obvious, we were continually impressed by the anecdotal evidence of either
too little or too much information being provided to directors too late in the
decision-making process. A board which is foreclosed from making
constructive input into a corporate decision because the board is involved too
late should be expected to deal with management quite harshly.
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INDIVIDUAL DIRECTORS
ENGAGING OUTSIDE ADVISORS

6.29 Boards of directors do not necessarily act collectivdy and do not always achieve a
consensus on corporate decisions. The individual director who wishes to dissent
&om a board decision, believes that the direction the board is taking is wrong, or
is otherwise concerned about his or her personal liability for corporate actions
may want to better understand the proposed board action and understand the
implications of his or her dissent, and in some circumstanc.es may want to
consider other courses of action such as resigning from the board or making a
public statement. There are any nwnber of circwnstances in which an
individual director will want to obtain outside advice. A director, we bdieve, will
function more effectively if the director knows that he or she has reasonable
acc.ess to his or her own experts. We support the right ofindi.vidual directors to
engage outside advisors, at the expense ofthe corporatWn, in appropriate
circumstanctr. To impose some discipline upon the engagement ofoutsitk experts, we
recommend that the engagement by an individual dirtctQr ofan outsitk expert be
subject to the approval ofan appropriate committee ofthe board.
6.30 To alleviate any management concerns that this right could be abused, the
engagement of outside advisors should be done with the full knowledge of
management. The engagement of outside advisors should be for the purpose
of assisting the director in overseeing management of the corporation and
should not be for the purpose of enabling the director to participate in day-to.day management of the business.
6.31 Outside advisors would include lawyers, public accountants, financial advisors
and so on. Public accountants, as one of the potential outside advisors, have
particular responsibilities in that, when they serve as auditors, they are
required to report directly to the shareholders. Accordingly, they have
extended potential liability in respect of such reporting whjch goes beyond
that normally appHcable to other advisors. The concerns that we have
expressed above relating to the expansion of personal liability of directors also
apply to the civil liability of advisors. It is ultimatdy coooterproductive to ask
advisors to carry unduly onerous liabilities because ultimately these will
imperil the ability of the corporation to obtain timely and effective advice.

Ille,. II•• recHtly llee11 a tntd towaris
boards of directors obtai11i11g l11d1pend1nt
fiH11ci1I 11d l19al advice 1111d1r
appropri1te circ11111StHces. nch 11 thse
cont1mpl1ted by Oatario Policr $tateD1e11t
9.1. I ucou111ge this Ind. I llelieH tnt
directol'1J 1flould have the abililY ta retain
dvic• l•d•fh4Ht ef 1111H9e111ent
whe111Vilr they consider it approp1i1ta,
incl1di1g, but not limited te, die
circ~mstancn

contemplated •r 011tuio

Policr Statement 9.1. nesa
circa-tuc11 cHld i•clll4• relate•
party trusactions, questions of th•
de41111cy of he diligaRCI aumi111tio11&
in public i11ues ind tfla 111latlo11s
ltetw1e11 th• c•i.t exec ative officer and
"• comp.ny. How•Ylr, oace •tei• th
board shoald limit it$ role tu 1111 rewiaw of
IUHt•Melll actiwitin wti.re that i1
naceuary and shoald not duplicate tlle
advice rec:ei.,ed br 111aa1ement unlns it
ii strictlr Ill C8SHry:

Willl.n1 R. Milt1s, Lad111r Down,

S1prambar 16, 1Sf3.

6.32 We note the increasing concern being expressed by some outside advisors,
particularly public accountants, about the liabilicy issue, and we also note that
the incidence of lawsuits and claims against such advisors is escalating. In
some cases, the institution or the threat of institution of a lawsuit can be
damaging to such persons even if the lawsuit ultimacdy is not successfuJ. The
danger of liability chill in these circumstances would be counterproductive to
the effective discharge by directors of their responsibilities. The estabHshment
of appropriate limits to this liability is beyond this Committee but it is an
issue which should receive further consideration. We note that the problem of
professional liability is one that is being addressed in other jurisdictions; for
example in Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States, where
governments and government agencies are reviewing possible solutions.
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VII. SHAREHOLDERS IN THE
GOVERNANCE PROCESS
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE
BOARD AND SHAREHOLDERS

7.1 The intimacy of the relationship between the board and management
generally does not exist between the board and shareholders even though the
directors are elected by and are ac.countable to the shareholders. The
important exception is the significant shareholder who sits on the board.
Apart from this circumstance, the allocation of decision-making authority
between the board and shareholders is generally not an issue. Decisions made
by shareholders relate to the election of directors, the election of auditors, and
generally to fundamental changes to the corporation's constitution or business.
Good governance also requires shareholder votes in circumstances where the
board of directors may he interested in the transaction. Shareholder votes may
be mandated by the governing corporate law, securities commission policy
statements, etc. Periodically, a shareholder advisory vote will be conducted by
a board in respect of a matter on which the hoard seeks shareholder views,
although the results of the vote do not technically bind the hoard and are
simply for the board's guidance.
7.2 The effectiveness of the proxy solicitation process and the shareholder meeting
as a forum for shareholders to express their views is open to question but is an
issue which the Committee does not propose to address in any detail. We note
that shareholders and corporations recognize the limitations of the
shareholders meeting and are becoming more creative in exchanging views.
We do, however, want to discuss the importance ofshareholder involvement
in corporate governance and the importance of the information upon which
shareholders rely in making investment decisions.
7.3 We note that shareholders are becoming more effective in influencing
corporate decisions, not so much the decisions relating to the business, but the
decisions relating to the structure of the corporation, such as the share
structure and the response strategy to unsolicited take-over bids. We also
detect a concern of shareholders relating to board composition and the
willingness of boards to monitor and independently assess management.
Effective governance depends heavily on the willingne~ of the owners to
behave like owners and to exercise their rights of ownership, to express their
views to boards of directors, and to organize and exercise their shareholder
franchise if they do not receive a satisfactory response.
SHAREHOLDER - CORPORATION
LINES OF COMMUNICATION

7.4 Effective corporate governance also depends upon a vital shareholder
community. The vitality is usually reflected in the shareholder's interest in the
affairs of the corporation and in many circumstances, the shareholder's
willingness to make its views concerning corporate activities known to the
corporation. As the holdings of the larger shareholders have grown, they
recognize the limitations in disposing of their holdings or reducing their
holdings as a response to poor corporate performance. Instead, these
shareholders are opening lines of communication with corporations and are
seeking to establish a dialogue which can be used as a basis for expressing
views on a broad range of corporate activities.

"OMEftS believes that co,,orale
governuce In CHadin l)ublic
c 0111.,anlu i 1 not very effective pri muilr
becauH thue are to• many instances
where th• boenl of directors is not
de111onstr1tin1 thet ii Is, in fact directing
th• corporation and providing 1deqa1te
accountability to 111 allareholders
equally. OMERS further f•els v1ry strongly
lb1t 1h11ellolder1tllemHlvas111¥1 a d1ty
to make Ill• ir tee Iiags kn own to ll1e
Boards of c1mpanies in which tller ue
1h1rellolde11 and not simptr to senior
management."
01111 E. Ricllmoad. Presidttnt Iii C.E. O..

o,,111rio llllHicip11I Et11p/Oftl/IS R•tinm•Rl
Ba.rd, Saptemllor .JO, 1!1!13..

"Conti•enu in i:o,,orate gow1m1nce will
lihlr r1qulre tllat 1over111nc1 become
mor1 tran•l)•renl to shire holden and
othl r impon1nt Sllkeho lders H c II as
emplorees, regul11ory bodies, co11sam1rs,
cr1d itors, etc.•

C1n•di11n Co,,,pr1lleasiro A11ditiltg
h1111d1tion. September tm.

• ... we are mor1 tad more witnessing an
iMr. .se i11 i111tit1tion1I inestor1
presence.'"' hs led to incrusld
ectlvi1111 011 tl11ir l)ert for p1rposes of
pro1tcting tl11ir lon1·tu111 interuts.
Tbse inweston llHI lleco11e 1p1cialists
an• analysts wllo can onrpowu sn11ller
isolet•• •ll1r1hold1rs ultimately leadi119
to thl indirect man.9em111t of the
corperati111. However, Illis hu the
ldwuta91 of enco11r19in9 man19em111t to
better perfoflll due to a lllghlr d19rH of
soplllsti catio11 an tlll put of Illes•
1ll1rellold1Fs. Tiie coming to tll• torment
of tll•se inw"'9n b111llifted the foe~• of
corpolllt• 1 c i:ountalli Iity from stock
muket di1ci pIi H t• tll1 ex Isling
9overn111c1 stHcture.·

Holli• H1rris,
Chi/nun, Presid111! 11nl CEO.
Air C•n•do. Seprembfr Z. UJJ.
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• ..• we hew n.ticed an i11cr11n i• •••
1i9aificance of the instit•lionel i11veator
es I nereltoldet ii o•r l'fHimlon. The
implic1tio111 of ltevi11 seriou lu1 term
"owners· involved wtio may upreH

7.5 In addition to information required to be published by corporations through
annual reports, information circulars, timely disclosure releases, etc.,
corporations can also disseminate information through meetings with analysts.
Larger shareholders who employ analysts will seek periodic meetings with
corporations to obtain more detailed knowledge of information than is already
on the public record. Analysts employed by market intermediaries will have
the same access to the corporation and will reflect these discussions in
commentaries available to investors.

view• aad 111ert i11flue11u on corpont•
direction CH be lteneflcial. Loni tel'lll
i8Hlt0n CH It• ••,. COllliltollt thll Ille
i11flHnce of• multitud1 of tllort term
lmrlltOn wh1 seldo.. exlfrus their vi._
01 ofter 1dvin only tllroqll t11i• form1 I
pruy 1Dlicit1tloa pn1cen. The long term

7.6 We heard from many institutional shareholders of their desire to better
understand the business of the corporations in which they have invested in order
to improve the quality of their investment decision-making. We also heard from
a number of CEOs that they also want to be able to treat significant
shareholders more like "partnersn. In other words, they want their shareholders
to better understand the business of che corporation. Their pwpose is to create a
more stable shareholder base. They believe that shareholders will be willing to
maintain their shareholding and take a longer term view of their investment if
they have a better understanding of the corporate strategy. The objectives of che
investors and CEOs appear to be quite compatible. We encourage this
relationship provided two issues are properly addressed.

-••r hes e tr•eter potutial to lte ea
effectiH -nltor of cor11orat1
performance which c11lll It• cHducive to
9re1tor efficiency 111d co..petitiHn- in
Hr or9aniietion."
Sri.a I. MR#eill,
l'rnldent ead Cliiel Encati'lfl Officer,
tlffflpll'liKil/ l'i,1 U . . ~t- ltre~

$1pl•ml11r ...

rm.

7.7 The information which a corporation typically provides to an investor should
not qualify as undisclosed material information about che corporation. The
information should generally provide background to a previously disclosed
corporate initiative or may simply be more comprehensive information about
che business of the corporation. Neverthdess, che first issue which has to be
addressed is to ensure chat the information does not qualify as undisclosed
material information. On the rare occasion when an investor is provided
material undisclosed information "in the necessary course of business", the
issuer has to be satisfied that the investor will not use the information to trade
securities of the issuer until the information is generally disclosed or is no
longer material. The investor has to agree to abide by these terms.

"ln1tl111tio1al sllareholdan already own•
lerte jlOrtiOll of tile HtltHdill lhllll OI
C.n..ien corporatio111, Hjlacielly whit
are COHilllfed "l•ree cap" stocks... th"•
holdln11 will i•cnase ai1nific1ntly in tit•
feblre. as well. Given ltl• ralathrely smell

•••itJ

size ot tile Cen. .ien
•artlet 111d
tll• CD111t111 CHh flow into pHaioa f11d1,
it is 1111woidalll• tlllat th- i11Ututlona
will lleco..e 10111 term l11veaton, i.1.
owners in tllHe corporetion1. H there is •
,.rty tllat cH tlfactively iafluuce tlle
lhlpt of COfjlOlat8 1ov•mHCe in C.n1d1
in 11neral and 11pecltlc c1rp1r1tiH i1
particalar. it 11 tllen la'llstlfl

7.8 Second, the same opportunity should be available to all shareholders,
although, as a practical matter, the opportunity for shareholders generally to
obtain material information may have to await more general disclosure. How
corporations accommodate small shareholders may require some creativity but
at the very least corporations should be as accessible to analysts of brokerage
houses as they are to the analysts of the large institutional investors.

m11e

th1-..lwea. .•
Task force W••ld
i1dlcet.e its eell'lictle11 that slta,111, tit•

9011m1nce of a 1i1111cor11oration111d
lttldi•t tlte Boerd 1ccoa1tlllll1 111 tasks

tll•t HlllOt be ICCO•,liabed witltlMlt th•
ecUft perticipetion 11 tit• iastilll1iHal
slr1,.lt.o ld1n.•

7 .9 In support of two-way communication berween corporations and their
shareholders, each corporation s~ould have in place a corporate policy for
dealing with communications from investors. For example, inquiries received
by directors from shareholders may be referred to particular officers of the
corporation depending upon the nature of the inquiry. We believe it is
important that corporations facilitate shareholder feedback rather than, as is
che case in the eyes of some corporations, regarding it as a nuisance. In times
of corporate stress, however, the conventional policy for dealing with
shareholder inquires may not be appropriate, because direct relationships
between directors and significant shareholders may open lines of communication which may be useful in the circumstances.

Dr. Jolltr T. l'or. l'r••idetrt.
C.,._lf A,,li•d /111•. .rd lttt.
Ao111sr 111, llN.
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7.10 The boa.i:d will want to ensure chat it receives an ongoing repon from the
responsible officer or director of comments or concerns expressed by
shareholders to the corporuion. The system for responding to shareholder
communications should ensure chat information is not provided to any
particular shareholder chat is not generally available to all other shareholders.
7.11 Pan of the suc:ces.s realized by investors in increasing their degree of influence
on corporations is as a result of initiatives taken by these investors to have a
more organized., coherent and broadly-based approach to corporate issues
through institutional shareholder bodies organized by the shareholders. One
of the ~ of particular focus of investors in the last several years has been the
manner in which corporations are governed. An imponant objective of our
recommendations is to require corporations to provide investors with more
information concerning the governance of the corporation.

"Effectiwe aflarehulders will kaap

111....,.,.. illfttMe• a11H1

cet,..1•

1•verHnce IHUH. not shrink fro11 Hy
ecliwlst rel e and maae1e their 11ro11y •DM•

In order to pretect stack ew11trni11 ritlltt
fro111 eruion. •

P.a.itllf ,,,,..,,.,.,,, Anot:lolieo fl
&0111'•· s.,1..Ur Z7, fin, PIAt

Cof1t0nte Sorem•m:• lload•rll.

"We beliHO ii ii 1111Hf8111elt"1
raspntilNlity w ettaltlith 1••cl
co111111u1icatloH wldl ti" nmp1ny"1
tlterellelders •nd would expect me1t

RELIABILITY OF CORPORATE INFORMATION

7.12 For the investor community to be vital, it must be confident of the accuracy
and currency of the information base upon which it must rdy. We have the
distinct sense that concerns c::x.ist about the ongoing disclosures of public
companies. The concerns focus both on the timeliness of the release of
information and upon the content of the releases. We observed in Part IV that
one of the principal responsibilities of the board of directors is communicating
with shareholders. The decision as to when information should be released is
one of the most difficult decisions facing a board coping with an evolving
transaction or changing set of circumstances within the corporation. However,
we regard the decision as to the riming of release of the information as of
paramount importance in building shareholder confidence in corporate
management.

1h1111h1lder1 to ce•t1c1 ••Ht-••1 witll
1heir questio11$ or conc1rnt. at least in

1119 firtt i111tnce. If• 11t1rah1lder foullll
1111na1•111ent 1nre1ponsive, die
1lt11111talder weul• .rill be frH ID
c•-lc.t• wl11111le d irecters."

·1nstitll1iODI m•Y Wlftl •n• Uli••· tll•
majority sllereholder •nother. Tllete twe

1r01p1 h'IVt a 119•f dH I 1f pe-r llut tile
board mast 1fill i:on1ider end •r•l•ct Ill•

7.13 Our provincial securities laws spell out the rules concerning the timing and
content of disclosure concerning the affairs of a public company. In general
terms, there are two types of disclosure, i.e. prospectus disclosure and
continuous disclosure. The prospectus is the most comprehensive disclosure
document and its accuracy is certified by the corporation and the board of
directors. The directors, in addition to the corporation, are liable for any
misrepresentations contained in the prospectus although the directors have
available a due diligence defence.

later•tts ef its other cu1titue111 lndividu•I 1huellolder1, debt holders,
cu1to111en. government, the coaimunlty. I•
tH llHY 1itllati0Bt ted•y tllia ll1l11chtt
of interests does not exist. We 1111
atron9ly ag•inst providint or 1Howi19 t1
exist uy 1peci1l ritllts or privil•tH hr
1i9nlflcant 1h1111ltolders, wfletller they be
h11tit11tin•l sllereflohle,.. or m•j•rlty
own1r1 of cloaely-lleld public co1111111ies.

7 .14 Our continuous disclosure system includes timely disclosure releases regarding
material changes, as well as quanerly and annual reports. There is no statutory
civil liability attaching to the decision as to the timing of the publication of a
timdy disclosure rdease. In addition, no statutory civil liability attaches to the
content of the timely disclosure or quanerly or annual reports, with two
exceptions, i.e. issuers undertaking securities offerings in the short form
system and issuers who are registered in the United States. The short form
system, which is most often used to market securities subject to a "bought
deal", depends upon the use of a shore-form prospectus which incorporates by
reference previously released continuous disclosure reports. The short-form
prospectus and the material incorporated by reference are required to be
certified as constituting full, true and plain disclosure of all material facts
concerning the issuer. In circumstances where materials from the continuous
disclosure file are incorporated by reference in a shore-form prospectus,
statutory civil liability attaches not only to the short-form prospectus but to

In tlli11ita.iion di,.cton Ila-. 1h•
diffiult t••k ef forci11 •• •11•11 nd
c111did discussion of their role ud
rHpnai bility in tile presence •f b1tlt
111111e9ement 1nd the ••ior 1brdef. .r
11111111 m1na1ement is 9iven • clur
••fen1altlli•I end explicit diractien •n
lb relationship witll Ill• directors.·

J.S. ll1111os, S.1tior Vi11•·Prosido11r.
Gonrol Cffeul, NOVA Corp11r1tiD11 ef

A16ott•,

s.,,..,..,

31.
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the material incorporated by reference. The civil liability does not relate to the
timing of any timely disclosure rdeases. In addition, a Canadian issuer which
has offered securities to the public or is listed in the United States will be
exposed to potential civil liability under U.S. laws.
7.15 We also note the difference becween personal director liability for financial
statements included in a prospectus, on the one hand, and liability for
quarterly unaudited financial statements as they are released, on the other. In
the former case there is a well established process, including the involvement
of the outside auditors for verifying the accuracy of the statements. In the
latter case, the external auditors are not necessarily or fully involved and the
question arises as to why should directors assume personal liability for the
content of the statements. We are sympathetic to the position of the directors
in these circumstances and are concerned about the impact of an extension of
liability for quarterly financials to individual directors.

"In recent ye.,s. with th• recHsion.....y
p•lllic c-pe11les ill Cu1d• lllwe
uperienced financial difficulties. ht
some cases, lnfon...tion ao II" Htent at
prelll••• 11•• •""slow ta came. In other
casas, camp1niu have been premat•re in
nportin1 th•t problems hne beu
overco1111. Senr1 I hn• presented their
circ111at1nc1S in too positive 1 light.
Ultimately, wh11 the rHlicy llec•-•
•Jlparent. 1h1r1laoldera IHI tfler hive

7.16 We stop short of actually recommending legislating civil liability for the
timing and content of releases concerning material changes. We agree with the
pruposal ofthe Chair ofthe Ontario Securities Commission in his j anuary 25,
1994 remarks to the 1994 Corporate Secretaries Congress, enti.tkd "Making
Continuous Disclosure Work Better ~ that the issue ofkgislated civil liability in
respect oftimely and continuous disc/o;ure should be put back on the policy
agenda. We applaud the appointment by the TSE of a committee to explore
disclosure issues relating to listed companies The timeliness and quality of
information is not only critical to efficient capital markets but also to effective
corporate governance.

beumisled."
Tb1 Bo.nl of Tr1t/1 of M1t1opolitan

Toro•to. S1pl'9111Hr 21. 1993.

"G111er1lly mena1ement reacts negatively
ta e proposal. P11h1ps thBy SH it as
callfre•tatie111I. Perhaps they dislike
public di1c1111ion .... It sums to us th1t a
role exists for thl laerll as sltlrnol4er
••1Wes11t1tivn in exarni11in1 shlrellolder
propeuls .... II is important to k11p in
111i1tl diet tlle ••jarity af smll
slaereholders llo not attend annual
111uti n11 0111' ire un Ii h ly to do th 1 th i111s
yH $Ufl HI in 7.3. Th 1 propo11 I for lhe 111
provillu opport1mity to c0Mid11 a
q11utioo with saliut u1111H1'Cs 11111 the11
"bela•we like owners". Hopef11lly then in a
futYre redrafting a reference to the
boarll's rn,onailtility lo f.acilitete
communication •moa91hareholdera
tllro111 h advice oo propoa1 Is ca YId lie

7.17 We expressed our concerns in Part V about che extent of the use of personal
liability of directors as a means of influencing corporate conduct and
recommended a review of the legislation imposing personal liability and
amendments to this legislation in some circwnstanccs. In light ofthese concmzs
we would not support any recommend4tibn to kgislate civil liability ofdirectorr for
timely and continuous disclosure, unkss our gen"ai recommendatWn concerning
civil liability ofdirectors is also accepted and impkmented.
7.18 In addition, any statutory measure to impose civil liability on directors must be
fair to the board and take into account the concerns we expressed in Pan V
concerning personal liability of direcrors for corporate conduct. While we might
support a statutory provision imposing civil liability on directors for the content
of continuous and timely releases, we have difficulty supporting civil liability of
direcrors for the timing of releases. One of the most difficult decisions
corporations face is the timing of releases concerning material changes in the
affairs of a corporation. The market can be harmed both by premature and late
disclosure. The corporation is liable for the timing of releases. We believe that
requiring boards to approve all timely disclosure releases would be
counterproductive. Mobilizing a board on a timely basis co approve the content
and timing of a release will not be possible for many corporations. Any
extension of liability to the board will have co be carefully considered in the
context of the larger objective of timely and accurate disclosure.

•.,.,,.$&....

W.B. Dnis, Coortli111tD1.
Taslrfon:e on the Cb1111:b11s & Co1porat11
ll11&po11sillilitr, July 14, 1JJ4.
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VIII. IMPLEMENTING THE
GUIDELINES
8.1 We recommend that every company incorporated in Canada. or a province of

Canada. whose shares are tratkd publicly in Canada. be required to disclose on an
annual basis its approach to corporate governance. The disclosure - a "Statement
ofCorporate Governance Practices,.- should be made in the corporations annual
report or informa&Wn circular. When we say disclose its approach to corporate
governance, we mean a description of the corporation's system of corporate
governance with reference to the guidelines that we have proposed in this
Repon and, where the company's system is different &om the guidelines, an
explanation of the differences. We expect the discussion would be relatively
brief but would address at least the following points:

·w, recommHd thlt tll1 TSE C••mittl•
give rec:ogniti.. im i1$ Report ta 1•1 val••
of compl'lhH•l11 cor,or1t1 9ov1rwa•c•

polici11 for boards of di111ctors aa a

Ill••

meeaa of ll1lpln1
tv •Ht tile
challenges of co"orat1 gowemanco emd
11 4onlop proud11re• Qat wlll p11tect

diroctorg from liability. Every bHrd et
dlreclon shHld b• stloatly 111co111111•d

to adopt a compr1fl.nsiV1 and well
d1V1loped co!porate governance policy.
The mnner of w1iting ud implemnting

• Mandate of the board, which should set forth duties and objectives

tile 11id• s llould be left • • lo eec• boll'd

HitHllfit.•

• The composition of the board, whether the board has a majority of
unrelated directors and the basis for this analysis; if the company has a
significant shareholder whether the company satisfies the requirement for
fairly reflecting the investment of minority shareholders in the
corporation and the basis for this analysis

• If the board does not have a chair separate from management, the
strucrures and processes which are in place to facilitate the functioning of
the board independently of management

Can•dlan B•nbrs A11oci•ti111.
Oece•bftr. 1993.

"We believe it ia l11ponant for 1
co,,oratiotl'• stalttllol••rs to be 1bl1 to
ascertain a11d und1rstand 1 comp11y'1
corporate g0Hmuc1 p•ll.aophy.
Accordingly, each compeny, u part of Its
goHmHc• atelHllnt, should be reqaired
to

outline the valuts, stud1rd1 ud

• Description of the board comminees, their mandates and their activities

principles tllll mnd•rlie ill 9ov1rn1nce

• Description of decisions requiring prior approval by the board

duties, 011tlining tile performence alld

• Procedures in place for recruiting new directors and other performanceenhancing measures, such as assessment of board performance

directors, should be p1bli1fled ...

policy. Id addition, a statemHt 1f dlr.ctar

• Measures for receiving shareholder feedback and measures for dealing
with shareholder concerns
• The board's expectations of management

•thlcal ateadarda r•~t1l19tl •f ldividaal

Continin1 on tll• theme of disclosure. we
belieVI it wo11ld •• h•lpf1l If comt1anie1
discloHd, prabeblr in th• annual report.
the type nd numb11 of boartl C•1WRrittH1.
th9ir 111and1te, and tlla frequency of
me1tia9s held..

J. Ricb1t1 Finlay Htl Parl1Jel'$,

TSE LISTING REQUIREMENT

Saptembar 1994.

8.2 Perhaps the most practical way to make the disclosure requirement applicable to

the largest number ofpublic companies incorporated in Canada or a province of
Canada is to retpmt the TSE to adiJpt the discilJsure obligatWn as a listing
requirement. In delivering this Report to the TSE, we wiO request consideration
by the Exchange ofthe adoption ofsuch a listing requirement. We will also request
the TSE to discuss with other Canadian exchanges the extensi1m ofthe listing
requirement to companies listed on those exchanges.
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• ... Wh•th11 or Ht Ille gui do lines about d
IHI ...o lty oppIicollI• to Iorgo and 11111It
corpor9tioM or who111or, io foct, inillolty
they slloutd only be eppliod to Ille larger
TSE co111p11ln. This in11, •1•in, would
111111 ti torn on whether mo 1uid11i1e1
will bo 11S1d H 1 coinpliHCO standud
ro111irin1 • lleais for oxptelnin1 w11, a
corpor1tion is not 111Hti 19 111om, or
wtleftor they will It• ll°'kdrop 1gel nst
which 1 corporation will d11crille w~ot In
feet it is doiog."

THE GUIDELINES ARE POINTS OF REFERENCE

8.3 We are not, as we stated at the outset, recommending that public companies
be required to comply with the guidelines which we have developed in this
Report. We recognize that each company should have the flexibility to develop
its own approach to corporate governance. We do think that our guiddines
establish the framework for a sound approach to corporate governance but we
recognize that corporations will develop alternatives that may be just as sound.
What is important, of course, is that each corporation consciously address the
governance issue and that the investment community receive an explanation
for the corporation's approach to governance so that it is in a position to
support the approach or to work to influence change.

H.6. Si:llHfor, Cllelrmon of tM Boortl,

Tr111dlt1

c.,,,,.,;.,, J1tr 20, 11H.

8.4 Although we have not proposed mandating compliance with our governance
guidelines, we are hopeful that the existence of the guidelines may raise the
reasonable standard against which the conduct of boards and individual
directors will be judged. The courts, in judging whether a board has acted in
good faith or has acted in the best interests of the corporation, will refer to
community standards. The guidelines should contribute to the development
of these community standards. Consistent with our view that the guiddines
should serve as benchmarks against which governance systems can be assessed
is our view that adopting a system different from the guidelines should nor in
itself give rise to liability.

• ... we would note tllot wllile tllo idea ot
voluntory 911idolino1is1 90011 o,.e, we d1
not llolievo thot 11111datory dl1cl01uro on
compliance or non·co111pli11co with the
guidelines is ••viselllo io tlle i111111dl1t1
tutoro. Until 111ftici1nt np11ionc• hu
Ileen goiud in dHling with the proposed
11itl11inos, uy comment by on iuuor in
its proq 111011rial1 on comp Iio11co with
111e guide Ii111 Ollgbl 10 IHI on on opli oaat
bHil only.·

8.5 We are also hopeful that individual directors and full boards will be able to use
our thoughts about effective corporate governance to implement
improvements. Many boards will not require external encouragement but will
recognize the value to the corporation of enhanced governance. The
shareholders, the owners of the corporation, will have the opportunity to, and
if we are to improve the quality of corporate governance in Canada must, use
their influence as shareholders to challenge the approach of the other boards
and to force change.

Juel J. Fri'1H11,

Se11lor llic1·PrHidont
BCE Joe•• ,..,.,., 2J. 1m.
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APPENDIX A
PRINCIPAL AMENDMENTS TO THE DRAFT REPORT
APPLICATION OF DISCLOSURE 0BLIGATlON - The
listing requirement on which the proposals in the Final
Repon are based will apply only to companies
incorporated in Canada or a province of Canada {and
listed. on a stotk exchange which accepts the proposals)
rather than to all companies wherever incorporated.

DISCLOSURE OBLIGATION - The obligation of the
listed companies will be to describe in their ann~
report or informariop circular their system of corporate
governance with reference to the guidelines proposed in
the Final Report rather than to disclose annually in their
information circulars whether they comply with the
guidelines.

UNRELATED DIRECTORS - The definition has been
amended to eliminate any interest or any business or
other relacionship arising from shareholding.
Accordingly. directors with interests in or other
relationships to a significant shareholder are unrelated
directors.

A significant shareholder is a shareholder with the
ability to exercise a majority of the votes for the dection
of the board of directors.

If a corporation has a significant shareholder, in
addition to a majority of unrelated directors, the board
should include a number of directors who do not have
interests in or relationships with either the corporation
or the significant shareholder and which fairly reflects
the investment in the corporation by shareholders other
than the significant shareholder.

PRINCIPAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BOARD -

The corporation should adopt a strategic planning
process from which a corporate strategy evolves rather
than simply adopting a corporate strategy. The process is
more dynamic than suggested in the Draft Report.
A fifth board responsibility has been added - the
understanding of the principal risks of the business. The
board must ensure there are in place systems which
effectively monitor and manage these risks.
The board responsibility in respect of
communications is expressed as ensuring the corporation
has in place a communications policy rather than a
communications program to eliminate any suggestion
that the board has a responsibility for day-to-day
communications.
The reporting obligation of public companies on
internal controls is limited to internal controls on
financial reporting and regulatory compliance.

DISCLOSURE OBLIGATION CONCERNING THE
BOARD - The obligation will be to disclose whether

the
board has a majority of unrelated directors rather than
which directors qualify as unrelated directors.

lf the corporation has a significant shareholder, the
corporation will be obligated to disclose whether the
board is constituted with the appropriate number of
directors who are not rdated to either the corporation or
the significant shareholder.

CONSOLIDATION OF GUIDELINES - Guidelines (11)
and (13) in the Draft Repon concerning structures and
procedures to ensure the board can function
independently of management have been consolidated.

The Final Repon, like the Draft Report, stops shon
of proposing a guideline that the board appoint a nonexecutive chair of the board, but does express a
preference for the appointment of a non-executive chair.
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APPENDIX B
COMMITTEE STAFF

The following persons assisted the Committee at
various times during its process as members of the
Chair's former law firm, Osler Hoskin & Harcourt:

Frank R. Allen
Michael A. Bwns
John Claydon
David W. Drinkwater
Christian B.L. Erickson
Martin T. Guest

Carol A. Hansell
Clay Horner
Allyson C. Landy
Richard Lococo
Andrew J. MacDougall
Stanley Magidson

Paul R. McKeown
Richard J. Nathan
Karin Schwarz
Frank]. Turner
David H. Zemans
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APPENDIX 3.16
COMMITTEE PROCESS

The Committee's consultation and information
gathering process was made up of three components: (a)
written submissions; (b) oral submissions; and (c) other
activities and forms of consultation.
WRITTEN

SUBMISSIONS

Starting in June of 1993, the Committee invited
interested parties to make written submissions on
corporate governance issues. The invitation requesting
submissions was published in the Globe and Mail,
Financial Post, and La Presse newspapers, the regular
bulletins or newsletters of the provincial securities
commissions, and was sent directly to more than 500
interested parties, including securities regulators, public
companies, lawyers, accountants, investors and
investment managers, as wdl as various professional,
academic, and other organizations, associations, and
groups. The form of the notice that was published is
included as Appendix 3.16A.
The solicitation for submissions resulted in the
Committee receiving more than 80 written submissions
from a wide variety of sources, ranging from concerned
individuals to some of Canada's largest corporations.
The list of those who provided written submissions is
included as Appendix 3.16B. The majority of the
submissions received by the Committee are available for
public review at the Information Resources Centre of
The Toronto Stock Exchange and may be viewed by
appointment.
ORAL SUBMISSIONS

In September 1993, the Committee hdd a series of
public meetings in Vancouver, Calgary, Toronto,
Montreal, and Halifax, at which any interested panics
were invited co attend and make presentations on topics
of their choice. Information relating to these hearings
was disseminated in the same fashion as the invitations
to make written submissions.
In all, the Committee heard presentations from some
37 different people. As with the written submissions, the
oral submissions came from a broad range of interested
parties. The complete list of those who made
presentations at the public meetings is included as
Appendix 3.16C.

The Draft Report of the Committee was released in
May, 1994. The Committee received approximatdy 70
submissions on the Draft Report. The list of those who
provided written submissions on the Draft Repott is
included as Appendix 3.160. The majority of the
submjssions on the Draft Report received by the
Committee are available for public review at the
Information Resources Centre of The Toronto Stock
Exchange and may be reviewed by appointment.
OTHER ACTIVITIES

In addition to the more formal activities described
above, the Committee undertook several other less
formal activities to gather information and gain the
benefit of public opinion on corporate governance
maccers. By their nature, these activities are difficult to
catalogue or summarize, but they included the
development of a fairly extensive library of written
materials, one-on-one meetings with interested
individuals, cooperation with other groups studying
corporate governance topics, consultation with certain
government representatives, and numerous speaking
engagements and similar activities which allowed
Committee members the opportunity to engage in
unstructured debate and hear some of the concerns
prevalent in the broader community.
The Committee also bencfitted from the input of a
number of other parties involved in corporate
governance including Matthew Barrett and Dereck
Jones, respeetivdy the Chairman and CEO and the
Senior Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary of
the Bank of Montreal; Michael A. MacKenzie,
Superintendent of Financial Institutions Canada; W.A.
Macdonald, Chair of the Commission to Study the
Public's Expectations ofAudits; and the Business
Council on National Issues. The BCNI conducted a
comprehensive survey of CEOs which was of great
assistance to the Committee. In addition the Chair of
the Committee had the benefit of separate interviews
with Sir Adrian Cadbury, Chair of the Cadbury
Committee, officers of the London Stock Exchange,
R. D. Regan of the Association of British Insurers and
with members of a number of City of London law firms.
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A.PP EN DIX 3. 1 6A
ISSUES FOR COMMENT

The Toronto Stock &change
Committee on Corporate Governance in Gmada

T

he Toronto Stoclc Exchange has established
the Committee on Corporate Governance
in Canada with a ma.udate ro conduct a
comprehensive: scudy of corporate governance: io
Canada and to make (C(l()mmendations to improve
die manDer in which Canadian corporacions a.re
govemcd..
The Toronto Stoclc Exchange lw stated that it
believes there is a direct reiacioruhip between
corporare governance and investor confidence: in
capital markets.
For the purposes of the Committee's study,
"corporate governance" could be defined as
follows:
•Corporate governance:" means the: ptOCCS$
and structwe used to direct and manage the
business and affairs of the corporation with
the objective: of enhancing long-term value
for sharcholdecs and the financial viability of
the: business. The process and structure
define the division of power and
accountability among shareholdc:u, the
board of dirccrocs and management and can
have an impact on other sakeholden such
a.s employees, cusromc:rs, suppliers and
commu.oities.
The Committee: will seek to malce
rccommendatioos designed to improve corporate:
governance in Canada and thereby increase
confidence in and impro~ the efficiency of
Canadian capital markets in order ro ultimatdy
enhance the compcritivc:ncss of the Canadian
economy.
As pan ofirs research, the Committee: is
inviting iotc:rc:sted parties ro make written
submiss.ions on mattcrS relating to die
Committee's work. It is expected that rhc:
Committee's review will cover a diverse: range of
wues. In particular, the Committc:c is soliciting
comments on the following issues:
1. Suite of Corporate Governance ill. c-.da
• How clfective is corporate governance: in
CanadWi public companies?
• As.c the various corporate governance rules and
practices followed in Canada working
effectively or arc these rules and practic:c:s, or
some of them, in nc:cd of reform?

2- Duda of Diru:ton
• How should die duties of directors be: defined
in relacion to the ocher parties responsible: for
or participating in corporate governance?
• b the traditional definition of the directors'
responsibility " to manage the business and
affain of the corporationw appropriate?
• What are the implicatiom for ~od corporate
governance.of die trend, both by changes in
legislation and praccicc:., co incr(a&e the personal
liability and responsibilities of dirc:ctocs?

Ma.aa,;emcet
•'· Direct.on
Docs the appropriate
bala.occ of power exist
between che board and management? What is
the appropriate role: of rhe board in acting
independently of management?
• What are the vari~ means for achieving this
bala.occ:, nrucrural and otherwise, such as
.separating rhe chair from the CEO?
• Is the concept of "iodc:pendencc:•, for purpc>$CS
of board sclccrion and operation, understood?

4. Directon aAd Shanholden
• What is the appropriate rdationship ~n
the: board and sbarc:holdcrs?
• What arc: the implications for corporate
govcrtWtcc: in Canada of the increasing
significance of institutional shareholders in
Canadian capital markets?
• What unique issues are fuocd by dircaors of
closely-held public companies in Canada?

S. Enlwo~ Boud Effecanaea
• Can th~ ect.iveness of the board of directors
be: increased by improving the type and furm of
information available to the board?
• Is it desirable: to review certain consricutional
fearures of the board, such as the manner in
which it is appointed, the use of committees
and the frequency and types of meetings?
• What ac.cess should the board have to, what use
should be: made by the board of. and what
reliance: should the board have on, external
advisees, including the corporation's auditocs?
All submiss.ions should be sent to:

Tbe Toronto Stock Exchange
Committee on Corporate Governance
do Peter J. Dey, Q.C., Chair
Suite6600
1 First Canadian Pl;liX
P.O. Box50
Toronto, Onwio

M5X 188
The deadline for making submissions is
September 30. 1993.
The Commirtce is also contemplating public
hearings, furrher dc:c:aila of which will be made
available at a later date.

If you require funher information on the
Committee, its .awadatt and prooed1UC5, or the
submission process, plea.te call (416) 862-6708.
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APPENDIX 3.168
LIST OF SUBMISSIONS ON ISSUES FOR COMMENT

AFC Management Services Limited
Air Canada

Grivakes, Tass

BMplc

Hammerson Canada Inc.
Hanna Heppell Bell & Visosky

BC TEL
BCE Inc.
BioChcm Pharma Inc.
Boardroom Advisory Services
Byers Casgrain

Inverness Petroleum Ltd.
Industry and Science Canada
Interprovincial Pipe Line
System Inc.

Canadian Bankers Association
Canadian Centre for Ethics and
Corporate Policy
Canadian Comprehensive Auditing
Foundation
Canadian Imperial Bank of
Commerce
Canadian Institute of Chartered
Ac.countants
Cassds Brock & Blackwdl
CN Investment Division
Consumer and Corporate Affairs
Canada
Conference Board of Canada
Coopers & Lybrand
Cortex Applied Research Inc.
Coward, W. S.

Jarislowsky, Fraser &
Company Ltd.
John Labatt Limited

Daniels, Ron and Morgan, Ed
Department of Finance Canada
Deloitte & Touche
di Norcia, Prof. Vincent
Drummond, Brian
D.S. Rudd Associates Led.

National Centre for Management
Research and Development
Newell, John
Northern Telecom Limited
Nova Scotia Securities Commission
NOVA Corporation ofAlberta

Echo Bay Mines
EthicScan Canada

Ogilvy Renault
Ontario Municipal Employees
Retirement Board
Ontario Teachers' Pension Plan
Board

Fairvest Securities Corporation
Fasken Campbell Godfrey
Financial Executives Institute
Canada
Finlay, J. Richard & Partners
Franco-Nevada Mining
Corporation Ltd.

Lafferty, Harwood & Partners Ltd.
Lewis, Donald, Bergman,
Paul and Park, Yun
Litchfield, Randall
Mawani, Amin
McMurrich, James
Meighen Demers
Miles, William
Ministry of Industry and Science
Moffat, John
Montgomery, K.E. and
Leighton, D.S.R.

Rayrock Yellowknife Resources Inc.
Rees, Donald
Shell Canada Limited
Sibson & Company
Smart, Dorothen
Sobey, David F.
Strategic Associates Incorporated
Templeton Management Limited
The Board ofTrade of
Metropolitan Toronto
The Guarantee Company
of North America
The Hogan Group
The Institute of
Chartered Secretaries and
Administrators in Canada
The Molson Companies Limited
The Society of Management
Accountants of Canada
Tovell, David
TransAlta Corporation
Vancouver Stock Exchange
Waterloo Insurance Brokers
Wdls Fargo Nikko Investment
Advisors Canada Limited
Wharf Resources Ltd.
William M. Mercer Limited
World Aca.ss Canada Inc.
YorkMonc Partners Limited
One Confidential Submission

Pension Investment
Association of Canada
Pinder, Herb
Price Waterhouse
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APPENDIX 3.16C
LIST OF PRESENTERS AT PUBLIC MEETINGS

CALGARY - SEPTEMBER 20,

1993

MONTREAL -

SEPTEMBER

27,

1993

Jim Coleman, Macleod Dixon
Rhondda Grant, NOVA Corporation
Andrew love, Macleod, Dixon
Jim Millard, MacKimmie Matthews

Tass Grivakes, MacKem.ie Gervais
Stephen Jarislowsky, Jarislowsky; Fraser
David Morton, Akan Aluminium Limited
Patricia Pitcher, Ecole des Hauces Etudes Commerciale

VANCOUVER -

TORONTO -

SEPTEMBER 21, 1993

Larry Bell, Shato Holdings and Westar Mining
Nicholas Geer, The Jim Pattison Group of Companies
John Howard, MacMillan Bloedel
Bruce MacDonald, Certified General Accountants'
~ciation of Canada
David Mercier, American West Capital Corporation
William Miles, Ladner Downs
Geoffrey Mynett, MacMillan Bloedel
Anthony Toth, Certified General Accountants'
Association of Canada
HALIFAX -

SEPTEMBER 23,

1993

Patrick Brennan, President, Atlantic Canada Chapter of
Financial Analysrs
Jody W. Forsyth, Dalhousie Law School
Edwin Harris, Daley, Black & Moreira
Robert Maclellan, Chair, Nova Scotia Securities
Commission
Robert Mellish, Daley, Black & Moreira
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Bob Bertram, on behalf of Pension Investment
Association of Canada
John Chippindale, Marsh & McLennan
Richard Finlay, J. Richard Finlay & Partners
Doug Greaves, OMERS, on behalf of the Toronto
Society of Financial Analysts
Peter Held, Canadian Instirute of Chartered
Accountants
Peter Hellier, on behalf of Pension Investment
Association of Canada
Brian Lechem, Boardroom Advisory Services
Donald Lewis, Sibson & Company
Jim Maunder, on behalf of Pension Investment
Association of Canada
Jeff Mcintosh, Faculty of Law, Universiry ofToronro
Kathryn Montgomery, Researcher
William Riedl, Fairvest Securities
Lawrence Schwanz, Lawrence P. Schwanz Ph.D.,
Consulting Economise
Stan Stewart, Strategic Associates Incorporated
Joseph Toncini, Wyatt Company
John Turner, Miller, Thomson
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APPENDIX 3.160
LIST OF SUBMJSSIONS RECEIVED ON DRAFT REPORT

AFC Management Services Llmited
AIT Advanced Technologies
Corporation
Air Canada
Akan Aluminium Limited
ATCOLtd.
Baker & McKenzie
BCE Inc.
Blake, Cassels & Graydon
Boardroom Advisory Services
Bramalea Limited
Brascan Limited
Busin~ Council on National Issues
Bugyra, William J.
CAEinc.
Caisse de Depot et Placement du
Quebec
Canada Trust
Canadian Bankers Association
Canadian Council of Financial
Analysts
Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants
Canwest Global Communications
Corp.
Caribbean Utilities Company Ltd.
CARENA Devdopment Limited
CCL Industries Inc.
Clarkson, Max B.E. and
Deck. Michael C., University of
Toronto Faculty of Management
COGECO Inc.
Cortex Applied Research, Inc.
Corporate Governance
International Pty. Limited

Deprenyl Animal Health Inc.
Dimma, William A.
DuPont Canada Inc.

Fairvest Securities Corporation
Federal Minister of Industry
Finlay, J. Richard and Partners
Futwe Shop Ltd.
Gendis Inc.
Glyko
Goldfarb Consultants
Goran Capital Inc.
The Horsham Corporation
Imasco Limited
Inco Limited
The Institute of Corporate
Directors
IFL Investment Foundation
(Canada) Limited

Renaissance Energy Ltd.
Royal Bank of Canada
Silver Standard Resources Inc.
Sun Life .Assurance Company of
Canada
Tombill Mines Limited
Taskforce on the Churches and
Corporate Responsibility
Teck Corporation
Thain, Donald H.
The Toronto·Dominion Bank
TransAlta Corporation
TransCanada Pipelines

William M. Mercer Limited

Jordan, Cally, McGill University
Faculty of Law
Maaxlnc.
Mackay-Smith, Sandy
The Management Corporation of
North America
McCarthy Tetrault
Mobil Corporation
MVC Associates International
National Association of Corporate
Directors
Northern Telecom Limited
Ocelot Energy
Ogilvy Renault
Peters & Co. Limited
Phoenix Canada Oil Company
Limited
Power Corporation of Canada
Price Waterhouse
Prichard, J. Robert S.,
University of Toronto
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APPENDIX 5.43
VIEWS OF WILLIAM MINGO CONCERNING THE SIZE OF THE BOARD

The majority of rhe Committee holds, and has made
the theme of a guideline, rhe view rhat "as the number
of directors on a board beyond a particular threshold
(approximately 20) increases, the effectiveness of the
board decreases."
While rhe boards of public corporations in Canada
which go beyond this threshold may not exceed more
rhan ten in number, and he limited to rhe financial
services sector - an aberration perhaps insufficient to
warrant a guideline (or even this dissent) - as a member
of one of them I fed constrained co say chat nothing in
my experience supports rhe majority view. A large board
can be more effective than a small board if only because
it is likdy co have more star performers, and a wider
latitude of experience.
By "effectiveness" I assume what is meant is effective
monitoring of management and quality decisionmaking.
Effective monitoring of management is very time
consuming, and in a large bank with complex,
geographically extensive operations may only be
practical if rhe work is divided among different
committees (e.g. audit, credit policy, strategic planning,
human resources and compensation, ere.). The hoard
has to be large enough for each of these committees to
be sufficiently manned chat they can operate effeccivdy
with one or two members absent.
Quality decision-making depends on the qualicy of
rhe directors participating in the decision, the quality of
their briefing and homework at the time, and the
intention and skill of the chairman. The size of the
board is not really relevant except that, the larger it is
(within a range of, say, 10 to 40), the larger the number
of quality or scar participanrs likely to be available when
the decision is made.

To dace at lease, no nominating process seems good
enough to screen out the potential non-conrriburors,
wirh the result that, whether rhe board is large or small,
sometimes perhaps not many more rhan half contribute
on a regular basis, and half a small board is not enough
for large, complex, geographically extensive operations
like those conducted by Canadian chartered banks.
The obvious solution to this problem - a process
which monitors the board's performance over time,
identifies the weaker contributors, and keeps replacing
them wirh better prospects - should, of course, be
adopted, but it is naive, I think, to assume that it will
work so successfully rhat the problem of the noncontributing director will disappear.
The criteria for good performance by a director is not
easy to settle. It cannot be simply meeting attendance
and the extent to which he or she intervenes in debate.
One can intervene a lot without contributing very
much.
A process of monitoring director performance and
replacing rhe weaker contributors will, I suspect, succeed
in replacing some of the more blatant non-contributors.
However, directors will continue to shy away from
disqualifying colleagues whose performance is, for
whatever reason, only marginal, if only because they find
rhe exercise distasteful, and arc not unanimous on its
criteria or proper application. In the result, the problem
of non·contributing directors will continue.
Until we have had some successful experience with
this process, I am loath to coerce our financial
institutions to reduce the size of their boards - a
measure calculated to reduce the quality of the talent
available to them at the board level without any
offsetting advantages.
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APPENDIX 5.56
STATUTORY LIABILITIES OF DIRECTORS'
1.
IMPAIRMENT OF CAPITAL AND
CORPORATE SOLVENCY TESTS
(A) TYPES OF PAYMENT

The corporate statutes seek to maintain the financial
scability of the corporation by prohibiting certain
actions by the corporation if it does not meet the
solvency tests set out in the statute. These solvency tests
are described below. Directors who vote for or consent
to a transaction when the corporation does not meet the
solvency tests may be liable fur amounts paid out by the
corporation which it does not otherwise recover. In
other words, the directors who cause or allow the
corporation to cake certain action which lead to its
insolvency are required to restore to the corporation the
funds which the .corporation expended in the course of
this action. The list of transactions for which directors
could incur this type of liability includes:
• issuing shares for property or pasr services which have
a fair market value less than the money the
corporation would have received if it had issued the
shares for money (unless the director did not and
could not reasonably have known that the
corporation would have received more if the shares
had been issued for money);
• any of the following acrions in contravention of the
statutory solvency tests, which are described in greater
detail below:
• purchase, redemption, retraction or other acquisition
of shares of the corporation;
• payment of a dividend;
• provision of loans, guarantees or other financial
assistance to certain related parties;
• payment of an amount to a shareholder who has
exercised statutory dissent rights;
• payment to an officer or director of an indemnity
prohibited by the corporate statute; and
• paying an unreasonable commission to any person
purchasing shares of the corporation.
Since directors only incur liability for these
transactions if they vote for or consent to the resolution

authorizing the transaction, they should bear in mind
chat they will be deemed to have consented to a
resolution unless their dissent is registered in the manner
and within the time prescribed by statute. The
procedure for registering a dissent is described in Pan II.
An action against a director for authorizing the types
of transactions listed above must be commenced within
two years of the date of the resolution authorizing the
unlawful aet.
(B)

CORPORATE SOLVENCY TESTS

The corporate statutes prohibit a corporation from
taking certain action if the corporation would fail to
meet two tests after taking that action. These tests are
commonly referred to as solvency tests, although one
deals with solvency and the ocher deals with impairment
of capital. The two tests are discussed here in the context
of the declaration of dividends, but a version of these
solvency tests also applies to the redemption or
retraetion of shares, financial assistance and the other
types of uansactions listed above. In the case of
dividends, the solvency tests are intended to prevent
directors from declaring dividends out of the
corporation's capital or otherwise distributing to
shareholders, assets of the corporation which should
remain in the corporation for the protection of creditors.
While lenders do not usually rely exclusively on these
scatutory provisions to protect them from corporate
actions which might jeopardize the corporation's ability
to pay the creditors and may wel1 require covenants
which impose other or more stringent tests, the solvency
tests are intended to provide a measure of protection
against the corporate assets being stripped away.
The solvency test prohibits a corporation from
declaring or paying a dividend if there are reasonable
grounds for believing that the corporation is unable to
pay its liabilities as they become due or would be unable
to do so after paying the dividend. The inability to pay
liabilities as they become due will have different
meanings in different circwnstances. Generally however,
if a corporation could only satisfy its ongoing liabilities
by liquidating assets fundamental to running its
business, the directors could likdy not conclude chat the
test had been met. If, on the ocher hand, the directors
determine that the corporation would need to sell one
significant asset in order to meet a large and unusual
liability, they might still conclude in good faith that this

(1} Extracted from "Directors' Duties", Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt
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did not result in the corporation being unable to meet
its liabilities as they became due.
The impairment of capital test prohibits the
corporation from declaring or paying a dividend where
there are reasonable grounds for believing that the
"realiz.able value" of the corporation's assets would, as a
result of the dividend, be less than the aggregate of its
liabilities and the stated capital of all classes of shares.
The manner in which assets are valued will depend on
the corporation and its circumstances. It is generally
reasonable to value the assets on a going concern basis,
unless there is some reason to believe that the
corporation will be wound up or put into some form of
solvency-related proceeding in the near future or that an
urgent and significant disposition of its assets is planned.
Because the test refers to the "realizable value" of the
corporation's assets, as measured against its liabilities and
stated capital, the value of the assets must be established
on the basis of some sort of notional sale. While
valuation should take into account caxes payable arising
from the sale as well as legal and other costs associated
with a disposition of assets, the dire<:rors are also entitled
to assume that the sale will be implemented on a tax
efficient basis, so long as that assumption is a reasonable
one. Moreover, discounting such costs may be justified if
disposition is not imminent.
Under some corporate stacutes, the test is less
stringent for corporations with wasting assets. These are
assets which are necessarily consumed in the operation
of the corporation's business. These provisions apply co
corporations which have as their principal operations a
producing mining or oil and gas property, or which have
75% of their assets of a wasting character. They also
apply to corporations incorporated to acquire assets,
liquidate them and distribute cash to shareholders. Such
corporations are not required to meet the solvency tests
imposed on other corporations. Rather, they are entitled
to pay dividends out of funds derived from their
operations even if the payment reduces the value of their
assets to less than their stated capital, so long as they can
still meet their liabilities.
The tests are prospective, requiring directors to
determine whether the corporation would be able to
meet its obligations as they become due. No rime frame
is given and no guidance is provided for the definition of
the term "liabilities". The corporate statutes do not
indicate, for example, whether contingent liabilities such
as guarantees should be included. The tests are also
based on values which cannot be determined with
certainty at the time che directors must decide whether
to declare a dividend. The directors cannot (and are not

expected to) determine with certainty the realizable
value of the corporation's assets, because this value can
only be known when the assets are sold. Nor are they
expected to predict futu.re events. For example, after a
corporation has paid a dividend, a significant
depreciation in the value of a corporation's inventory as has happened to corporations holding real estate may call into question the ability of the corporation to
satisfy its liabilities and may with hindsight make the
payment of the dividend seem imprudent. The directors
only need to be satisfied, at the time the resolution is
passed to declare and authorize the payment of the
dividend, that there are no reasonable grounds for
bdieving that the tests would not be met. If the directors
determine in good faith that the corporation meets the
tests, based on an estimate of the value of assets which
they reasonably believe, in good faith, to be true at the
time the dividend is declared and payment is authorized,
the courts have indicated that the directors will not be
liable if the value of those assets is subsequently lost.
(C) DEFENCE ANO PENALTY

Whether the corporation meets che solvency tests is a
question which in most cases must be determined by the
board. However, under the corporate statutes, the
directors are entitled to rely on che corporation's
financial statements, which an officer of the corporation
or a written report of the auditor represents to fairly
reflect the financial condition of the corporation. In
appropriate cases, directors may also rely on outside
advisers. As discussed in Pan I, such reliance must be in
good .&ith and reasonable.
Dire<:tors will not be able co look to the corporation's
auditors for opinions on whether the corporation meets
the solvency tests. Chanered accountants in Canada
were advised in an October 1988 release by The
Canadian Institute of Chanered Accountants not to
provide opinions (that is, positive or negative assurances)
on matters relating to solvency. The rationale for this
position is that solvency is a state of affairs which must
be determined, at least in part, prospectively under the
prescribed test and therefore is not a matter on which
accountants are prepared to opine. This position
illustrates the challenge faced by directors in seeking to
determine whether the tests have been met, particularly
in circumstances where the corporation could be said to
be near the margins of the test.
Directors who consent to any of the transactions
described above when the corporation does not satisfy
the solvency tests may be jointly and severally liable to
repay to the corporation any amounts distributed or
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paid by the corporation as a result of that transaction.
Any potential for liability ceases two years after the date
of the resolution approving the uansaction. Dir~tors
who are found liable are entitled to look to any other
directors who also consented to the resolution for their
share of the amount in question. Such directors may also
apply to a court for an order requiring the person who
received the money to repay chat amount to the
corporation.
2.

INSIDER TRADING

As noted in Part Ill, regulation of insider trading is
intended to promote fairness in the capital markets.
Persons who have information about a corporation by
virtue of their relationship with chat corporation should
not be in a position to use that information to trade in
securities of the corporation or to assist others to uade
in securities of the corporation before that information
is publicly disseminated.
(A) Cl RECTORS AS INSIDERS

Directors are insiders of the corporation on whose
board they serve, but they are also deemed to be insiders
of any other corporation in which their corporation
owns or controls more than 10% of the voting securities.
The insider rules have two aspects. First, as insiders,
directors must report to the securities authorities any
trade they make in securities of the corporation in which
they are insiders. This is discussed in greater derail below
under "Insider Trading Reports". In addition, because
they are in a "special relationship" for securities law
purposes to any corporation in which they are insiders,
they may be liable if they trade in securities of that
corporation with knowledge of a material fact or
material change that has not been generally disclosed. In
addition, directors may incur liability if they pass that
information to someone else who trades with knowledge
of the information (commonly referred to as a "tipee").
This is discussed in greater derail below under "Use of
Inside Information".
(B)INSIDER TRADING REPORTS

Persons who hold securities in a corporation are
required to file an insider report when they become
insiders. When a person who holds securities of a
corporation is appointed to the board of that
corporation, for example, or when an existing director
acquires s~urities of the corporation for the first time,
that person must file an initial report. The report must
be filed within ten days of the date on which the person
became an insider or within ten days of the end of the
month in which the person became an insider,

depending on the jurisdiction. When directors trade in
serurities of entities in which they are insiders, they
must file a report of that trade within ten days of the
trade or within ten days of the end of the month in
which they make the trade, again depending on the
jurisdiction.
The extent of the reporting requirement may also
vaiy from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. In addition, there
are various definitions which broaden the term "insider"
so that it covers other entities within a corporate group.
Given the potential degree ofcomplexity and detail, it is
standard practice for most public corporations to have a
memorandwn prepared for their directors and senior
officers to assist them in complying with these
requirements. The regulators consider timely and
accurate reporting a priority and it is therefore very
important for directors to meet these requirements
within the time periods prescribed.
Insider reports are filed with the appropriate securities
commissions as well as with the federal government if
the corporation is federally incorporated. Insider reports
are public information and are often tracked and
reported by the financial press. As an internal
administrative matter, the corporation's legal or
administration depanment is frequently responsible for
filing the insider trading reports for the corporation's
directors, but directors should bear in mind that they,
and not the corporation, will bear the liability for failing
to file their insider trading reports as required. In
Ontario, failure to file may result in a fine of up to
$1,000,000 or two years in prison, or both.
(C) USE OF INSIDE INFORMATION

Under both the corporate and securities statutes,
directors are liable for using confidential or "inside"
information about the corporation to trade in securities
of the corporation or for passing such information on to
someone else. The provisions and language used to
describe these liabilities vaiy depending on the statute
but include "material fact", "material change", "material
information" and "confidential information". Many,
though not all, of these concepts may apply to directors
who are insiders of private corporations as well as those
who are insiders of public corporations.
A director who trades with knowledge of such
information or who provides that information to
someone dse may encounter liability on three levels.
First, the dir~tor may be subject to a fine of not less
than the profit made, but not more than triple the
profit, up to a maximum of $1 million, and up to two
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(E) WHEN lS INFORMATION
DlSCLOSED

years in prison. If a corporation is convicted of insider
trading, every director who authorized or acquiesced in
the offence is also guilty and is liable for damages
resulting from the trade and for a fine of not more than
$1 million and cwo years in prison. The director may
also be liable to the person who traded with the director
or with the person the director advised of an undisclosed
material change or material fact. Damages may be up to
the amount by which the transaction price was affected
by the confidential information available to one, but not
the other party. Finally, the director will be liable to the
c~rp.oration for any gain realized by insider trading or
appmg.

The securities rules permit trading to commence
when information has been "generally disclosed n. It is
important for directors to note that this is a term that
has specific meaning. The issuance of a press release
alone is not sufficient; there must be an opportunity for
the information to be disseminated and absorbed by the
marketplace. As a general rule, insiders should not trade
for at least 24 hours after the press release has been
issued. This period may be longer, up to a week, if the
information is not picked up and disseminated to the
public through the news media.

(D)DEFENCES

3.

There arc a number of defences available to a director
who has been charged with insider trading. Proof that a
direaor reasonably bdieved that the information had
been generally disclosed may be a defence. Similarly, if
the other party to the transaction knew about the
undisclosed information or ought reasonably ro have
known, the director may not be liable. If the trading
took place in "innocent" circumstances such as the
purchase of shares by a director in an automatic plan
such as a dividend reinvestment plan or share purchase
plan which was in place before the director became
aware of the confidential information, or where it was
made to fulfil a legally binding obligation entered inro
prior to the acquisition of the undisclosed information,
the director may not be liable. Chinese wall defences
may also rdieve directors of liability in situations where
a corporation made an investment which consriruted
insider trading bur can show that no director, officer,
parrner, employee or agent of the firm who was involved
in the investment decision had actual knowledge of the
confidential information.

Liability for disclosure documents arises in cwo ways:
quasi-criminal liability for failing to comply with
requirements such as the requirements to file financial
statements in accordance with prescribed rules and civil
liability for misrepresentations in certain documents
such as prospectuses.

Similarly, a number of defences are available to a
charge of tipping. For example, if a director informs a
third party of an undisclosed material fact or a material
change in the necessary course of business, that action
does not constitute tipping. However, if a director
informs a third party of an undisclosed material faet or
material change other than in the necessary course of
business, the director will have a defence if the person
who bought or sold shares of the corporation knew or
ought reasonably have known about the information.
While certain defences to insider trading and tipping

may be available, there are only limited situations in
which they will be applicable. The potential fines on the
other hand are very significant and can be up to triple
the profit made or $1 million.

DISCLOSURE DOCUMENTS

(A) ONGOING DISCLOSURE
DOCUMENTS

Public companies are required to file various ongoing
or continuous disclosure documents. Any director of a
corporation who "authorized, permitted or acquiesced"
in the filing of documents that are not in compliance
with those requirements commits an offence. Such
liability could occur, for example, as a result of
disclosure or lack of disclosure in:
• annual and interim financial statements;
• information or management proxy circulars; or
• material change reports.
On conviction, directors may be subject to a fine of
up to $1 million, two years in prison, or both.
(B)PROSPECTUSES

Certain documents are so fundamental to the public
disclosure system and the functioning of the capital
markets that they also have the potential for exposing
directors to personal civil liability. The most commonly
used of these documents is the prospectus. A number of
persons and entities, including directors, are involved in
the creation of a prospecrus and liability is imposed on
many of them for any "misrepresentation".
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The issuer of the securities, or a selling shareholder on
whose behalf the distribution is being made, is liable and
has no defence where a misrepresentation appears in the
prospectus. The underwriters of the offering and any
ocher person who signs the prospectus, such as a
promoter, are also liable but may have a due diligence
defence. If reference is made in the prospecrus to any
repon, opinion or statement of an expert, that expert
will be liable with respect to those references, but is also
provided with a due diligence defence. Similar liability
applies to misrepresentations contained in take-over bid
circulars.
A director will not be liable to a purchaser who
purchased securities offered by a prospectus containing a
misrepresentation for an amount in excess of the price
stated in the prospeccus at which the securities were
offered to the public or for any damage which the
director proves does not represent the depreciation in
value of the security as a result of the misrepresentation.
A purchaser must bring an action with respect to a
misrepresentation in a prospecrus within 180 days of
becoming aware of the misrepresentation, but, in any
event, before the end of three years from the date on
which the securities were purchased.
The main defence available to directors to a claim by
a purchaser that a prospectus contains a
misrepresentation is the due diligence defence. In other
words, directors will be liable if they failed to conduct a
reasonable investigation. The steps which directors
should take in order to show that they conducted an
adequate investigation are discussed in greater detail in

Part III.
Directors have a number of ocher defences to a claim
by a purchaser that a prospectus contained a
misrepresentation:
• the purchaser was aware of the misrepresentation at
the time of purchase;
• the prospectus was filed without the director's consent
and the director gave reasonable general notice of this
fact or the director withdrew consent and gave
reasonable general notice of chis fact and of the
reasons for withdrawing consent; or
• the misrepresentation appeared in an expen's portion
(that is, a reference to a report or opinion of an
cxpen) or it was made by an official person or
contained in an official statement and the director
had reasonable grounds to believe that there was no
misrepresentation.

4 .
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LIABILITY FOR OFFENCES

UNDER THE CORPORATE STATUTES

The corporate statutes impose a number of
obligations on the corporation. To ensure compliance by
the corporation, the corporate statutes also impose
personal liability on a director who knowingly
authorizes, permits or acquiesces in the corporation
failing to comply with certain provisions. The offences
for which a director may incur such liability under the
Canada Business Corporations Act include the
following:
• failure of the corporation to send a proxy to
shareholders at the same time as they are given notice
of a shareholders' meeting as required by the CBCA;
• failure by the corporation to send a management
proxy circular to shareholders and to the Director
under the CBCA before soliciting proxies;
• failure by the corporation to comply with take-over
bid requirements under the CBCA;
• failure by the corporation to comply with requests for
information under the CBCA with respect to insider
trading, proxies or take-over bids; and
• the inclusion by the corporation of an untrue
statement of a material fact in any document required
under the CBCA or the omission by the corporation
of a material fact in such a document.
Directors may be liable fur fines of up to $5,000 or
prison terms of up to six months, or both, whether or
not the corporation itself has been prosecuted or
convicted for the offences described above. The defences
available to directors will vary with the particular offence
and the circumstances, but in most cases directors must
have knowingly authorized, permitted or acquiesced in
the commission of the offence before they will incur
liability.
5.

ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION

Liability for environmental offences vies with liability
for employee wages as the highest profile liability facing
directors. Anyone may incur liability under any one of a
number of statures for causing or permitting damage to
the environment and directors may be subject to this
liability if they themselves cause or permit damage. In
addition, however, many of the environmental statutes
in Canada make directors liable for the environmental
offences committed by the corporations they serve. This
is the liability which is of particular concern to directors
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who may have no particular knowfedgc of or comroJ
over corporate activities which may cause environmental
probfems.
In the last few years there has been a significant
increase in the number and severity of Canadian
environmental Jaws. Much of this legislation has
developed in a piecemeal fashion in response to
panicular concerns. & a result, environmental
legislation, regulation, policy and guidelines are neither
comprehensive nor coherent. In addition to the general
environmental protection statutes such as the Canadian
Environmenw Protection Act. and Ontario's
Environmental Protection Ac.r, there arc a hose of
statutes dealing with water, air, pesticides, mining, oil
and gas and waste management which impose specific
environmental protection requirements. These
requirements include among their sanctions, che
imposition of liability on the directors of a corporate
offender. Keeping abreast of Jegal developments, Jet
alone complying with them, is difficult.
(A) OFFENCES

The Canadian Environmental Protection Ac.t
("CEPA") is typical of most environmental legisfation
across Canada. Under CEPA, a director may incur
liability for offences of the corporation if that director
"directed, authorized, assented to, acquiesced in or
participated in the commission of the offence". The
effect of chis wording is that, for the purposes of CEPA
and most other most environmental legislation in
Canada, directors will be subject to liability as directors
only if they had knowledge of the actions which
constiruted the offence.
Ontario's Environmental Protection Act and certain
ocher environmental statutes go beyond che type of
provision found in CEPA. They require directors to take
"all reasonable care" to prevent che corporation from
unlawfully discharging a contaminant into the
environment. Under these statutes, clirect:ors have an
obligation to act pro~actively to ensure that the
corporation is in compliance.
(B)DUE DILIGENCE DEFENCE

The liabifity of clireccors for the environmental
actions of the corporation is not an absolute liability.
Directors may avoid liability if they are able to show that
they exercised appropriate diligence to ensure that the
corporation complied with environmental legislation.
The onus is on che directors to establish that such
diligence was exercised.

The ability to successfully raise a due diligence
defence will depend on the steps taken by directors prior
co the commission of the offence. A director's diligence
is founded on an understanding of the issues,
formulation of appropriate corporate policies, delegation
co qualified personnel of the responsibility for
implementing che policies and ensuring compliance by
establishing a monitoring system which enables the
director to confirm that the poHcies established are being
followed and employee concerns addressed. This action
should be appropriately documented in board minutes
as well as reports from experts and from management. A
discussion of the procedures which a board should
consider implementing co ensure that it has met che
requisite standard of care is set out in Part Ill.
(C) PENALTIES

There are several cypes of liability which a director
may &cc in connection with environmental legislation.
Directors may be subject to substantial fines or
imprisonment or may be named in orders to implement
and pay the costs under preventative, dean·up and
remedial orders.
Fines or imprisonment, or both, may be imposed
where a coun determines that punitive action against a
director is appropriate. Fines may range from $10,000
to $100,000 per day for directors ($50,000 to
$2,000,000 per day for the corporation). Under CEPA,
the individual is subject to the punishment that is
provided for the particular offence committed by che
corporation. In addition to daily fines, che potential
penalties under that starute range up to a fine of
$200,000 plus 5 years imprisonment for more serious
offences. For certain offences, such as intentional or
reckless disregard for an environmental disaster, or for
che lives and safety of others, there is no maximum limit
to the fine, and there may even be the potential for
prosecution under the Criminal Code with a maximum
penalty of life imprisonment.
There has been a steady increase in charges relating to
environmental offences laid both against individuals and
corporations in Canada over the last several years. For
example, from 1985 to 1991, the number of charges in
Ontario increased from 150 to 2,000. Penalties have also
increased. Total fines imposed in Ontario for
environmental offences in 1991 were $2,500,000 and in
a recent Ontario decision, an executive of a hazardous
waste disposal company was sentenced to eight months
in prison. The factors which a court will take into
account when imposing a sentence include the nature of
the offence, the deliberateness of the action, the extent
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of cooperation with officials, whether commitments
have been made to achieve compliance and the speed
and efficiency of rectification.
Directors may be named in remedial orders to
implement and pay the costs of a dean-up, usually
where they can be shown to have been directly
responsible for the pollution. Orders of this nature are
not intended to be punitive and, if the corporation is
financially capable of complying with the orders, it is
unlikely that such orders will be issued against the
directors.
Statutory civil liability for losses or damages resulting
from actions commenced under environmental statutes
may arise in the case of a spill of a toxic substance. A
director could be liable to a third party if the director
had ownership, charge, management or control of a
pollutant immediatdy before it was spilled. To date,
there have been no decided cases in which.a director's
statutory civil liability was considered. Even where a
statute does not impose civil liability on a director,
liability could arise under the common law.
6.

PE NS ION MATTE RS

Under pension benefits legislation, the corporation is
frequently the "adminiscrator" of the employee pension
plan. In such cases, the task of fulfilling the obligations
associated with the administration of the plan and the
adminisuation and investment of the pension fund falls
to the board of directors. In most cases, the board
ddegates all or a portion of that authority to a
committee of the board or to a committee which may be
composed of board members, employees of the
corporation and outside advisers, or to individuals
employed in the company's finance or human resources
departments.
While the board is justified in delegating to others,
board members continue to have responsibilities. In
addition to their duty as fiduciaries of the corporation,
the direaors must ensure that the corporation fulfils its
obligation with respect to the pension fund to "exercise
the care, diligence and skill that a person of ordinary
prudence would exercise in dealing with the property of
another person''. If directors act as administrators of a
plan, in some jurisdictions such as Ontario, they must
use in the administration of the plan, all relevant
knowledge and skill that they possess or, by reason of
their profession, business or calling, ought to possess.
The board must determine the degree of ddegation of
responsibility for the pension plan which is appropriate.

The board should ensure that individuals with
appropriate skill and experience are designated to deal
with pension matters and that there is in place a
systematic sec of procedures and evaluation measures to
track the performance of those responsible for the plan.
In Ontario, the board of directors or its ddegate must
develop a set of investment guiddines and review,
confirm or revise those guidelines annually. It is prudent
for the board co require periodic repons on the
performance of the plan.
Under Ontario regulated plans, where a corporation
is convicted of an offence under the pension benefit
legislation, any director who participated in the offence
is also liable and is subject to a fine. In addition, where a
corporation is convicted of an offence for failing to
submit payment to a pension fund or insurance
company, any director who participated in that offence
may be required to pay the outstanding amount in
addition to any fine.
7.

EMPLOYEE RELATED MATTERS

Liability for amounts not paid to or on behalf of the
corporation's employees is among the most significant
liabilities that a director may incur. Without a systematic
and reliable audit and reporting system, it is also among
the most difficult liabilities to avoid if the corporation
becomes financially unstable. Because individual
directors are only liable for payments which should have
been made while they were directors, the prospea of this
liability has prompted directors to resign when they
recognize the corporation might not be able to make
these payments in the future. The nature of directors'
liability for employee wages, vacation pay and
termination pay, as well as liability for various source
deduaions, is set out below. Liability for the
corporation's obligation to deduct and remit income
tax.es on behalf of its employees is discussed in the
section on the Tax Liabilities in this part.
(A) WAGES, VACATION PAY AND
TERMINATION PAY

Many of the corporate statutes and provincial
employment legislation impose liability for employee
wages and vacation pay on directors. Under the Canada
Business Corporations Act, for example, directors may
be liable for all debts up to a maximum of six month's
wages payable to each employee for services performed
while they were directors. Very few provinces impose
liability on directors for termination pay, that is, pay in
lieu of notice.
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In Canada, the activities of a corporation (and the
corporation's rdationship with its employees) are subject
either to provincial or federal legislation. For example,
broadcasting and some financial institutions are under
federal jurisdiction, while manufacturing would generally
be subject to provincial jurisdiction. In industries under
provincial jurisdiction, directors may be liable for
employee wages under provincial empl~y~ent scan~
legislation as well as under the corporattons governing
corporate statute. In those industries, employees may
proceed in one of two ways jf they arc not paid. fo~ wages
or vacation pay. If they proceed under the provmetal
employment standards legislation, they may present their
claim to the provincial employment standards branch. If
that branch believes the claim is valid, it will pursue the
matter with the corporation and the directors on behalf
of the employees. If the provincial authorities do not
support the claim or if the employees do not enlist their
hdp, the employees themselves may institute an action
against the corporation or the directors under the
relevant corporate statute.

If the business of the corporation is under federal
jurisdiction, employee relations are governed by the
Canada Labour Code which does not impose liability on
directors for wages or vacation pay. Unless the entity's
governing statute imposes liability for wages and
vacation pay (as does the federal corporate statute and
the Bank Act), its directors will not incur liability for
these amounts.
The corporate statutes which impose liability for
employee wages on directors also impose certain
procedural requirements if an employee wishes ~o sue
the directors. Under the CBCA, for example, directors
will not be liable for amounts owing to employees unless
they are sued while they are still directors or within two
years of the date on which they ceased to be directors. In
addition, directors may not be sued for these amounts
unless:
• the corporation has been sued successfully within six
months of the date when the wages were due and the
corporation did not satisfy the judgment in full;
• a claim for the wages was proved within six months of
the date on which the corporation was dissolved or
on which it commenced liquidation and dissolution
proceedings (whichever is earlier); or
• a claim for the wages has been proved within six
months of the date on which the corporation made
an assignment, or a receiving order was made against
it, under the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act.

---- -- - -- - - - - -- -

Directors are jointly and severally liable with all of the
other directors fur these amounts, meaning liability for
the entire amount may be imposed on a single direccor,
on several of the directors, or on all of them. Any
director who has paid an employee claim under these
provisions is entitled to look to the other directors to
contribute their share of the amount paid.
(B)SOURCE DEDUCTIONS

A corporation is required to deduct certain amounts
from ics employees' wages or salaries and to remit those
amounts to various levels of government. These are
payments which the corporation makes on behalf of the
employees, and failure to make such payments is treated
in much the same way as f.Ulure to make payments on
account of wages and salaries. Typical source deductions
include income taxes and employees' premiums for
unemployment insurance and contributions to the
Canada Pension Plan. If the corporation fails to deduct
and remit these amounts, those individuals who were
directors at the time the amount should have been
remitted may be jointly and severally liable for that
amount as wdl as for interest and penalties on these
amounts.
A due diligence defence may be available to directors
who have taken the steps necessary to ensure that source
deductions are being made and remitted. Some
corporations have adopted a procedure requiring senior
management, such as the chief financial officer, to
certify to the board on a regular basis that all source
deductions have been remitted and paid by the
corporation to the appropriate authority. When a
company is experiencing no financial difficulty, it may
be sufficient to do this on an annual basis, perhaps
coincident with the approval of the annual financial
statements. When signs of financial instability appear,
this certificate or other confirmation should be obtained
more frequently. Advice should also be obtained about
whether other steps should be taken to establish a due
diligence defence, such as those described in the next
section on Tax Liabilities.
(C)OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND

SAFETY LEGISLATION

Provincial occupational health and safety legislation is
designed to ensure that employees work in an . . .
environment that is safe and free of hazards and hab1hty
for a corporation's f.Ulure to comply with health and
safety legislation in most provinces may extend to the
directors of the corporation. In Ontario, for example,
directors must take "all reasonable care to ensure that the
corporation complies" with the provincial requirements.
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While provisions of this nature impose an obligation on
directors co cake active steps to ensure compliance, they
also allow a defence of diligence for any director charged
with an offence under the legislation. The test of due
diligence is a factual one and the meaning of"reasonable
care" may depend on the industry in which the
corporation operates. In most cases, the care taken by
directors should include ensuring that management has
identified areas of operation in which precautions should
be taken to protect workers from human error and &om
other sources of possible harm. Training employees and
supervisors will also be critical co the discharge of this
responsibility. It is generally accepted that a director will
not be held personally liable if employees and
supervisors who have received the appropriate training
and education and who have been properly instructed
and supervised are derelict in their own duties.

If there is a standard practice of care that is
recognized for a particular operation or industry,
directors should ensure that the corporation at a
minimum adheres to that standard. However, this
standard of care may not be sufficient if the
circumstances warrant increased care. In assessing the
level of care that is reasonable, the factors that should be
considered include:
• the gravity and the likelihood of the harm that could
result; and
• the alternatives available to a corporation to minimize
both the possibility of a conuavention occurring and
the potential harm which could result.
Penalties will vary &om province to province. In
Ontario, directors who fail to comply with their
obligations under the Occupational Health and Safety
Act may be subject to fines of up to $25,000 and prison
terms of up to one year.
8.

TAX LIABILITIES

(A) SOURCE DEDUCTIONS AND
OTHER REMITTANCES

Under the Income Tax Act, individual directors of a
corporation can be held personally liable where the
corporation fails to deduct or remit co Revenue Canada
the prescribed amounts for certain payments by the
corporation including:
• salaries, wages, pension benefits, retiring allowances
and certain other amounts paid to employees or
former employees; and

• amounts paid or credited to non-residents of Canada
that are subject to Canadian withholding tax.
Actions against a director must be commenced within
two years after the date on which a person ceased to be a
director of the corporation which failed to make the
payment and can only be commenced if Revenue
Canada has first caken certain specified steps co attempt
to collect the liability from the corporation.
Furthermore, the courts have generally only imposed
liability when the corporation's failure to withhold and
remit occurred before the individual ceased to be a
director.
Individual directors are not liable for the corporation's
failure co withhold and remit the required amounts from
employee wages and payments to non-residents if they
are able to demonstrate that they exercised the degree of
care, diligence and skill to prevent the failure to
withhold or remit that reasonably prudent persons
would have exercised in comparable circumstances.
Revenue Canada has taken the position that this due
diligence defence requires directors to take positive steps
to ensure that the corporation makes the required
remittances. Positive steps may include establishing
controls for proper withholding and requiring reports
from the chief financial officer on the implementation of
those controls, as wdl as confirming that remittances
have been made during all relevant periods. Where the
corporation is in financial difficulty, Revenue Canada is
of the view that directors should obtain, from the
fi:Mncial institution extending funds for the payment of
salaries and wages, an enforceable undertaking co pay all
related source deductions when due or, if this is not
possible, establish a separate payroll trust account for the
deposit of the gross payroll. Payments would be made to
both the empl.oyees and to Revenue Canada from this
account.
There has been considerable litigation surrounding
the standard of care required to establish the due
diligence defence. Consistent with Revenue Canada's
published position, directors have generally been held to
a high standard of care by the courts. Therefore,
directors must take a "hands-on" approach to seeing that
soun::e deductions are made, since a failure on the part of
a director to take positive seeps will likdy make the
director liable. Directors who have not played an active
role in the affairs of a corporation are generally as much
at risk as those who have. Moreover, the responsibility to
ensure that source deductions are remitted cannot be
delegated to other directors or officers of the
corporation.
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The courts have stated chat while ocher statutes may
permit directors to undertake risks in running a
business, the Income Tax Act does not allow for any risk
taking in respect of source deduction obligations.
(B)OFFENCES OF THE
CORPORATION

In addition to the other liabilities discussed in this
section, the Income Tax Act imposes liability on a
director for any offence committed by the corporation
under the Income Tax Act if that director "directed,
authorized, assented to, acquiesced in or participated in"
the commission of the offence, whether or not the
corporation has been prosecuted or convicted.
(C) CLEARANCE CERTIFICATES

The Income Tax kt generally requires certain
persons, including an assignee, liquidator, administrator
or other "like person", to obtain a clearance certificate
from Revenue Canada before distributing any property
of the corporation under that person's control. Failure to
obtain a clearance may result in that person being liable
for the unpaid taxes, interest and penalties of the
corporation. "Whether a director of a corporation is a
"like person" will depend on the circumstances of each
case and, in particular, upon whether the director, in
approving the distribution, is in fact acting in a capacity
similar to the specified positions. Accordingly, where the
director may be acting in such a capacity, advice should
generally be obtained about whether the corporation
should apply for a clearance certificate before the
directors approve any significant distribution of
properry.

(D)GST

A director may also be hdd liable for any net goods
and services rax ("GST") payable by the corporation
under the Excise Tax Act. This liability is based on
similar provisions co those contained in the Income Tax
Act. Liability is imposed only on payment obligations
which arose during an individual's tenure as a director,
and a director may avoid liability by establishing a "due
diligence defence". The Excise Tax kt also contains
offence provisions which are similar to those in the
Income Tax Act outlined above.
(E ) OTHER TAX STATUTES

A director may be subject to liability under a number
of other federal and provincial tax statutes, depending
on the nature of the corporation's business. For example,
under Ontario's Retail Sales Tax Act, a director's
potential liability is similar to that imposed in the
income cax and GST contexts.
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APPENDIX 5.60
RESPONSE OF GOVERNMENTS TO COMMITTEE INVITATION
TO REVIEW LEGISLATION IMPOSING PERSONAL LIABILITY
UPON DIRECTORS

Alberta:

Minister responsible for Municipal Affairs - letter dated August 17,
1994 from Stephen C. West.

British Columbia:

Minister of Finance and Corporate Relations - letter dated October 6,
1994 from Elizabeth Cull and letter dated October 13, 1994 from
Kim Thoran, Director.

Canada:

Minister of Industry- letter dated August 23, 1994 from John Manley.

New Brunswick:

Minister ofJustice-letter dated October 12, 1994 from
Edmond P. Blanchard, QC.

Newfoundland
and Labrador:

Office of the Minister and Attorney General - letter dated
August 4, 1994 from Edward Ro~.

Ontario:

Ministry of Consumer and Commercial Rdations - letter dated
August 4, 1994 from Marilyn Churley.

Saskatchewan:

Minister ofJustice and Attorney General - letter dated September 26,
1994 from Rohen W. Mitchell, Q.C.
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